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SUMMARY 
The primary objective of this research is to develop a 
general modelling facility for modular pneumatic servo-drives. 
The component oriented approach has been adopted as the modelling 
technique to provide the flexibility of modelling a wide variety 
of components and the segmentation of the non-linear system to 
less complex uncoupled component modules. 
A significant part of the research work has been devoted to 
identify a series of component modules of the single axis linear 
pneumatic servomechanism with standardised linking variables. The 
mathematical models have been implemented in a simulation software 
which produces time domain responses for design evaluation 
purposes. Alternative components for different servomechanism 
design were modelled as mutually exclusive modules which could be 
selected for assembly as if they were real physical entities. The 
philosophy of the approach was validated by tests on prototype 
servo-drives with matching components. Design analysis could be 
performed by simulating and comparing the performance of 
alternative system structures. 
The research also contributes to the knowledge in the 
analysis of the pneumatic system by: 
(a) Extension of the one-dimensional adiabatic flow to include the 
dynamic upstream flow head; 
(xvii) 
(b) Establishment of the flow node model for the valve component; 
(c) study of the phenomenon of pressure drop in pipe and its 
influence to the pneumatic system. 
It is anticipated that by slight modification of the user 
interface and improvement in the implementation of the 
mathematical algorithm, the simulation software can be used as a 
computer-aided-configuration tool for pneumatic servomechanism 
design. 
(xviii) 
NOTATION 
A Area of air flow path (with or without subscript), m2 
Ayp Cross-sectional flow path area of valve land, m2 
Ay1 Area of valve opened due to positive spool 
displacement, m2 
Ay2 Area of valve opened due to negative spool 
displacement, m2 
F 
Cross-sectional flow path area of at valve ports, m2 
Cross-sectional area of tubing restriction, m2 
Cross-sectional area of piston rod, m2 
Specific heat capacity of air at constant volume 
Specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure 
Dimensionless flow induced force for in valve flow 
Dimensionless flow induced force for out valve flow 
Coefficient of discharge 
Coefficient of discharge from source 
Coefficient of discharge from exhaust 
Diameter of tubing, m2 
Diameter of valve sleeve, mm 
Diameter of spool rod, mm 
Flow energy function to cylinder chamber 1, J s -1 
Flow energy function to cylinder chamber 2, J s -1 
Friction factor of tubing 
Cross-sectional area of leakage gap, m2 
(xix) 
Fg 
Fi 
Find 
Fr 
Fsf 
Fs 
Fc 
Fse 
Gs 
h 
i prof 
Ksp 
Ks,Kd 
KL 
Kc 
Ke 
Kp 
Kv 
Gravitational force if the drive is placed upright, N 
Initial compression of spool spring, N 
Flow induced force on spool, N 
static or coulomb friction on load, N 
Friction on spool, N 
static friction on load system, N 
Coulomb friction on load system, N 
End load in valve on spool, N 
solenoid magnetic constant, Njmm 
Clearance of leakage passage between cylinder 
chambers, m 
Element number of the gain profile array Kp 
Spool spring constant, Njmm 
Coefficients of spool dynamics 
Leakage coefficient across cylinder chambers 1 and 2 
Coefficient of viscous friction 
End stop stiffness, N rn-I 
position gain profile (array) 
Gain on velocity value 
Gain on acceleration value 
Coefficient of pressure drop regression line 
Length of valve land along spool axis, m 
Length of actuator, m 
Critical frictional length through pipe flow, 
Frictional length through pipe flow from point 
Frictional length through pipe flow from point 
End stop force on load system, N 
(xx) 
m 
1, m 
2, m 
Iprof Span of application of each Kp profile point 
sizing factor on the test rig software for DAC output 
Dimensionless resistance coefficient independent of 
compressible fluid properties 
m Mass of air (with or without subscript), kg 
m Mass flow rate (with or without subscripts), kg s-1 
mL Leakage mass flow rate, kg s-1 
M Mach number (with or without subscripts) 
Ms Mass of spool, kg 
Mp Mass of moving parts, kg 
n Adiabatic gas flow constant, 1.4 
np Quantised position error 
nv Quantised velocity value determined by the vary mode 
position difference scheme 
na Quantised acceleration value determined by the vary 
mode velocity difference scheme 
Raw DAC value calculated from gain algorithm 
Adjusted DAC value due to valve operator 
characteristics 
nSTPVAL Desired spool location for stepper motor valve 
operator 
nSPLCOM Spool command output value 
nSPLLOC Spool location record on controller 
npg position gain value determined by the spool command 
processor 
nvg Velocity gain value determined by the spool command 
processor 
(xxi) 
nag Acceleration gain value determined by the spool 
command processor 
nxmax 
Npmax 
s 
T 
v 
VR1 
VR2 
Xc 
Xmax 
Xs 
Ye 
y 
S 
Maximum one side stepper motor valve operator steps 
Maximum quantised position error beyond which the 
position gain is saturated 
Air pressure (with or without subscript), N m- 2 
Pressure drop ratio through tubing, N m- 2 
Pressure at source for leakage, Nm- 2 
Pressure ratio for leakage formula 
Channel resistance coefficient for leakage 
Universal gas constant, 286.76 J-kg/s 
Length of leakage passage (across piston), m 
Air temperature (with or without subscript), K 
Valve land temperature, K 
Temperature at source for leakage, K 
Velocity of air (with or without subscript), m s-1 
Velocity of air in valve land, m s-1 
Volume in cylinder chamber (with or without 
subscript), m3 
Residual volume in cylinder chamber 1, m3 
Residual volume in cylinder chamber 2, m3 
Commanded location of spool, mm 
Maximum one side spool displacement, mm 
Current location of spool, mm 
Penetration of ram to cylinder end, m 
position of ram, m 
Density of air, kg m- 3 
(xxii) 
a Dimensionless mass flow rate 
r One dimensional adiabatic flow function with dynamic 
upstream condition 
n 
H 
Q 
u 
W 
Flow node temperature function 
Enthalpy, J 
Heat, J 
Internal energy, J 
Work, J 
-1 Mass flow rate for pressure drop at value Kdr' kg s 
(xxiii) 
SUBSCRIPTS 
1 Cylinder chamber 1 
2 Cylinder chamber 2 
sl Between supply and cylinder chamber 1 
s2 Between supply and cylinder chamber 2 
e1 Between exhaust and cylinder chamber 1 
e2 Between exhaust and cylinder chamber 2 
nl Flow node 1 
n2 Flow node 2 
sv Valve port to supply 
1v Valve port to cylinder chamber 1 
2v Valve port to cylinder chamber 2 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
"Dynamic upstream flow head" means the flow pressure due to 
velocity in the air stream ahead of the path restrictions such as 
valve openings or ports. The unit is in Nm-2 and represented by 
1 
2 
X (density) X (flow velocity) 2 
The word "head" in the report is taken as synonymous with 
pressure. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The aim of the research work is to establish a general 
mathematical model for a series of modular linear pneumatic 
servomechanisms and to implement the model in a simulation 
software for design analysis. The modelling work has to take into 
account the need to cope with a wide variety of components and the 
flexibility necessary to cater for new designs in future. 
The design of the modelling method and the choice of research 
tools involves a number of related activities including 
electronic, mechanical, computer system and pneumatic functions. 
It requires an understanding of the thermodynamics of compressible 
flow, the use of microprocessor and interfacing techniques, the 
mathematical evaluation process, computer systems and graphics. 
Wherever possible, the models are validated by experimental tests 
under comparable test conditions. 
This thesis has been arranged in ten chapters: 
(a) Chapter 1 introduces to the reader the background of the 
research, the objectives expected to be achieved and possible 
extensions which can be projected at the planning stage of the 
project. Reference to previous work in Loughborough 
University of Technology is made to provide a concise picture 
1 
of the project. 
(b) Chapter 2 reviews the current trend of flexible automation and 
the role of the modelling of pneumatic servomechanisms in such 
flexible systems. 
(c) Chapter 3 deals with the methodologies and tools for the 
analysis. The various techniques for modelling have been 
compared and the philosophy of the component oriented approach 
adopted in this research is discussed. The computational tool 
for simulation and model validation is outlined. 
(d) A generic model in block diagram format is established with 
the component oriented approach in Chapter 4. The model 
development starts from the synthesis of the simple open loop 
bang-bang pneumatic system and finally arrives at the model of 
servo-controlled pneumatic drives. 
(e) The generic model is validated by specific hardware described 
in Chapter 5. The characteristics of the hardware components 
are subsequently modelled in Chapter 6. The generality and 
flexibility of the modelling approach is then demonstrated by 
the construction of three pneumatic servo-drives which are 
assembled from a change of basic pneumatic components and 
simulated by the corresponding change of the component modules 
of the system model. 
(f) Chapter 7 outlines the tests for ascertaining the values and 
accuracy of the model parameters. Supplementary tests 
performed for validation purposes are discussed. Using the 
results of parameter tests the total system responses of the 
test rigs are compared with the simulated responses. 
(g) Chapter 8 highlights typical application examples by adopting 
2 
the generalised modelling technique. The capability of the 
software as a configuration aid is readily seen from the 
flexibility of the philosophy of the method. 
(g) Chapter 9 recommends for possible future research topics and 
Chapter 10 concludes the thesis. 
1.1 Background of research 
The application of microprocessors to the control of 
pneumatic devices in Loughborough University of Technology (LUT) 
started at the beginning of 1980's when the Department of 
Engineering Production (now renamed as Manufacturing Engineering) 
was engaged with a famous pneumatic components supplier in the 
united Kingdom, Martonair Limited, in an SERC sponsored project. 
The project was aimed at developing a series of modular pneumatic 
linear axes [1.1] which were programmable for point-to-point 
movement in the same manner as the numerically controlled 
electrical servo-drives [1.2]. The linear axes were so designed 
both mechanically and software-wise [1.3] that they could be 
assembled in piecemeal fashion. The concept was extended to form 
a multiple axes flexible work handling system [1.4]. 
The control strategy developed in the project was 
successfully implemented on a Texas Instrument 990 processor 
controller incorporating digital minor loop compensation and 
variable gain for the position feedback loop [1.5]. continual 
improvements were made in the control algorithm and strategy 
3 
including the use of front-end control methods [1.6] and dynamic 
adjustment of valve null point [1.7]. The performance of the 
pneumatic test devices in these researches was satisfactory. 
On the other hand, there was considerable difficulty to 
examine the transportability of the control software on different 
species of pneumatic device. Moore [1.8] had attempted to 
implement the real-time control system on pneumatic linear axes of 
a different make and mechanical design, but the results were not 
always encouraging. It was generally felt that since the previous 
researches were carried out based on the trial and error 
philosophy, there was a lack of understanding of the behaviour of 
the pneumatics in the system. Any design of control algorithm to 
suit a particular piece of hardware was therefore not immediately 
transferrable to a new hardware platform due to incompatibilities 
between the two platforms. A vigorous study to derive a model 
which describes mathematically the pneumatic phenomenon in the 
system would improve the understanding of the influences of 
individual components and help to identify critical factors 
involved in the physical environment. 
1.2 Objectives 
The fundamental objective of the project is to investigate 
the nature of pneumatic systems and to derive a general model of 
the pneumatic drives commonly used in industrial environment. 
Through accurate and generalised modelling techniques, it is 
anticipated that the knowledge can be extended to aid the design 
4 
of pneumatic drives: linear, rotary or any physical configuration, 
without actually building a prototype for evaluation. The 
behaviour of the newly designed system can be determined based 
solely on the dimensional data at design stage. various control 
algorithms can then be tried on different "software emulated 
hardware" to check the functionality of the design concepts. 
It is obviously impossible to derive a model to describe 
unlimited combinations of pneumatic components. The analyses in 
this research are therefore restricted to the modelling of modular 
pneumatic drives which can be extended to multiple axes constructs 
by piecemeal fashion. 
The objectives of the research are summarised as follows: 
(a) To analyse the behaviour of the pneumatic phenomenon in 
relation to modular pneumatic actuators. 
(b) To derive a mathematical model of the pneumatic system with 
generalised parameters attributable to identifiable and 
measurable quantities. 
(c) To develop a design aid which can provide accurate predicting 
information of the performance of pneumatic components either 
in single unit or combination mode. The design aid can 
function as configuration tool for the design of flexible 
automation systems. 
(d) To discover critical factors and components in the pneumatic 
servomechanism affecting the performance and transportability 
of the control software. 
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The project is expected to be a revolving, on-going exercise 
to enhance the knowledge in the area of pneumatic servomechanisms 
which can be used to form the basis of pneumatic numerically 
controlled machines and robots. The generalised methodology and 
the generic model in this research can then become a starting 
point for extensions in the field of flexible automation. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF FLEXIBLE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS 
The advancement of computer technology especially in the 
category of microprocessors and microcontrollers has led to the 
possibility of implementing automation in a cost effective and 
flexible way. This chapter reviews the latest technology of 
computer integrated manufacture and focuses on its implication 
along the line to the most basic elements at the device level. In 
particular, the opportunity is taken to review the detailed 
operation of servo-controlled units and of pneumatic 
servomechanisms in their complete working range including critical 
regions such as end stops. The need for a satisfactory method to 
evaluate new design concepts of pneumatic servo-drives is 
discussed and the use of computer-aided simulation tool is 
proposed. 
2.1 OVerview of computer integrated manufacture 
The concept of computer-integrated-manufacturing (CIM) comes 
as a consequence of developments in computer-aided design [2.1] 
and factory automation [2.2]. It includes the ability to control 
all phases of the manufacturing system using computers, from 
planning through design to shipping [2.3]. It embraces the 
integration of office automation (OA), computer-aided design and 
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manufacturing (CAD/CAM), automatic storage and retrieval system 
(ASRS), distributed data processing, robotics and a wide variety 
of computers [2.4]. The ultimate aim is to improve manufacturing 
efficiency, productivity, quality and the ability to cope with 
rapid marketing demand changes [2.5, 2.6, 2.7]. 
The key to success in CIM is the systematic approach to 
integrated systems development. The system engineering method 
[2.8] has been applied to define the problem and technique for 
establishing the "architecture" of CIM. The modular approach 
[2.9], on the other hand, has the advantage of small capital 
outlay, but brings in the problem of module integration. The need 
to define clearly the functional blocks in the integrated factory 
has been recognised [2.10]. All approaches imply the need to 
communicate between various functional parts of the factory. This 
demands a mature local area network which can handle information 
from the factory supervisory level at the top to discrete machine 
input/output level at the bottom of the hierachy [2.11]. 
The impact of the design of elM has been studied in the 
ESPRIT (European Strategic Program for Research in Information 
Technology) project [2.12]. It consists of 5 principal topics 
among which CAM has direct concern with production automation. In 
essence, CAM is the provision of flexibility in the manufacturing 
process by computers. The development of flexible manufacturing 
systems (FMS) nowadays is realised to be an important stepping 
stone for CIM [2.13). The following section discusses the recent 
trend of FMS and the features involved in flexible automation. 
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2.2 Flexible systems and robots 
The major implication of CIM on shop floor machines is the 
requirement for real time control of manufacturing processes. Two 
types of flexible machines are available. The more conventional 
type consists of CNC machines normally designed for materials 
working and shaping processes. The universal manipulator type, 
usually known as robot, deals with materials handling and 
transportation. 
2.2.1 Flexible manufacturing systems 
Implementation of flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) 
started in the late 1970's on the conventional mechanical 
engineering shop-floor. Since then the number of installation 
kept increasing at a constant rate. It was predicted that the 
number would double in 1990 [2.14]. The definition of FMS, 
according to Kief [2.15], is "a group of numerically controlled 
machine tools linked by a common material handling system and a 
central control system". The main purpose is to increase 
productivity and reduce costs by introducing flexibility in the 
production systems to produce different workpieces simultaneously 
in an unbroken sequence without interruption [2.16]. 
Initially, many FMS were developed as national supported 
projects some of which provided a basis for commercialisation 
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[2.17, 2.18]. Experience shows that the scale of integration 
imposed heavy demand on computers and software. A building block 
approach and a distributed processor system must be adopted 
[2.19]. Various techniques to aid the design and planning of FMS 
are eventually available. Rathmill et al [2.20] reviewed the 
simulation approaches and concluded that it could form a useful 
second opinion for FMS designer. Ranky [2.21] compiled a FMS 
software library package using a modular software approach. The 
technology to fabricate a working FMS is readily available but the 
complication of integration has still to be investigated to 
improve the system design efficiency. Likewise, Heinonen et al 
[2.22] introduced the systems concept which would facilitate the 
system design in a more systematic way. 
2.2.2 Robots and flexible position systems 
The Robot Institute of America has defined a robot as "a 
programmable multi-functional manipulator designed to move 
materials, parts, tools or specialised devices through variable 
programmed motions to accomplish a variety of tasks" [2.15]. In 
general, the anatomy of robot can be categorised as articulated, 
cylindrical coordinate, radial polar coordinate and cartesian 
coordinate [2.23]. 
The most extensive user of robots is the car industry [2.24] 
in which the main tasks are spot welding and materials handling. 
other applications were reported including arc welding [2.25], 
assembly, spray painting [2.26, 2.27] and keyboard playing [2.28]. 
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In addition to these standalone usage, the versatility offered in 
the handling of parts by robots has proved to enhance the 
capability of FMS [2.29). The need to automate parts handling in 
a flexible way becomes an essential constituent in modern unmanned 
manufacturing environments [2.30). 
To achieve the objective of flexible manufacturing, provision 
of an unrestricted flexible positioning environment particularly 
in assembly type operations, is vital to successful implementation 
[2.31). It is not difficult to imagine the large amount of effort 
required to establish such system and software tools to aid a 
control system design are available [2.32). However, these 
systems are expensive and not readily adaptable to small and 
medium sized factories [2.33). Some form of simplication on the 
user point of view is required such that the flexible automation 
system is most effective. 
2.2.3 Modular units 
control of a robot arm requires the accurate dynamic 
modelling of the mechanism using a Lagrange-Euler or Newton-Euler 
formulation on a dedicated mini-computer which inevitably 
constitutes a high cost product [2.34, 2.35]. Despite the 
flexibility inherent in the general nature of industrial robots, 
their mechanical structure and control features are normally over-
provided [2.36). In other words, the total cost would become well 
above the acceptable capital outlay level of the project. In 
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fact, Brown reported that problems existed with the general 
purpose robots and there was a need to custom design robots for 
small, light, but stiff application [2.37]. These suggest that 
standardisation of the components in modular form is more 
beneficial in many cases. commerical availability of such modules 
started in early 1980's for hard-wired type automation [2.38, 
2.39]. Subsequent developments allowed that the modular units can 
be strategically located in a distributed fashion to best suit the 
production environment [2.40]. The advantage offered by 
modularising the flexible positioning system is justifiable on the 
basis of cost, simplication and flexibility in configuration. 
The implication of modularisation also affects the software 
control system on individual modules. Surnin et al [2.41] found 
serious kinematic link problems with an electromechanical modular 
robot built on 10 basic modules. The computational system for 
such a modular robot had to take care of the variations in 
configuration and operating parameters. It was suggested that the 
complication in control could be tackled by the block oriented 
approach which was effectively building the control system as 
modules [2.42]. Extending the concept along the same line, 
Thatcher et al [2.43] defined the software structure required to 
effectively operate individual as well as linked modules into 4 
task levels. The linking of modules was then possible through the 
rather slow serial interface under a supervisory control software 
[2.44]. Research is continuing in the direction of investigating 
the possibility of achieving contouring control. 
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The essence of modularisation is the localised control of 
"single degree of freedom" manipulators. The effect of such de-
coupled control approach had been studied by Vukobratovic et al 
[2.45]. In many applications it had been assumed that local 
control was stable and accurate, and this relied on the good 
design of the drive system as well as the servo-controller. 
2.3 Drive systems 
The choice of drive components is a critical decision in the 
design of industrial robots. While industry is looking for fast, 
accurate systems for high quality production, manufacturers are 
also striving for low cost, efficiency and versatility. 
Basically, mechanical drives suffer from the lack of flexibility 
to adapt to space limitations. The linkages between the power 
element and the work-head are often too rigid to be properly 
located on the machine. Typical examples of mechanical automation 
systems have been published in various literature [2.46, 2.47]. 
On the contrary, hydraulic and electric drives are less 
sensitive to space constraints. Power to drives are passed with 
flexible wiring or tubing. There is no need to extend linkages in 
rigid solid form between component locations. The use of 
hydraulic and electric drive systems was reviewed by Archer et al 
[2.48] but there was no definite conclusion on which is more 
desirable for modular unit application. 
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2.3.1 Hydraulic drives 
The theoretical background of using hydraulic drives in 
servomechanism applications has been studied by Conway [2.49] and 
Neal [2.50]. Many applications were recorded including the 
control of the propellant feed system on a space shuttle [2.51]. 
Hydraulic servo-control relies on the good design of flow 
control valves. The proper valve configuration has been 
investigated by Lee [2.52J in conjunction with the study on flow 
induced forces. The importance of proportional valve to the 
closed loop servo-controlled hydraulic system is generally 
recognised [2.53]. The fundamental research work in hydraulic 
servomechansim has been well recorded. Various aspects of 
hydraulic drives including load sensitivity [2.54], hydraulic 
stiffness of spool valve [2.55], pressure transients [2.56] and 
flow oscillation [2.57] had been studied. Research having direct 
relation with modern servo-control technique such as model 
reference adaptive control has been adopted to cater for the 
inherent non-linearity [2.58]. 
2.3.2 Electric drives 
Although hydraulic systems offer great flexibility in the 
design and location of drive mechanism, they suffer from other 
penalties in terms of cost, reliability and power consumption. 
For high accuracy, fast response and moderate power systems, 
electric drives have been used as an alternative [2.59]. 
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In small payload cases, small electric servomotors provide a 
better power to weight ratio [2.60]. Electric drives can be 
classified into two types: direct current motors and stepping 
motors [2.61], each of which has its merits in speed, design 
simplicity or positioning accuracy. with proper amplifier 
circuits, the electric drives usually possess better linear 
behaviour. Interfacing and control by microprocessors is also 
much easier than for hydraulic drives [2.62]. It is due to these 
favourable characteristics that the design of a zero error 
contouring system can be done with simple velocity feed forward 
loop technique [2.63]. These show that electric drives have 
definite advantages over fluid power systems. 
2.4 Pneumatic drives and their controls 
Unlike hydraulic systems, the distribution of pneumatic power 
is simple and less hazardous to the environment. The compressed 
air can be vented to the atmosphere without any special return 
path requirements. 
Unfortunately, the main drawback for pneumatic system is the 
relatively small power available due to the low pressure in the 
line. The compressibility of the fluid makes it difficult to be 
controlled. The use of pneumatic power is therefore limited to 
applications less demanding in power, accuracy and rigidity 
[2.64]. 
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2.4.1 End-stop drives 
Pneumatic end-stop drives have been used for many years in 
the context of low-cost-automation. A typical example is the 
construction of a "pick and place" device using a purely pneumatic 
logic controller [2.65]. The major disadvantage of the system is 
the hardwired nature of the controller and the difficulties in 
designing the circuit [2.66]. Although it is possible to 
incorporate flexibility by microprocessor [2.67] or programmable 
logic controller [2.68], there are circumstances demanding a 
sophisticated design methodology to deal with the varying 
sequential nature of the drives [2.69]. In order to automate the 
circuit design process, individual researchers have developed 
design programs for the "bang-bang" pneumatic systems [2.70]. 
However, due to the hardwired limitation and the inflexibility of 
the drives in positiona1 adjustment, the progress to enhance the 
usage was not satisfactory. 
2.4.2 servo-drive with on-off valve 
Servo-drives undoubtedly provide more flexibility in 
positional control. An early example of servo-drive in the form 
of a simple pneumatic position table using an on-off pneumatic 
circuit was investigated by Cheng et al [2.71]. positional control 
was achieved by a slot sensor mounted at the desired location of 
the table. 
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By incorporating a microprocessor in the controller, Drazan 
et al [2.72] designed a pneumatic manipulator arm using on-off 
logic control circuits. The major problem to construct pneumatic 
servo-drive with on-off valve is the instability introduced as a 
result of the compressibility of air. Special arithmetic 
processing hardware is required to undertake on-line computation 
of the robot dynamics [2.73]. It was reported that with a low 
friction piston and a cascaded on-off valve controlled system, 
accuracy at 0.01 mm level can be achieved [2.74]. Nevertheless, 
the sophistication needed in such system is a barrier for 
efficient operation and ease of design. 
2.4.3 Servo-drive with proportional valve 
Due to the compressibility of air and the non-linearity in 
the pneumatic system, it is more desirable to have a control 
element which can produce an output of higher resolution than the 
2-state on-off devices. In earlier researches, instead of the 
proportional valves, flapper valves were commonly used as the 
proportional component [2.75]. The static and dynamic behaviour 
of the flapper valves have been studied by Hayashi et al [2.76] in 
terms of stream function and vorticity. However, it was reported 
that considerable deviations were found between the static and 
dynamic characteristics which prevented the flapper valve to be 
used effectively as a proportional control device [2.77]. 
The convenience and better linearity obtained in spool type 
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hydraulic valve controlled systems suggested that pneumatic spool 
valves could equally be used as the serve-centrol element. The 
dynamic behaviour has been investigated by Schwenzer on an 
analogue servo-controlled system [2.78) and found satisfactory in 
terms of cost, stability and speed. The practical use of servo-
pneumatic components on multi-axle CNC machines and robots was 
reviewed by Backe [2.79). Application of the proportionally 
controlled pneumatic servomechanism was enhanced with 
microprocessor controller as single axis units [2.80). 
of such modules were developed by Weston et al [2.81). 
A family 
It has 
been shown that with carefully designed supervisory control on top 
of the single axis modules, a modular robot could be applied for 
general assembly processes [2.82). Therefore, the use of 
pneumatic power in servo-drive with proportional valve has a great 
potential in the field of flexible automation. 
2.4.4 Servo-controllers 
The servo-controller is the brain of the servomechanism and 
has direct influence on its performance. The behaviour of a 
servo-controller for a pneumatic mechanism was synthesised by 
Dinerstein [2.83) for controlling the pitch and yaw flaps of a 
guided missile. A series of describing functions was obtained on 
frequency response analysis. Reethof [2.84), on the same basis, 
analysed a high pressure pneumatic servomotor. The design of the 
servo-controller for a pneumatic system was often complicated by 
the non-linearity due to compressibility of the medium. Different 
designs including the choice of working conditions to compensate 
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for frictions [2.85J and the use of differential pressure feedback 
were proposed [2.86J. 
with the advent of microprocessor technology, it has become 
feasible to implement more complex control algorithms. Based on 
the concept of the classical three term control algorithm [2.87J, 
control strategy involving position, velocity, acceleration and 
integral feedback was investigated on a commercial symmetrical 
cylinder [2.88J. The successful implementation of a compensation 
scheme on a modular pneumatic servo-drive [2.89J illustrated that 
microprocessor based servo-controller is most effective in 
adapting to the non-linearity in pneumatic systems. 
2.5 Computer-aided servo-system design 
The trend of the requirement for servomechanisms has been 
heading towards complication in the last decade. Sophisticated 
control strategies can be programmed into digital controllers with 
reducing difficulties when the high level languages such as C and 
Pascal can be used for real-time control programming [2.90J. 
However, no matter how powerful the controller is, it has to react 
with external devices which require careful selection, mechanical 
design and construction. 
Analysis tools are available nowadays on digital computers to 
aid the design of control systems. General purpose analysis 
algorithm such as time domain simulation, root locus analysis, 
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frequency responses and so forth are adopted in various packages 
[2.91, 2.92). Special modelling packages consisting of module 
libraries are developed to cater for applications in process 
controls [2.93). The need for computer-aided configuration tools 
to aid in the design of servomechanisms is increasing. 
A few analysis packages for hydraulic systems were reported 
ranging from the more primitive hydraulic transmission simulation 
programs [2.94] to the highly flexible component oriented CAD 
facilities [2.95). Unfortunately, there is no similar computer 
aided configuration aids for the case of pneumatic servomechanism 
and this is taken as a primary aim for this research work. 
2.6 Summary of servomechanisms and configuration tools 
The current situation of computer applications in industry in 
terms of elM, FMS, robotics has been reviewed in this chapter. It 
is clear that due to the increasing demand for product variety, 
highly flexible, accurate, reliable but low cost servomechanisms 
are desirable. In view of the control problem of the complex CIM 
systems, the modular approach has been adopted to provide the 
capability for easily adapting to a different levels of system 
configuration. With the latest powerful microprocessor 
controllers, highly non-linear physical entities like pneumatic 
components can be controlled by implementing spe~ially designed 
control algorithms and constructed in compact single axis form. 
The increasing sophistication of servo-controller and 
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associated devices demands the use of computers as a configuration 
design aid. Modelling and analysis software are available for 
general applications and hydraulic servo-system design. However, 
no such configuration design tool is available for pneumatic 
servomechanisms. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT 
The methodology employed in the analysis of pneumatic servo-
drives is outlined in the terms of practical and theoretical 
facets. The theoretical facet includes a discussion of the 
modelling techniques commonly used by other researchers and the 
problems associated with these techniques are highlighted. The 
component oriented approach is then outlined as a modelling 
technique which offers great flexibility in software design and 
ease of validation. Coupled with the component oriented approach, 
the mathematical and programming tools used in the synthesis of 
the component and system model are also described. 
The model established by the component oriented approach is a 
generic model applicable to a wide range of pneumatic components 
and systems. Validation of the generic model requires some degree 
of materialisation to specific hardware. The practical facet 
described in this chapter outlines the specification of the 
project in more precise terms. A choice of hardware for practical 
investigation and the development of control software are 
discussed. The test rig then forms the basis for comparison with 
the theoretical simulated results. 
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3.1 Modelling techniques for pneumatic systems 
The methods of modelling has been classified by Wellstead 
into 3 categories [3.1]. The methods are established procedures 
to guide the system analyst to determine mathematical models of 
different complexity. However, due to the diversity of 
applications, a purely scientific approach of system 
identification may not be sufficient [3.2]. Adequacy of the 
models often relies on the judgement of the engineers and 
subsequent analysis on the non-linear model would better be 
carried out with graphical techniques rather than mathematical 
solving [3.3]. 
Unlike hydraulic or electric systems, pneumatic systems 
generally have more non-linear elements the majority of which are 
due to the compressibility of air and the complication of 
adiabatic fluid flow. The models derived from the governing laws 
of thermodynamics preclude the direct use of analytical techniques 
commonly used in linear system analysis. To circumvent this 
problem it has become standard practice to replace a detailed non-
linear model of the pneumatic system by a linearised version which 
provides a reasonable description of the system dynamics in the 
vicinity of an equilibrium condition [3.4]. However, the approach 
cannot predict global behaviour which in many servo-positioning 
occasions are as important as the particular solution at specific 
points within the stroke of the pneumatic mechanism. 
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The following sections examine the techniques normally 
employed in the analysis of servomechanisms. The assumptions made 
in the course of model simplification for analytical solution are 
highlighted such that the problem of global accuracy of the models 
is revealed. 
3.1.1 Empirical curve fitting 
The easiest method to obtain a mathematical description of a 
system is probably by approximating it in the form of a polynomial 
or some algebraic form. Clarke [3.5) examined the different 
algorithms for the identification of discrete systems from 
input/output data. The basic operation of the methods is to treat 
the physical system as a "black-box" with the input and output 
variables defined from the parameters which can be measured in an 
experiment on the system. A sufficient number of data points is 
required in order to obtain a smooth curve. 
The method has been employed as part of the modelling work of 
a pneumatic robot by Drazan [3.6). The empirical model was 
generated as a 10 degree polynomial by a Numerical Algorithm Group 
routine. 
The disadvantage of the method is the need to obtain 
experimental test data of the system which may not exist at a 
design stage. The ignorance of how the coefficients of the 
polynomial change with the dimensional modification of the 
actuator prohibits adoption of the method as a general analysis or 
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configuration tool for modular pneumatic servo-system design. 
3.1. 2 Linearisation of non-linear model 
The linearisation technique for modelling a non-linear system 
is based on the Taylor series expansion to formulate a systematic 
procedure for obtaining a linear model [3.7]. Simply speaking, a 
function w = fey) can be approximated at a reference point (wo'Yo) 
by neglecting the second or higher terms in the Taylor series: 
w = fey) ~ f(yo) + 
df 
(-) 
dy 
(y - Yo) 
Yo 
(3.1) 
When the relation of the input and output variables is not 
available in analytical form, the operating curves of the physical 
system can be used instead. The system with non-linear 
relationships are linearised to obtain a set of linear algebraic 
equations which can be solved readily. 
The major drawback of the linearisation method is its 
reference to an initial point. For operations far away from the 
reference point, the linear relationship Eqn (3.1) is no longer 
valid. This presents large errors and the value of the first 
order differential have to be updated continuously throughout the 
range. In addition, if the higher derivatives of the function are 
significant, the approximation by instantaneous slope is no longer 
valid. 
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3.1.3 Small perturbation analysis 
The technique of small perturbation anlaysis was developed on 
the analysis of hydraulic servomechanisms [3.8, 3.9, 3.10]. 
Subsequently, extensions were made by Rausch [3.11], Bell [3.12], 
Watton [3.13] and many others for analysing hydraulic phenomena of 
wide variety. A detail treatment of the subject is presented by 
Liepmann et a1 [3.14] with reference to the study of aerodynamics. 
The basic operation starts with an identification of the exact 
steady state equation of the physical system. A small 
perturbation about the stable point is made on the independent 
variables to obtain the expressions for the perturbation dependent 
variables. 
After eliminating the equalities due to the steady state 
conditions, the equations are then simplified by neglecting terms 
of smaller orders of magnitude. The final set of equations, which 
is normally linear, can be solved by Laplace transform or other 
simple differential equation methods. The earliest application of 
small perturbation technique to analysing pneumatic system can be 
traced back to the work of the research team in MIT [3.15]. Later 
researches, such as Mariuzzo et al [3.16] and Araki [3.17] 
followed much the same line. 
The major drawback of the small perturbation technique is the 
uniqueness of the method in tackling problems. It demands a 
thorough understanding of the physical system in question and the 
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relationship of the perturbations to the steady state parameters. 
In addition, the technique only leads to particular solution of 
the hardware system being modelled [3.18) and requires special 
mathematical manipulating techniques. Therefore, a slight change 
of part of the physical system will require a completely new 
mathematical derivation to be made from scratch. 
3.1.4 Non-linear system identification methods 
While these methods are not found in any pneumatic system 
modelling work it is worthwhile to outline them here for the 
purpose of providing another scope for future research of fast 
modelling. The methods are classified by Billings [3.19) as 3 
basic approaches, namely, functional series methods, block 
structured systems and difference equation mOdels. These 
identification approaches are essentially the regression 
methodology applied to a data set which is obtained from tests of 
the system of interest. The quantity of data values varies from 
thousands in the case of functional series methods to the order of 
10 for the difference equation models. 
The methods offer the advantage of producing a "describing 
function" for the non-linear systems which can then be analysed in 
terms of stability, limit cycles and harmonic analysis [3.20). 
Variation of parameters can subsequently be made under the 
restrictions of the fundamental design of the physical systems to 
achieve optimal performance. Problems are still present 
particularly in the computational difficulties of the methods and 
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the validity tests. It is anticipated that if a simpler algorithm 
can be devised the methods can be used to generate first hand 
empirical models of pneumatic components for initial evaluation 
purposes. 
3.1.5 Other modelling technigues 
In hydraulic analysis, it is possible to reduce the amount of 
computation time by the lumped parameter theory [3.21]. The 
method is effectively a simplification technique to absorb small 
variations in the hydraulic system into bulk variables such as 
flow rates. The resulting equations can then be solved by simpler 
and faster routines. 
Another modelling technique presented by Iyengar et al [3.22] 
is addressed to large systems including electrical, mechanical and 
hydraulic mechanisms. with this technique, the system is 
organised in canonical form for hierarchical buildup. The method 
is similar to the lumped parameter theory with special methodology 
for complex, large systems. 
3.2 The generalised approach 
From the foregoing discussion, it is readily seen that there 
is a need for a generalised approach which can provide the 
following characteristics for pneumatic modelling: 
(a) The model to be established with the general modelling scheme 
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is valid over the whole working range of the device. 
(b) Non-linearity phenomena must be included without the need to 
obtain simplified solution by linearisation. Future extension 
capability which can include more complicated irregularities 
like drift is also required to cater for the increasing demand 
for higher prediction accuracy. 
(c) Any component changes in the real system can be reflected 
easily on the model. In other words, the system must be 
segmentable into smaller sUb-systems to provide flexibility of 
choice of configuration and direct interpretation. 
(d) The scheme must be capable of modelling non-linearities of a 
wide variety of machine. 
(e) The generalised model should be able to handle different types 
of pneumatic devices, such as end-stop actuators, apart from 
servo-drives. 
(f) A choice of pneumatic models of varying complexity must be 
present in order to allow for variations in future. The 
addition of new devices should be simple and take negligible 
time. 
3.2.1 The component oriented approach 
with the advancement in computer software technology in the 
late 1970's, the application of computer simulation to analyse 
high pressure hydraulic systems was possible, and eventually 
become a basis for computer-aided-design of fluid power systems. 
The method of power flow modelling has been summarised by 
Dransfield et al (3.23) as an extension of the bond graph 
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technique originally postulated by Rosenberg and Karnopp [3.24]. 
Bowns et al [3.25] applied the technique as a simple component 
oriented block diagram method to formulate a system model for a 
helicopter hydraulic handling system. The system was separated 
into smaller systems each of which represented the configuration 
of the circuit for a given direction of operation. It was 
reported that the simulation results agreed closely during 
transient stages but deviated significantly at steady state. The 
inaccuracy was thought to be associated with the difficulties of 
obtaining practical measurements of the component characteristics. 
The power flow modelling approach was further developed into 
a computer software package which was capable of simulating the 
dynamic and steady state behaviour of hydraulic circuits [3.26]. 
An automatic procedure to aid the hydraulic designer to gain the 
required computational skill was incorporated. It was concluded 
that by providing a library of the component models and a 
component model generator in the package, the user could quickly 
investigate the performance of many different circuit 
configurations. A similar approach was adopted to develop on 
small computers a program system consisting of any connection of 
individual hydraulic elements to form complex hydraulic systems 
[3.27]. The models described were based on Kirchoff's nodal law 
applied to an oil volume as a node and was different from the 
power bond principle adopted by Hull and Bowns. The hydraulic 
elements were presented to the system in the form of an 
experimental data file. 
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Working on the principle of equivalent pressures and volume 
flow rates, Leaney modelled an electro-hydraulic test rig based on 
the dimensional characteristics of components [3.28]. The need to 
include electronic controller as part of the system necessitates 
modification to describe the non-hydraulic functions. By the 
component oriented approach, the test rig was modelled as four 
components. System linking was achieved by power bonding for 
hydraulic components and electro-mechanical signals for the valve, 
solenoid and controller. 
A direct implementation of the bond graph technique was 
applied by Tan et al [3.29] to develop a model for describing a 
rotary on-off pneumatic servodrive. Unfortunately, the modelling 
was restricted to the explanation of pneumatic phenomena and was 
not intended to be expanded for design analysis. There was no 
direct relationship of the bond graph elements to the physical 
components and hence restricted its interpretation to real life 
components. 
The current research aims at establishing, from the basic 
compressible flow laws, the mathematical equivalent of the 
physical components. The application of the component oriented 
approach to pneumatic servo-drives has been outlined by Mo [3.30]. 
The essence lies on the process of identifying the elements within 
the physical system, and of determining the bonding linkage 
between the elements when several of them are connected together. 
Due to the variety of principles employed in the modelling of the 
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basic elements, there is no fixed rule for model linking in this 
approach and a more flexible way was taken similar to the 
techniques developed in hydraulic simulation. 
3.2.2 Digital simulation 
In the study of non-linearity in hydraulic servomechanism, 
Shearer [3.31] concluded that a more sophisticated model of the 
coulomb type friction was required to produce simulation results 
agreeing to experimental results quantitatively. With pneumatic 
systems, which are highly non-linear, an analysis tool with the 
capability for predicting the system behaviour by numerical 
integration is definitely needed. It is anticipated that the 
model can be simulated with respect to time so that data in the 
time domain can be compared directly [3.32] (which is usually the 
case for real time experimental results). This is normally the 
most efficient comparison methods for experimental results 
evaluation. 
continuous System Simulation Language (CSSL) [3.33] has been 
widely used since the 1960's due to its ease of programming. 
Modifications to the language were reported by Lucas et al [3.34) 
as a result of changes in computing hardware. other languages are 
available and presented by Korn [3.35], Barthelmes et al [3.36]. 
In choosing these software packages for the simulation of non-
linear pneumatic systems, Atherton [3.37] pointed out that the 
capability to handle discontinuous features was decisive. 
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Packages including those with discrete system handling are 
reviewed by Cellier [3.38) and Araki [3.39). The mathematical 
tool used in this research has been chosen bearing in mind the 
need to deal with the discrete system controller in reality. 
During the modelling stage, it is necessary that the package can 
provide interactive entry and editing of parameters. Graphics 
display of the simulated data must be available and tabulated 
output for fine inspection is sometimes necessary. 
3.2.3 Computational tool 
The simulation package used for the project is known as 
"Communication Mode Simulation for continuous and Discrete 
Systems" (CMS2) which was developed in UMIST (University of 
Manchester Institute of Science and Technology) [3.40). The 
original version runs on PRIME linked with GINO (Graphical-Input-
aNd-Output) Library. 
The package is written in FORTRAN and is organised in a 
modular structure as shown in Fig. 3.1. The user is required to 
supply his model in the form of a subroutine named EQNS with pre-
defined state and algebraic variables structures. The model file 
is compiled separately and linked to the object codes of the 
package to form an executable image. The integration method used 
in the simulation package is the Merson's version of the Runge-
Kutta integration algorithm [3.41). It is a self-starting initial 
value fourth order algorithm. In fact, this self-starting 
capability allows the implementation of variable integration step 
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length required for the management of interrupts which simulate 
the sampling or digitisation effect of digital controller. 
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MERSON ROUTINE) 
Fig. 3.1 - Modular structure of CMS2 
Due to the changes in the availability of computing 
facilities, the source code of the package was taken to Hong Kong 
and ported onto several machines. The first version was 
implemented on a DEC PDP-11/70 which required a lot of manual 
manipulation of overlays during linking stage due to memory 
constraints. Some simulation runs were carried out but not much 
progress was achieved. The second modification was implemented on 
a VAX-11/750 where the program development tools were more 
efficient. Some source code debugging was performed on VAX. 
The third version was implemented on a Data General MV/10000. 
A large number of simulation runs were implemented some of which 
were successful to provide useful information for further 
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development. Graphic outputs could be obtained on Hewlett Packard 
HP7585B plotter either as on-line or off-line plots. 
The final version of the package runs on SUN-3 graphic 
workstations using SunCore graphics library [3.42]. A set of 
software interfacing graphics subroutines is required to link to 
the basic package during compilation time [3.43]. The size of the 
package is approximately 1.2 Mbytes. The enhancements on the 
package are summarised in Appendix I. 
3.3 Model verification and system identification 
The mathematical model developed in this research is 
anticipated to be a generic model for pneumatic systems. It 
entails extension in the theory of compressible air flow and 
covers the general feature of common industrial pneumatic devices. 
3.3.1 Verification studies by specific hardware 
Due to the vast variety of pneumatic components in use in 
industry, it is impossible to verify the generic model with 
prototypes of all types of components. The scope of study is 
therefore defined to be related to the single axis modules which 
are either end-stop or servo-controlled. 
The apparatus for verification is made from the commerically 
available pneumatic components, electronic devices and 
microprocessor boards. The apparatus is designed as modular unit 
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which can be further extended to form the kind of modular robots 
as described by Weston et al [2.81). The apparatus includes: 
(a) Mechanical features are designed and manufactured according to 
the modularisation concept presented in section 2.2.3. 
(b) A control software running on the test rig is required to 
control and record the movement of the unit. Facility to 
upload the data to host computer for analysis purposes should 
be available. 
(c) other transient capture facilities is to be provided as and 
when required to obtain useful data for model verification. 
3.3.2 Time domain analysis 
The model validation is performed by making comparisons 
between the simulated response and the experimental results. Both 
responses are output on one graph and hence a direct segment by 
segment, or point by point comparison can be made. 
Having obtained the time series data from both the test rig 
and the simulation runs, it is then possible to carry out some 
system identification analysis work. The most fundamental 
analysis would be the frequency response analysis using the Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) technique. The theory of the analysis can 
be found in various literature [3.44). By comparing the frequency 
responses of the experimental transients with the simulated 
transients, it is much easier to recognise the basic 
characteristics of the system including the natural frequency 
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and damping. 
When sufficient starting information is available, test rigs 
described in published reports and papers are simulated by the 
component oriented approach using the pneumatic model established 
in this research to illustrate how the methodology in the project 
can be applied universally. However, due to the lack of complete 
information in the abridged literature, the accuracy of such 
simulation is not anticipated to be high, but the general trend of 
the simulation should agree with the published results. 
3.3.3 Frequency domain analysis 
The primary purpose for frequency domain analysis is to 
obtain cross-correlation data between the simulated and 
experimental responses. Unfortunately, due to the lack of useful 
facilities for averaging transformation of the digitised time 
responses, the frequency domain analysis is limited to obtaining 
fundamental information about the individual components only. 
3.4 summary of research methodology 
The aim of this modelling exercise is to establish a 
comprehensive mathematical model which can be used to evaluate 
pneumatic servomechanism at the design stage. The scarcity of 
real test data at the initial design stage prevents the use of 
statistical based modelling techniques. Likewise, in the light of 
the need to predict the performance of the pneumatic systems in 
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its complete working range, conventional linearisation modelling 
techniques are inadequate to fulfil the accuracy and flexibility 
requirements for computer aided design system formulation. 
The generalised approach outlined in this chapter leads to 
the adoption of the component oriented approach which is a natural 
development of the bond graph technique. It simplifies the 
complex mechanism into a series of linked component modules. The 
components are then identified as a physical transformation device 
with standardised input-output relationships. 
The mathematical model is formulated by linking the relevant 
component modules into a simulation package. Since the 
servomechanism will be controlled by a digital device, the 
simulation package is chosen with the capability to simulate 
discrete events. The integration process has been managed in such 
a way that the system is evaluated piecewise between the discrete 
time frames and adjusted at the interrupted moments. The 
algorithm used in the integration is the Merson's version of 
Runge-Kutta integration algorithm. The system is implemented on 
Sun workstations with SunCore graphics facilities. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE GENERIC PNEUMATIC DRIVE MODEL 
The philosophy of the component oriented approach requires 
that the system should be broken into a series of components which 
connects to one another via clearly defined linking variables. 
The linked list of components are formulated in such a way that 
they can be replaced by alternative components bearing the same 
linking specification at the component interface or empirical 
model determined as a result of individual component tests. 
There are two important points to be observed in deriving the 
generic model for the pneumatic drives which can appear in many 
different forms in industrial automation applications: 
(a) The components in the generic model must be traceable to 
physical entities such that any change in the real world can 
be reflected by corresponding change (or changes) in the 
model abstraction. This implies a clear affiliation of the 
mathematical models of the components to their physical 
counterparts. 
(b) The compressibility of the working medium must be taken into 
account to include phenomena which may not exist in the other 
types of servomechanisms. 
owing to the wide variety of pneumatic components used in 
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industry, it would not be viable to include details of each 
components at the level of abstraction of the generic model. The 
system model presented in this chapter is aimed at providing a 
framework for specific models of the pneumatic components to fit 
in during the final implementation stage. 
The format to segregate the physical system into standard 
mathematical modules has been compiled by Unruh [4.1] on hydraulic 
system. Based on the same principle, a simple open loop model can 
be formulated by synthesising a bang-bang system. The analysis is 
then extended to include closed loop functions, proportional 
elements and other features in modern pneumatic servomechanisms. 
4.1 The bang-bang open loop system model 
In a typical low-cost-automation design, a number of 
pneumatic actuators are working together under the control of some 
specially designed pneumatic logic circuit in a coordinated 
fashion [4.2]. The normal fundamental unit (Fig. 4.1) in the set-
up consists of a pneumatic actuator, a 4-way valve which is either 
manual or solenoid actuated, and the load [4.3]. Design data of 
such units are obtained from the trade literature [4.4]. 
From the system point of view, the components of the typical 
unit can be identified from the physical connections as indicated 
in Fig. 4.1: 
(a) The actuator, which produces mechanical motion as a result of 
the unbalanced air pressure in the two chambers; 
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(b) The load, which opposes the actuator due to the mass, 
friction, spring forces, mechanical stop or forces of other 
nature; 
(c) The valve, which provides a guided passage for the compressed 
air between the supply, the actuator and exhaust; 
(d) The valve operator, which actuates the mechanism in the valve 
to control the air passage. 
An abstraction of the components can be formulated as shown 
in Fig. 4.2. The connecting signals between the boxes are derived 
from the inter-relationships of the consecutive components. These 
consists of: 
(a) Pneumatic link in the form of air mass flow rates, pressures 
and temperatures between the valve body and the actuator; 
(b) Mechanical link in terms of force and acceleration between 
the actuator and load. 
4.2 The on-off closed loop system model 
A closed loop system using the 2 states on-off pneumatic 
valve can be constructed using electronic controls [4.5]. The 
enhancement is primarily based on the traditional closed loop 
control theory to provide a feedback loop at the load so that the 
air flow through the valve to the actuator can be regulated 
according to the position. 
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The component boundaries can be physically defined for the 
electronic controller as shown in Fig. 4.3. In contrast to the 
linkages in section 4.1, the connection between the load and the 
controller is an electrical signal indicating the position. 
Similarly, the connection between the controller and the valve 
is an amplified electrical current in 2 states. 
Extending the block diagram of the open loop system, the 
controller can be included as the closed loop component between 
the load and the valve (Fig. 4.4). 
4.3 The servo-controlled pneumatic drive model 
The accuracy that can be achieved on the on-off pneumatic 
servomechanisms is inevitably unsatisfactory due to the coarse 
resolution of the control system. As described in section 2.4.3, 
improvement is possible using proportional valve and digital 
controller. The resolution which is brought into the system by 
the proportional element at the valve implies that fine breakdown 
of the component at the valve operating part is required. The 
valve operator component, which is introduced in Fig. 4.5, 
represents the electro-mechanical component controlling the amount 
of air passage opening in the valve component according to the 
controller command signal. 
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The change in output resolution requires matching at the 
input side of the controller. The digital controller has the 
capability to capture suitable proportional signal from the 
position transducer attached to the load system. The digital 
controller can be simple logic circuit, programmable logic 
controller or microprocessor. The block diagram is modified as 
depicted in Fig. 4.6. The component oriented approach treats the 
mircoprocessor controller as a black box which, together with the 
desired set point value, transforms the position information from 
the load to electrical command signal, amplified to the level 
suitable for the valve operator device in use. The proportional 
amplifier and the signal conditioning circuits are amalgamated 
into the controller because they are similar in nature and tied 
closely with the microprocessor. 
4.4 The effects of tubing in pneumatic systems 
One of the influencing factors in pneumatic system is the 
effect of isentropic expansion due to the compressibility of air. 
In the confined passages like the tubing in the pneumatic power 
mechanisms, the pressure and temperature of the air flow will be 
changed and affect the performance of the system. The problem of 
compressible flow in tubing has been studied in the analysis of 
supply of gas in pipe lines [4.6]. Analysis shows that the 
pressure drop from the inlet to the outlet of the line is 
significant if the Mach number goes up to 0.7 [4.7]. The 
phenomenon is therefore not negligible in modelling pneumatic 
systems. 
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Apart from the Mach number which is a property of the air 
flow itself, the pneumatic condition is also affected by 
parameters which are characteristics of the tubing such as 
friction, upstream and downstream pressures, length of tubing. 
since the tubing connects the valve body and the actuator, both of 
which are not appropriate to deal with the phenomena, a separate 
component module is necessary to define the changes. In the real 
world, the physical boundary can be refined as shown in Fig. 4.7. 
The corresponding block diagram is defined in Fig. 4.8. The input 
linking variables are defined to be the mass flow rate, pressure 
and temperature which provide information for the Mach number at 
the inlet. The output linking variable is the pressure value at 
other side of the tubing. 
4.5 Models of different complexity 
No matter how accurate the component modules are derived, it 
is inevitable that nature contains more unknowns that the 
theoretical model can represent. In the compilation of the 
mathematical model for individual components, the representation 
can be made at different levels of complexity. For applications 
demanding very accurate solution, the analysis must take as many 
influencing factors as possible and very often the outcome is a 
set of highly non-linear, implicit mathematical expressions. The 
time required to arrive at a usable solution, either by analytical 
or computational methods, is also long. On the other hand, if the 
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accuracy requirement is not stringent, a simple model with the 
bare minimum number of essential system variabies will give the 
same conclusion in a much shorter time. 
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Apart from the primary objective to model the pneumatic 
mechanism flexibly, there is a second level need to match the 
modelling efficiency with accuracy requirement. The generalised 
approach provides a good analytical environment to include any 
model irrespective of its sophistication. Two features as a 
consequence of the approach are observed: 
(a) Comprehensiveness in a component does not affect the level of 
complexity of the other components in the system model. In 
other words, part of the system (often the most critical 
component) can be modelled as closely as possible to reality 
while the other components are simplified to reduce the total 
system evaluation time. 
Cb) In the absence of theoretical formulation, experimental data, 
which merely constitute the simplest but empirical model, can 
be used at initial stages of model development. The 
representation may be too specific for that particular piece 
of hardware, but analysis direction can be focus sed on more 
important parts of the system. Generalisation can be made at 
later stage when sufficient information is collected. 
4.6 Summary of generic model 
The model presented in Fig. 4.7 has been built by 
generalising the components and the system construction of 
pneumatic mechanisms. It possesses the property that the 
components are actual abstraction of the physical counterpart. 
Replacement of any component in the model can be affiliated with a 
corresponding change in the real pneumatic mechanism. 
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The general nature of the model allows the representation to 
be valid for a vast number of pneumatic devices. The complete 
form (Fig 4.8) represents a closed loop mechanism operated either 
with proportional or on-off valve. The function of the controller 
is modelled in terms of the linking feedback signals and command 
output rather than the control algorithm which can vary among 
different implementations. 
Open loop pneumatic mechanism in the applications of low-
cost-automation are regarded as special case in the model. This 
can be done by removing the controller component and leaving the 
feedback loop open so that the input command on the valve operator 
is unchanged during the whole working cycle. 
The foregoing shows that a generic model has been derived 
from the synthesis of pneumatic mechanism. The component oriented 
approach adopted for the model formulation allows choice of 
components as well as representation complexity. The versatility 
inherent in the model construction makes it adaptable to most 
applications in industry employing single axis working modules 
utilising components of various nature. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE TEST RIGS 
The generic model outlined in Chapter 4 presents a general 
picture of the pneumatic mechanisms for hardwired as well as 
flexible automation. Validation of the generic model relies on 
the verification tests on hardware which is specific in itself. 
Variations of the hardware to cover as many aspects of the model 
as possible is desirable but due to the limitations in funding and 
time, the tests were performed on typical single axis modules 
specially designed for evaluation purposes. In order to verify 
the capability of the generic model in dealing with changes in 
component configuration, alternative components have been arranged 
to be assembled as variations in system structure to illustrate 
the philosophy of the approach. 
since the project is aimed at developing a configuration tool 
for industrial design, the test rig is so designed that it 
comprises mostly of standard parts. The discussion in this 
chapter follows the pattern of the generic model for the 
description of the components. While most components can adapt to 
any combination of the other parts of the mechanism, there are a 
few cases in which the characteristics of individual components do 
not allow cooperative actions between certain consecutive pair of 
parts. Existence of these restrictions does not affect the 
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generic nature of the model. It only reflects the reality in 
actual practice. 
5.1 Pneumatic actuators 
The scope of interests of the research is the study of low 
pressure pneumatics with air supply in the range of 0-10 bars. In 
the current research work, the air pressure is set at 5 bars gauge 
for all cases. In order to concentrate on the more immediate 
modelling needs, the tests are confined to linear actuators. It 
would be possible to extend the same analysis for validation of 
rotary actuator cases but it is not anticipated to be worthwile 
for pursual at this stage. 
5.1.1 Asymmetric cylinder 
Several versions of the pneumatic actuator has been built. 
The initial test rig [5.1] was built in 1983 consisted of a heavy 
vertical standing cylinder and a rigid brass bushing. The 
performance was a nightmare due to the dominant friction in the 
apparatus. subsequent versions were designed bearing in mind the 
stiction problem of the initial rig. 
The square rod cylinder designed by Martonair [5.2] showed 
great improvement. The design allowed 4 rollers, one each side of 
the cylinder rod to function as bearings on the slideway. The 
friction of the rig was greatly reduced. 
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The asymmetric actuator in the research was designed based on 
the idea of t h e Martonair modular units . Two guide rods supported 
by 7 ball bearings on a framework s upported the longitudinal 
mov ement (Fig. 5 .1) . An end plate with suitable mounting holes 
was attached at the end to allow for any attachment t o the test 
rig. 
5 .1 .2 Rodless cylinder 
The alternative component of the actuator was a rodless 
cylinder with t wo pulleys at both ends through a wire attached to 
the moving block (Fig. 5.2) . The rodless design h as the advantage 
that the area at both sides of t he piston are equal . In terms of 
c l osed l oop control, it is easier to operat e symmetrical actuator 
because if the air pressure can be balanced by the valve at the 
centre point, the piston will remain at its s t opped position . 
5 . 2 proportional valve 
The proportional valve was a 5 - port spool va l ve made of 3 
ma in parts: 
(a) An aluminium valve casing; 
(b) A brass sleeve tightly f itted in the core of the va l ve 
casing; 
(c) A spool made of a luminium moving freely in the sleeve . 
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Fig . 5.3 shows a drawing of the valve and spool . The valve 
was designed to be manipulated by a single operator at one end, 
whereas the other side of the spool was counteracted by a spring . 
5.2.1 Solenoid operated valve 
A choice of valve operators to manipulate the spool in the 
proportional valve was available . The initial design was made 
with a proportional solenoid which reacted to input current of 0-
lA to produce 0-50N axial force [5.3]. The spool spring balanced 
the solenoid force somewhere in the spool displacement range of 0-
2rnrn proportional to the input current. 
5 . 2.2 Stepper motor operated valve 
The second choice of spool manipulator was a stepper motor 
with lead screw mechanism [5.4] . The axial step displacement, 
upon a half step increment pulse signal of the stepper motor was 
0.Ol25mm. Details of the theory of stepper motor and its circuit 
can be found in various literature [5.5, 5.6] . The stepper motor 
valve operator had the advantage that it could position the spool 
more precisely and the data could be more useful for analysis 
purpose . 
5.3 Controller and associated circuits 
The electronic components of the test apparatus included the 
microprocessor and its interface boards. There were two types of 
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interfaces to cope with the solenoid or the stepper motor operated 
valves. For analysis purpose, a n analogue signal acquisition 
board was included and the control software had been tailored to 
cater for the function. 
5.3.1 The microprocessor 
The microprocessor was the Motorola MC68000 16-bit processor 
on a standard MVME110-1 board [5 . 7]. The 32 - bit internal 
architecture of the processor allowed multiplication, division and 
data manipulation to be done more efficiently with the data 
registers . The clock rate of the processor was at 8MHz . 
The MVME 110-1 Board was designed to function as a system 
controller for industrial applications. It had a VME bus 
extension and an input/ output (I/O ) adaptor for extending to 
include peripherals (VME is a standard bus introduced by 
Motorola) . The total configuration of the microprocessor system 
included (Fig . 5.4) : 
(a) MVMEllO-1 Main board 
(b) MVME201 256K Dynamic RAM board 
(c) MVME410 (2 sets) 2 x 16-bit parallel I/O board 
( d) MVME400 dual serial interface board 
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The RAM board was used to hold the control software and 
transient data acquired during tests. The parallel I / O boards 
were interfaced to the custom-made boards described in subsequent 
sect i ons. The serial interface board provided a point of 
communication between the microprocessor and the host (DG 
MV/10000). 
The feedback device was a rotary incremental pulse encoder 
with 1000 lines/ revolution resolution. A Texas Instruments 
74LS2000 chip transformed the pulses to counter information [5.8) . 
The chip automatically counted up or down depending on the phase 
relationship of the two channels from the encoder. A parallel 
port circuit (Fig . 5.5) captured the position data in 2 bytes via 
one of the two MVME410 interface boards. 
In order to synchronise the data points wi th the timer on the 
microprocessor, the controller was designed with its own data 
acquisition facility . The analogue - to-digital converter (ADC) 
board was a custom- made board with one each of the following Burr-
Brown chips [5.9) : 
(a) 12-bit ADC-85 
(b) sample and hold SHC85 
(c) 16- channel analogue multiplixer 
Three anal ogue signals: two pressures from pressure 
transmitters and linear displacement from the short stroke 
transducer for spool location were detected. The sampling was 
done consecutively within one sampling cycle . The estimated time 
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for sampling one signal was approximately 100~s. Fig. 5 . 6 shows 
the circuit with connections to the analogue signal lines. 
5.3.2 Controller for solenoid operated valve 
The solenoid operated valve required a proportional voltage 
signal of 0 - 10 V from the digital contro l ler through a custom-
built digital - to- analogue converter (DAC) circuit. The DAC was 
controlled via a data latch from a MVME410 port (Fig. 5.7). 
The amplifier circuit worked in connection with the DAC 
circuit to control the proportional solenoid. The amplifier (Fig. 
5.8) consisted of 3 stages. The initial prescaling stage 
amplified the input signal and added a gain to the valve to make 
it comparable with the other input signals. The second stage 
mixed the dither signal and input signals from first stage. The 
final stage converted the voltage signal to driving current 
through the power transistor 2N3055 . A linearity test on the 
amplifier circuit (Fig. 5 . 9) showed that the amplifier was 
practically linear. 
According to the findings of previous related researches 
[1.8), the stiction on the valve spool was significant and it 
required dither signal to relief the spool from serious hysteresis 
problems. This provision was adopted in the specific tests to 
eliminate as much uncertainties as possible during verification . 
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5.3.3 Controller for stepper motor operated valve 
The stepper motor valve operator required a series of pulse 
signals to be passed to the 4 motor coils in specified order . A 
translator board was used to convert the command signal from the 
controller to the required sequence. A MVME410 port functioned as 
the interface as shown in Fig. 5.10. 
5 . 3.4 The control software 
The real time control software which was written in Motorola 
assembly language, has been described with particular emphasis on 
the illustration of the control and analysis features [5 . 10]. The 
design philosophy of the control software was to provide a simple 
microprocessor control environment with the capability of: 
(a) Implementing the variable position gain scheduling algorithm; 
(b) Providing testing options such as closed loop, exit 
conditions and so on; 
(c) Providing data acquisition facilities for model validation. 
Two versions of the software were available : 
(a) The software for solenoid operated valve output the command 
signal via the DAC board; 
(b) The software for stepper motor operated valve sent a pulse to 
the translator circuit in every sampling time if errors 
between the commanded spool location and current spool 
location existed. 
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Ex c ept for the need to adapt to valve operator characteristics, 
the two versions of the control software provide exactly the same 
functions for control and evaluation purposes. 
5.4 Assembly of components 
The components were assembled to form three combinations as 
shown in Tab. 5 . 1. The appropriate control software was loaded to 
suit the particular hardware configurations . For all 
combinations, the same length of tubing was kept to ensure a 
consistent pressure drop relationship to be maintained in order to 
reduce the amount of ullcertainty at this stage. These servo-
drives , labelled A, Band C, were represented as specific 
mathematical models in Chapter 6 and subsequently simulated. The 
results from testing the servo-drives and simulating the models 
were compared. 
Tab . 5 .1 - Assembly of components for servo- drive 
Servo- drive 
Components 
A B C 
Actuator Asymmetric Asymmetric Symmetric 
Valve 5-port 5-port 5-port 
Valve operator Stepper motor Solenoid Solenoid 
Control interface Translator 12-bit DAC 12-bit DAC 
Controller file ST.AB M3.AB M3.AB 
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5.5 Data acquisition and analysis 
The process of data acquisition consisted of 2 parts: the 
acquisition of data at real time and the transfer of data from 
target system back to the host . Once the data file was up at the 
host, the data analysis part could be dealt with later with the 
simulation software or programs written for spec ial operatio ns. 
5.5.1 Transient acquisition 
six sets of trans ient data were captur ed in each test. The 
position data and the two pressure transients were captured 
directly from the ADC board. The DAC and error transients were 
captured for the purpose of ascertaining the accuracy of the data. 
For the spool locati on transient, a special memory variable 
SPLLOC has been kept in the control software to record the current 
s pool location. In the case of s t epper motor operated valve , the 
control software kept track of the spool l ocatio n value by 
incrementing or decrementing every time when the controller sent 
out a pulse to the valve operator. 
In the case of solenoid operat ed valve , since the valve 
operator/spool mechanism was affected b y hysteresis, friction , 
flow induced force and so forth, the position of the spool was 
unknown. In order to provide a true position value back to the 
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system, a miniature displacement transducer , which touched on the 
spool at the spring end, was installed (Fig. 5.11) . The output 
from the transducer was fed to a signal conditioning circuit (Fig. 
5 . 12) and subsequentl y acquired by the ADC circuit through the 
analogue multiplexer . 
Due to the limitation of memory on the target system, the 
velocit y and acceleration transients were not stored during test 
runs. The data were generated by the " EVAL" programme on the host 
computer instead . 
5.5 . 2 Data transfer to host 
Transient data acquired on the target system were transferred 
to the host (DG MV/IOOOO) via the auxiliary RS232 port. A hand-
shaking data recording program "HOST. PR " was written (in FORTRAN) 
to read the transient data from the line in ASCII format. The 
files were named as TARGETxx.DAT where xx would be a two-digit 
number incremented automatically by "HOST . PR" to document the test 
number . 
For the purpose of analysis, supplementary information 
including run-time settings, timer constants, mean spool location 
were also transferred . These values could be put into the 
simulation model as initialising parameters so that both results 
were generated from the same starting point . 
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5.5.3 The transient evaluation program (EVAL.PR) 
The transient evaluation program extracted the ITARGETxx.DAT" 
file and transformed the data to numeric format. Two output 
features were available: 
(a) All transients captured on the target system could be plotted 
with A3 size paper on Hewlett Packard pen plotters. In 
particular, pressure transients (P! and P2) were put together 
on one graph which was normally the case to view simulation 
results. The graphs were made of the same size as those 
produced by the simulation package CMS2 and could be compared 
directly. 
(b) A text data file could be created containing all the 
transient data. The file was a formatted ASCII file and can 
be transferred by "KERMIT" to IBM PC compatibles and then to 
the Sun workstation . 
5.5.4 The response merging program IEVALCMS2" 
It was desirable that the results from the test rig could be 
displayed together with the simulation responses on the same 
graph. However, due to the different program environment, the 
data structures on the two systems were different. 
In view of the fact that the graphics display utilities on 
the simulation package were more sophisticated and powerful, it 
was decided to transform the test rig data to a format suitable 
for merging with the simulation data file. The merged transient 
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response file could be manipulated on Sun workstations when the 
" CMS2 " package was executed. The "EVALCMS2 " program on Sun 
accepted an ASCII transient file created by "EVAL.PR" (on DG). 
5.6 Summary of test rigs 
The main features of the set of test apparatus designed and 
built specially for this research has been described . The main 
purpose of these hardware was to provide a specific test 
environment which would validate part of the generic model of 
pneumatic mechanisms . Since the components were made from common 
products available commercially, it was possible to con figure 
several combinations to make up variations in the test rig. 
On the software aspects, the control software has been 
written bearing in mind the need to accumulate and transfer data 
to host systems for analysis. A series of programs on Data 
General and Sun machines were written to provide the link between 
the target system environment and the analysis package. Fig . 5.13 
summaries the relationship of the programs in this research . Due 
to the need to cope with the specific hardware characteristics, 
two versions of the control software were available. Both 
versions provided similar features in terms of user interface and 
control algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 6 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR SPECIFIC COMPONENTS 
According to the philosophy of the generic model established 
in Chapter 4, it is necessary to build the working simulation 
model of the prototype test rigs in Chapter 5 by modular 
programming technique. The components were written as independent 
modules with inter-module linking adapted from the linking 
variables as defined in the generic model. Auxiliary subroutines 
and functions in support of the component modules were added but 
they did not alter the basic structure drastically. 
The modularised programme offered the advantage that a change 
of one module will not affect the operation of the whole model. 
This approach was proved valuable because during the initial 
stages of module development, a lot of changes have been made on 
individual modules but the effect of such changes to the other 
modules were kept to the minimum. 
The differential equations were expressed in state matrix 
form [6.1] for the purpose of adapting to the Runge-Kutta-Merson 
integration algorithm. The number of state variables varied 
between 7 to 9 depending on the configuration of the pneumatic 
servomechanism. 
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In addition, alternative component modules were proposed to 
provide a choice of model complexity. All component modules were 
programmed as mutually exclusive subroutines if they represented 
the same component. 
6.1 Pneumatic actuator module 
Derivation for the equations to describe the behaviour of the 
pneumatic actuator module relies entirely on the study of charging 
and discharging processes of air to the controlled volume in the 
cylinder chambers. The processes are basically polytropic [6.2]. 
Application of this type of thermodynamic analysis to pneumatic 
servo-controlled system was initiated by the foundation research 
of Shearer [6.3] based on the principles of thermodynamics of 
compressible fluid flow. His work was extended by many authors 
including Cutland [6.4] and Burrows [6.5] on the study of 
pneumatic servomechanism with on-off valves, Bowns et al [6.6] on 
the transient performance of pneumatic actuator valve combination, 
Chitty et al [6.7] on the loaded double acting actuator. A 
standard procedure of perturbating the differential equations and 
then linearising to obtain a transfer function has been 
established. The analysis method led to characteristic equations 
ranging from second to fourth order which could be used for 
devising control algorithms to cope with the non-linearities in 
the pneumatic system. 
However, the assumption made in the perturbation method that 
the derivation from equilibrium point should be small contains 
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inherent error if the analysis is extended to cover the full 
stroke of the actuator. Burrows [6.8) showed that the 
characteristic equation to describe a symmetric pneumatic servo-
actuator was of the fourth order and the coefficients varied with 
the position of the actuator. It was also noted that the 
linearised analysis was only valid for small perturbations about 
the initial position (where the coefficients were determined). 
The limitation imposed by the traditional approach on the 
analysis is not acceptable in this research. The requirement that 
the model should be valid over the whole stroke range demands a more 
general approach to derive the describing equations. The forms of 
pneumatic actuators can vary from the commonly used double acting 
cylinder to pneumatic motor. 
6.1.1 Actuator dynamics 
The following analysis refers to the asymmetric actuator 
component for parameter visualisation purpose and can be 
generalised to include single acting asymmetric or double acting 
symmetric cylinders. Fig. 6.1 illustrates diagrammatically the 
relationship of the chambers and inlet connections. The 
assumptions made in the derivation are: 
(a) The heat loss to the environment including cylinder and 
tubing walls is ignored; 
(b) Kinetic energy of air in cylinder chambers is negligible; 
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(c) The polytrope gas model is adopted [6.9]. Unlike the 
traditional analysis, the effect of air flow at source and 
leakage through piston gap are included to produce a complete 
solution; 
(d) The state conditions of air, such as pressure and 
temperature, in the bounded volume are homogeneous. For 
instance, the pressure at the inlet is the same as that near 
the piston in the same cylinder chamber. 
Consider the control volumes in the cylinder chambers. Applying 
the adiabatic energy equation dH - dW = dU (with dQ = 0) and 
assuming that PI > P2 , for chamber 1, if the flow comes from the 
valve, the equation can be expressed in terms of enthalpy, 
= (6.1) 
The first term indicates in flow of energy from supply. The 
second term denotes leakage mass flow from chamber 1 to chamber 2. 
The third and right hand side terms represent work and internal 
energy respectively. The leakage flow will be discussed in more 
details in section 6.1.2. 
If the flow ml is negative, so that air flows out of the 
cylinder chamber, the energy source of the first term at left hand 
side is changed. The enthalpy equation becomes 
. . dVl d 
mlCpTI - mL1cpTl - PI = (Cv o1Tl Vl ) (6.2) dt dt 
In either case, the right hand side can be simplified as 
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R n - 1 
Eqn (6.1) and (6.2) become 
· 
. . 
d P1Vl 
mlCpT1V - mLlcpTl - P1Vl = ( ) dt n - 1 
· 
. . 
d P1Vl 
mlCpTl - mLlcpTl - P1Vl = ( ) dt n - 1 
Rearranging terms, the equations become 
· . . 
mLlnRTl + P1Vl + nP1V l = El 
. 
where El = { nRTlvml 
The assumption Pl > P2 in the foregoing derivation is only 
partially true. If P2 > Pl , the leakage flow direction is 
reversed. Eqn (6.6) is modified: 
· . . 
mL2 nRT2 + P1Vl + nP1Vl = El 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
where the first term represents energy flow from chamber 2 to 
chamber 1 due to the higher pressure P2 . Similarly, for chamber 
2, if P l > P2 
. . . 
P2V2 + nP2V2 - mLlnRTl = E2 (6.8) 
. 
where E2 = { nRT2Vm2 if m2 ;:: 0 
. 
{ nRT2m2 if m2 < 0 
If P2 > Pl , Eqn (6.8) becomes 
· 
. . 
P2V2 + nP2V2 - mL2 nRT2 = E2 (6.9) 
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Eqn (6.6) - (6.9) relate the changes of the air properties in the 
2 cylinder chambers to the mass flow rates from the flow control 
device (the valve). There are 4 unknowns in these equations: PI' 
T1 , P2 and T2 , whereas effectively only two independent equations 
exist: 
. .. 
P1V1 + nP1V1 + mLnRTL = El (6.10) 
. .. 
P2V1 + nP2V2 - mLnRTL = E2 (6.11) 
where mL = effective leakage mass flow rate depending on relative 
values of PI and P2 
TL = effective temperature of leakage flow source 
To find the extra equations, consider the air in control volume of 
chamber 1, 
R = 
P1V1 
mlT1 
Differentiating 
. . . 
m1T1 (P1V1 + P1V1 ) - (m1T1 + m1T1 )P1V1 
(m1Tl ) 2 
Rearranging, 
. .. 
then P1Vl + P1Vl = R(mlTl + T1 
= R 
P1Vl 
RT1 
= 0 
Combining with the energy equations (6.10) and (6.11), 
. . 
El - (n-1)P1Vl = R(mlTl + Tl 
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(6.12) 
(6.13 ) 
(6.14) 
Expressing in the first order form, 
. . 
• El - nP1V1 - mLnRTL 
PI = ---=----~~--~~-=-----­
VI 
. . 
(El - Rm1T1 - (n-1)P1V1 - mLnRTL) 
Similarly, considering the control volume in chamber 2, 
. . 
E2 - nP2V2 + mLnRTL 
• T2 
T 2 = -----"'--
P2V2 
. .. 
(E2 - Rm2T2 - (n-1)P2V2 + mLnRTL) 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
It should be noted that the leakage term is the same in Eqn (6.15) 
- (6.18). The volumes VI and V2 are calculated from the cylinder 
geometry: 
(6.19) 
V2 = A2 (L - y) (6.20) 
Due to the fact that at the end stroke positions, i.e. when 
y = 0 or y = L 
there still exists some residual volume in the tubing (and perhaps 
the cylinder inlets), a small constant is added to the Eqn (6.19) 
and (6.20). 
VI = A1y + VR1 (6.21) 
The values of VR1 and VR2 need not be the same. The rate of 
. . 
change of volumes V1 and V2 are related to the velocity of the 
actuator y: 
(6.23) 
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(6.24) 
The actuator module can then be formulated as shown in Fig. 6.2. 
The force delivered by the actuator is given by 
(6.25) 
The input variables for the actuator module are identified 
. . 
from Eqn (6.15) - (6.18) as mass flow rates ml' m2' and from Eqn 
(6.23) - (6.24) as y. The air volume conditions such as PI' P2' 
T1 , T2 , T1v , T2v are generated by the actuator as a result of 
energy input and were passed to connecting components as output 
variables. In case of symmetrical cylinder, the areas Al and A2 
are equal and AR2 is zero. 
6.1.2 Internal leakage 
The internal leakage represents the small amount of air flow 
from the high pressure chamber to the low pressure chamber of the 
cylinder through any gap between the piston seal and cylinder. 
The leakage is always ignored in the derivations of other 
researchers because it complicates the mathematical model 
significantly. The component oriented approach adopted in this 
research introduces the complexity into the actuator module but 
does not require sUbstantial mathematical manipUlation. The term 
has been included in the derivation of Eqn (6.6) - (6.9). 
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Two models have been considered for the internal leakage. As 
a rule of thumb, the leakage flows from the high pressure chamber 
to low pressure chamber. The direction is considered positive if 
it flows from chamber 1 to chamber 2. The choice of model is 
governed by an integer flag set in the interactive part of the 
package. 
6.1.2.1 Laminar flow model 
When the pressure difference between the two cylinder 
chambers is not significant, the change of density of air from one 
chamber to another can be regarded as negligible. The leakage 
flow therefore resembles the flow of hydraulic fluid through 
journal bearing and the incompressible laminar flow Bernoulli's 
equation (6.10) can be applied. The equation for leakage from 
chamber 1 can then be expressed as 
(6.26) 
where KL = the coefficient of mass flow leakage which represents a 
lumped constant for values of viscosity, leakage gap 
size and passage length 
Similarly, if P2 > P1 , leakage comes from chamber 2, 
= - (6.27) 
The advantage of this model lies at its simplicity. The only 
consideration needed to be taken is the direction of flow which is 
automatically determined in the pressure difference calculation. 
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On the contrary, the model suffers from not being able to deal 
with large pressure differences accurately. 
6.1.2.2 Adiabatic flow model 
The leakage of fluid through narrow channels has been 
investigated by Egli [6.11]. A general formula derived from the 
fundamantal principle of one-dimensional adiabatic flow has been 
formulated to describe the leakage mass flowrate 
mL = aFPo/j(RTo ) (6.28) 
where a = dimensionless mass flowrate 
= j[ (1 - 2 rL )/Rch] 
F = cross-sectional area of gap 
Po = pressure at source 
To = temperature at source 
R = gas constant 
r L = pressure ratio of destination to source 
Rch = channel resistance which is constant for the channel 
In the case of leakage from chamber 1 to chamber 2, 
aLl = j{ [1 - 2 (P2/Pl ) ]/Rch } 
mLl = aLl FP1/ j (RT1 ) (6.29) 
whereas the reverse flow is 
aL2 = j{[l - 2 (Pl/P2) ] /Rch } 
mL2 = -aL2 FP2/j{RT2 ) (6.30) 
The negative sign in Eqn (6.30) indicates that the flow goes from 
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chamber 2 to chamber 1. The value of Rch is given by 
Rch = Lnh (s/h) 
where Lnh = dimensionless resistance coefficient independent of 
compressibility of fluid 
s = length of leakage passage 
h = clearance of passage 
It is difficult to measure the exact value of Rch because of 
the uncertainties in determining the clearance "h" and the 
equivalent length "s" of the passage. However, it can be 
estimated based on an understanding of the physical dimension of 
the piston and referencing to the data presented by Egli. 
According to the dimensions of the actuator, a reasonable 
estimation of the values is: 
s = 0.010 m 
h = 0.00001 m 
and from Egli's graphs, Lnh = 0.02 
from which Rch = 20 
This value is substituted into the appropriate constant in the 
simulation. 
6.1.3 Summary of actuator module 
The actuator module is formulated by considering the 
compressible air flow into the two chambers of a cylinder. The 
asymmetric cylinder is the general case from which the model 
equations Eqn (6.15) to (6.18) are derived. The symmetric 
cylinder is the particular case by setting AR2 to zero and 
therefore does not require any special derivation. The problem of 
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leakage can be studied by two models: the laminar and adiabatic 
flow. Tab. 6.1 summaries the special features of the actuator 
module being modelled. The digital simulation evaluation 
procedure is most helpful in this respect. 
Tab. 6.1 - Features included in the actuator module 
Feature Modelled by Eqn No. 
0 0 
Source of air flow to Ei = ( nRTivmi if mi 2: 0 (6.6) to 
control volume 0 0 (6.9) 
( nRT·m· 1 1 if m· 1 < 0 
where i=l,2 
0 
Leakage across chamber mLnRTL (6.10) and (6.11) 
Residual volume VR1 ' VR2 (6.21) and (6.22) 
. 
Laminar leakage model mL = KL (Pl -P2 ) (6.10) and (6.11) 
. 
Adiabatic leakage mL 
model 
= aFP 01 j (RTo) (6.28) 
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6.2 Load module 
The load module describes the behaviour of the drive 
mechanism, including the slideway, ram and attaching mass, under 
the influence of actuator force Fa. The total mass of the load is 
accelerated by the net force after deducting dry friction, viscous 
friction and any opposing weight. The mechanism then determines 
the velocity and position of test rig after integration of the 
acceleration. 
The dynamics of the components can be formulated in the most 
general case: 
. 
Fa = Mpy + Le ~ Fr ~ Fg + KcY (6.31) 
where 
(a) Le is the end stop force determined in section 6.2.2. 
(b) Fg represents the dead weight of the load system. It is 
always in the same direction. For most analysis cases in 
this research, the cylinder is placed horizontally and hence 
Fg is zero. 
(c) Fr represents the dry friction as discussed in Section 6.2.1 
• (d) KcY represents the viscous friction due to lubricating oil. 
The value of Kc is estimated based on the published viscosity 
data of the oil [6.12]. 
Eqn (6.31) is transformed to the load module as shown on Fig. 6.3. 
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Fig. 6.3 - Load module block diagram 
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6.2.1 static and coulomb frictions 
The effect of seal friction in pneumatic actuators has been 
studied by Bowns et al [6.13] and an empirical formula was 
proposed for analytical purposes. Working on electro-hydraulic 
servo-systems, Chiappalini [6.14] summarised friction phenomenon 
in several friction models for a variety of contact materials and 
surfaces. For the pneumatic cylinder in this resarch, the 
boundary friction model which is suitable for the 'O'-sealof the cylinder 
and standard lubricating oil has been adopted. The model is 
simplified to obtain the more commonly used threshold model for 
ease of programming and visualisation [6.15]. However, friction 
tests on the test rig showed that the frictional values during 
actuator extend was larger than when it retracted (see section 
7.1.3.1). This is mainly due to the design of the piston seal 
which adheres more tightly to the cylinder bore during forward 
movements. The phenomenon requires a modification of Coulomb's 
model to allow for a different set of friction coefficients at 
positive (extend) and negative (retract) actuator velocity. 
Fig. 6.4 is a graphical description of the friction model 
used in the research. The static and coulomb friction values for 
forward and reverse moves are entered independently at interactive 
mode. A supplementary routine implementing the model returns the 
current friction value according to the magnitude of input force, 
direction of movement and the immediate past friction. The 
subroutine is also used by the spool operator module (Section 
6.4.3) to determine the friction on spool in the pneumatic valve. 
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6.2.2 End-stop problems 
In the' traditional pneumatic system analysis, the fundamental 
assumption made due to small perturbation analysis method was that 
all moves were small. Such move limitation assumption does not 
apply to the simulation in this research. The model must be able 
to deal with all movements in the physically possible stroke of 
the cylinder so that the pneumatic servomechanism designer can 
investigate extreme and even open loop cases. 
In order to ensure that the actuator will not go beyond its 
end positions during the computer simulation, it is necessary to 
devise a means to keep its position value within the stroke 
length. However, it is forbidden in the package to change the 
value of state variables (Xl within the model equation call 
because of the tracking requirement within the simulation package. 
In other words, the limit checking feature cannot be done by 
simple mathematical restriction. The problem is tackled by 
considering the mechanics when the actuator reaches its end. The 
physical boundary of the cylinder has a high stiffness equivalent 
to the material elastic modulus and delivers a large force which 
rebounces the piston. The phenomenon is then programmed as part 
of the load module to introduce a large opposing force for any 
penetration action of the piston into the ends. 
Unfortunately, it was found that if the actuator moves at a 
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high speed towards the end-stop, the large end stiffness cannot 
stop the actuator fast enough to prevent further movement. 
Further penetration of the actuator into the cylinder end 
increases the end stop force to an unjustified level leading to 
data handling problem. This imposes large error in the 
integration routine and sometimes leads to a failure of the 
system. On the contrary, if the actuator moves slowly near the 
end, the reaction stiffness stops it immediately just at the end. 
In this case, the reaction stiffness value still applies resulting 
in an unnecessary re-bounce. 
The problem is tackled by putting additional velocity and 
acceleration checks of the load module. The concept behind is to 
provide the end stop elastic force if the actuator is moving into 
the cylinder body. If the actuator retreats from the penetration, 
end stiffness is not applied. The routine is implemented as 
follows: 
At the cylinder extended state, 
(a) If Y > 0, Le = KeYe 
. . 
(b) If Y = 0, and if y ~ 0, Le = KeYe 
• • if Y < 0, Le = 0 
(c) If Y < 0, L = e 0 
where y = Actuator velocity 
y = Actuator acceleration 
Ke = End stop stiffness 
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Ye = Penetration to cylinder body 
Le = End stop force 
The same concept is applied to the case when the actuator is 
at the retracted end. The direction of velocity, acceleration and 
forces are taken care by the sign of the values. 
6.3 controller module 
The component oriented approach separates the controller from 
the pneumatic system and allows a more accurate functional 
matching to be done. The following analysis differs from the 
traditional methods [6.16, 6.17] by which the controller signals 
were mixed in the final transfer function and did not allow 
variable gain schemes to be modelled. 
The controller module deals with the functions of processing 
and sampling of data within the model. It consists of the main 
routine "CTRL" and several supporting subroutines. The module has 
been written along with the establishment of the testing hardware 
and a consistency of the functions on the software module with 
those on the test rig has been maintained. Direct comparison can 
then be made on the position, velocity, spool location, pressure 
and actuator force responses obtained from actual experiments and 
simulations. 
Three controller component modules are available each of 
which is mutually exclusive and selectable by a flag before 
starting the simulation run. The components describe different 
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types of systems which may exist by a sUbstitution of physical 
components. The linking of the controller module to the system 
model is defined with reference to the electronic signal flow 
within the microprocessor kernel. 
6.3.1 continuous system 
The continuous system controller module simulates the use of 
analogue or high speed digital controllers. In the latter case, 
the module regards the system to be continuous if the sampling 
time is less than 1 micro-second. It can also be used by setting 
an integer flag which forces slower digital controllers to be 
assumed as continuous for quick model reference or simplification. 
The module takes in position information and feeds the values 
directly to the gain calculation routine to determine the spool 
signal, viz, controller information is updated continuously. No 
interrupt is required except that if the closed loop forced exit 
condition is enabled, an interrupt is serviced at time out and a 
new desired position is put into the working variable. 
6.3.2 Discrete system 
The discrete mode is generated by 2 interrupts in the 
simulation package. The first interrupt simulates the sampling 
effect of a digital controller, whereas the second interrupt is 
aimed at producing a time lag simulating the time required for the 
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controller to determine appropriate command signal output. 
At first interrupt time, the position value (X4 in the 
programme) is recorded. Subsequent codings are added to produce 
other information including position error, gain values, velocity 
and acceleration are also generated in the same way as on the 
physical system. Two arrays each of 80 elements are maintained to 
match the operation on the target software. 
At second interrupt time, the position dead band and forced 
loop exit condition are checked. If one of the exit conditions is 
met, a new desired position is placed into the working command 
position variable which will be in effect at the next interrupt 
moment. Fig. 6.5 illustrates the timing relationship of the two 
interrupts. otherwise, the spool command signal is determined 
from the position error calculated in the last interrupt time. 
subsequent processing for the spool signal output depends on 
the hardware to be controlled. There are fundamental differences 
in the control method of a stepper motor valve operator and a 
solenoid valve operator as described in subsequent sections. 
6.3.2.1 Discrete controller for stepper motor operator valve 
The discrete controller for stepper motor operated valve 
simulates the action of the microprocessor controller with the 
software for stepper motor valve operator. 
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At second interrupt time, the appropriate spool command is 
determined according to the control algorithm implemented on the 
target system. The desired spool location is governed by the 
maximum spool displacement attainable in the valve (nxmax)' 
nSTPVAL = min (InSPLCOMI, nxmax ) * sign (nSPLCOM) 
where nSPLCOM = spool command generated from control algorithm 
nSTPVAL = the desired spool location to be achieved as a 
result of the spool command. 
The difference between the commanded spool location (nSTPVAL) 
and the current spool location (nSPLLOC) then indicates the 
direction of the required spool movement. 
In addition, due to the difficulty to match the timing of 
motor in the simulation, the target software has been programmed 
to set only one pulse to the stepper motor at each sampling cycle. 
This action is simulated in the module by passing a spool signal 
of only one step change at the second interrupt time. The 
direction of the step change spool signal depends on the sign of 
the difference between nSTPVAL and nSPLLOC' 
The relationship of spool command and spool location is 
illustrated in Fig. 6.6 
6.3.2.2 Discrete controller for solenoid spool operator 
The discrete controller for solenoid spool operator simulates 
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the action of the microprocessor controller with the software for 
solenoid spool operator. 
At second interrupt time, the appropriate spool command is 
determined in the same way as the stepper motor valve operator 
module. Since the target hardware can output the signal value 
through the digital-to-analogue converter almost instantaneously, 
the module emulates the action by simply passing command value to 
the succeeding component module. 
The spool command value is checked against 2048 which 
corresponds to the range of the 12 bit digital-to-analogue 
converter. The spool signal output is: 
Xc = min (inSPLCOMi, 2048)/2048 * Xmax * sign (nSPLCOM) 
where ~ax = maximum one side spool displacement in valve. 
6.3.3 The control functions 
The spool command processors are the supporting routines for 
the three controller modules. They are written as separate 
routines in order to cater for any changes in the control 
algorithm in the control software on the test rig. The interfaces 
between the controller modules and these routines are standardised 
to be position error, velocity and acceleration as input, and un-
conditioned gain values returned from the routines as output. The 
gains are then manipulated in the calling modules to suit specific 
requirements of the component. 
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Four gain algorithms have been programmed including 
proportional control, variable dead band gain, positional gain 
contour and minor loop compensation. In the continuous system 
module, the current actuator velocity and acceleration are used. 
In the discrete controller module, the velocity values are derived 
from the difference of position samples and subsequently 
acceleration values as derived from the velocity values. 
The final spool command value is determined by the equation: 
nSPLCOM = (npg - nv * ~ - na * Ka)/LoAc 
where npg = positional gain 
nv ' na = velocity and acceleration values 
~, Ka = velocity and acceleration gain coefficients 
The denominator LOAC is a sizing factor introduced to reduce 
the spool command value to a reasonable level so that sUfficient 
portion of the cylinder stroke is influenced by the gain 
algorithm. This value is decided by trial and error on the test 
rig to be: 
(a) 65536 (equivalent to shifting 16 bits) on the controller for 
stepper motor spool operator 
(b) 256 (equivalent to shifting 8 bits) on the controller for 
solenoid spool operator. 
In addition, in order to investigate the pure pneumatic 
responses, an open loop mode selection flag is maintained to 
simUlate the same feature on the test rig control software. The 
coding was done by simply disabling the position error information 
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to be passed to the gain calculation routine "KPPROF". The open 
loop function is available for all controller modules. 
6.3.4 Summary of controller 
Two major classes of controller are identified. The 
continuous system controller module is simple and fast to 
evaluate. It does not have any digiti sat ion action on the 
information of position, velocity and so on. The discrete system 
controller makes use of two interrupts in the CMS2 software. The 
first interrupt facilitates sampling of position and calculation 
of position error. The second interrupt performs the command 
output to the spool operator. 
Due to the difference of the nature, the discrete controller 
is further sub-divided into the controller for solenoid and that 
for stepper motor operated valves. Choice of these modules are 
done by setting a module flag. Tab. 6.2 summaries the features of 
the controller being implemented as separate modules. 
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Tab. 6.2 - Summary of controller module features modelled 
Feature 
Continuous controller 
simulating fast or 
analogue controller 
Discrete controller 
with solenoid valve 
operator 
Discrete controller 
with stepper motor 
valve operator 
Modelled by 
continuous position 
feedback from actuator 
module 
Two event interrupt with 
second step simulating 
time delay for output 
due to computation 
Two event interrupt with 
second event as single 
pulse output time 
control 
Minor loop Use of Ky, Ka 
compensation control 
algorithm 
Gain scheduling 
control algorithm 
Proportional position 
gain control 
algorithm 
Open loop control 
for testing of pure 
pneumatic responses 
Use of gain profile ~ 
with 256 elements 
Kp use as a constant 
(array disabled) 
position error value in 
controller disabled to 
be passed to gain 
calculation routine 
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Described in 
Section 
6.3.1 
6.3.2.2 
6.3.2.1 
6.3.3 
Appendix IX 
6.3.3 
6.3.3 
6.4 Valve operator module 
The valve consists of two parts. The valve body comprising 
of the spool and sleeve is modelled in terms of valve gain 
characteristics which is part of the pneumatic system. The valve 
operator is the device controlling the position of the spool. It 
receives signal command information from the control module and 
produces spool displacement proportional to the command signal. 
Three valve operator modules are available: two for the 
solenoid operated valve and one for the stepper motor operated 
valve. In the former case, the solenoid accepts electrical signal 
in 0 - lA to produce a total core displacement of 2 mm. For 
simplification purpose, the electrical signal is referenced as a 
proportional spool location signal in the range of ±1 mm. 
On the contrary, the stepper motor takes in pulses which are 
transformed to rotary steps by the motor. A lead screw which is 
fixed on the motor shaft moves with a step length of O.0125mm. 
6.4.1 stepper motor valve operator model 
The stepper motor valve operator module simulates the action 
of the stepper motor when a step signal is received. The current 
implementation assumes that the stepper responds to the input 
signal immediately. Other physical phenomena specific to stepper 
motor actuator such as acceleration and deceleration ramp are not 
incorporated both on the test rig and the model. 
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6.4.2 Empirical solenoid valve operator model 
Due to the new design of the valve, literature on the dynamic 
response of the solenoid operated valve is not available. 
Reference to similar servo-controlled systems [6.18] reveals that 
a first order lag would be appropriate for each of the solenoid 
and spool response. The product of the two parts then forms a 
second order dynamics. It was also pointed out that for 
servo-valve with frequency higher than 50 Hz, a third order 
response is more desirable [3.28]. A preliminary test on another 
valve of the same make indicates that the natural frequency of the 
solenoid-spool mechanism lies in the range of 20-50 Hz [6.19]. 
Based on these considerations and a second order model 
suggested by Bell et al [6.20], the empirical model is evolved as 
a damped spring-mass mechanism. If Xs represents the spool 
displacement from the null (or neutral) position, and Xc is the 
command in force at that moment, the acceleration of the spool 
from the current displacement to the commanded position should be 
proportional to the spool error. The motion of the spool is 
damped by the viscous lubrication proportional to spool velocity. 
Thus, 
. 
Xs = Ks (Xc - Xs) - Kd * Xs (6.32) 
where Ks and Kd are coefficients to be determined experimentally. 
The value of Xc will vary according to the actuator position and 
changes as a function of the position error when the actuator 
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moves. 
The non-linearities in the servo-valve mechanism have been 
studied with reference to servomotor control systems by Hattori et 
al [6.21]. It was concluded that such non-linearities comprising 
mainly of coulomb friction and hysteresis could be suppressed with 
dither superimposed on the system input. The dither signal is 
modelled as superposition on the spool displacement output from 
Eqn (6.32). Similarly, a hysteresis (Section 6.4.5) routine which 
deals with the magnetic hysteresis is included to modify the 
computed spool displacement Xs. Both superposition modifies a 
variable local to the model rather than the state variable Xs 
which affects the operation of the integration routine. 
6.4.3 Analytical solenoid spool manipulator model 
The analytical solenoid spool operator model is evolved by 
looking at the fundamental force elements acting on the spool. 
Using the same spool displacement notation as in section 6.4.2 and 
referring to the force diagram on Fig. 6.7, the equation of motion 
of the spool is given by: 
. 
GsXc = MsXs + KdXs + KspXs + Fi + Find + Fsf + Fse (6.33) 
The values of the solenoid constant Gs ' spring constant Ksp, 
initial spring compression Fi are found by actual measurements on 
the valve. 
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The spool end stop load Fse is given as a reasonably large 
number to stop the spool in the same way as described in section 
6.2.2. In fact, the same set of coding is used with all 
parameters referring to the spool instead. 
The flow induced force Find is the resultant flow induced 
force on the spool due to air flowing through the valve lands. 
Two models, which are selectable by a choice of model flag, are 
available as discussed in Section 6.4.4. 
The dither Signal is modelled as a superimposed modification 
of the value of Xc which represents the total input to the valve. 
Similarly, the hysteresis routine modifies Xc to reflect the 
magnetic force reduction due to material property. The variable 
Xs and its derivative are programmed as two state variables to be 
integrated by the package. 
The coulomb friction model used in section 6.2.1 is adopted 
to describe the dry friction in the valve. The values of static 
and coulomb frictions are found from simple pull test on the 
spool-sleeve assembly. 
6.4.4 Flow induced forces 
Flow induced forces arise from the change in momentum of the 
fluid in the valve lands. Its direction is always trying to close 
the valve. Two models are proposed. Due to the rigidity of the 
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lead screw mechanism of the stepper motor valve operator, flow 
i.nduced forces only affects the solenoid valve. 
6.4.4.1 Experimental formulae 
Louis and Logan [6.22l studied the in-valve and out-valve 
flow forces and expressed the forces as two 12 term-polynomials 
dimensionless flow force with the dimensionless spool displacement 
as the independent variable. The action of the forces depend on 
the direction of the flows. Referring to Fig. 6.8, if CFin and 
CFout represent the dimensionless flow forces for in-valve and 
out-valve flows respectively, the flow induced force for the whole 
spool is: 
· · Find = [(CFin(Psv-Pnl)-CFin(Psv-Pn2)lAyp if m1<:0 and m2<:0 
· · Find = [(CFin(Psv-Pn1)+CFout(Pn2-P2v) lAyp if m1<:0 and m2<0 
· · Find = [(CFout(Pn1-P1v)-CFin(Psv-Pn2) lAyp if m1<0 and m2<:0 
· · Find = [(CFout(Pn1-P1v)+CFout(Pn2-P2v)lAvp if m1<0 and m2<0 
(6.34) 
where Ayp respresents the flow path in valve 
11 2 2 ) area = 
--(D s-D sp 
4 
Pn1 , Pn2 are the air pressures in flow nodes 1, 2 
P1v ' P2v are the air pressure at valve port 1, 2 
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6.4.4.2 Theoretical formulae 
Flow induced forces had been a serious error source for 
hydraulic servomechanisms. Lee and Blackburn [6.23) derived the 
theoretical formula for hydraulic spool valve based on the 
momentum changes of oil flow through spool land. The analysis in 
Appendix III is an extension of the hydraulic derivation to take 
care of the compressibility of air. For chamber I , the flow 
induced force is given by 
. 1 
Findl = msIuSI + meIuel - mIuI + --- (msl - mel ) 
2 
where 
· melRTe 
u el = 
Pe Av2 
· mlRTIv 
u l = 
Pn1 Ap 
Similarly, 
1 
Find2 = ms 2u s2 + me2u e2 - m2u 2 + 2 
(ms 2 - me2 ) 
· 
where u s2 
mS2RTs 
= 
PsvAv2 
· 
me2RTe 
u e2 = 
PeAvI 
· 
m2 RT2V 
u 2 = 
Pn2 Ap 
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(6.35) 
(6.36) 
The total flow induced force is given by 
(6.37) 
In the simulation programme, the rates of change of mass flow 
rates: 
.. . . . . 
ms1 ' me1 , ms2 ' me 2 
are determined at the conclusion of an integration step. 
6.4.5 Hysteresis modelling 
Hysteresis exists at the solenoid valve operator and tends to 
reduce the effect of the input signal. The source of hysteresis 
includes magnetic saturation, backlash, valve contamination. The 
effect of hysteresis on stability of servo system has been studied 
by stone on a theoretical basis [6.24). Particular investigation 
was carried out by Arafa et al [6.25) on electro-hydraulic servo-
valve. In this modelling work, the description by Leaney [3.28] 
is adopted to produce a subroutine which gives a characteristic 
diagram as shown in Fig. 6.9. 
The output signal represents the magnetic force that would be 
produced from the input signal. The diagram indicates that the 
force will depend on the history of the input variations. For 
simplicity of mathematical description, the boundary is formed by 
straight lines. 
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• 
The hysteresis effect is only valid for solenoid valve 
operator. with the stepper motor valve operator, it is assumed 
that the linear movement effected by a step pulse signal should be 
large enough to overcome any minor opposing forces such as 
hysteresis, friction and flow induced forces. 
6.5 Valve module 
The valve module describes the pneumatic part of the valve 
and provides the mass flow rates for the actuator module. The 
input variable to the module is spool displacement determined in 
the valve operator module. Three models which are mutually 
exclusive to each other and selectable by a model type flag are 
investigated. 
6.5.1 Spool opening area function 
The amount of fluid flowing through the spool valve depends 
on a number of factors one of which is flow passage area opened. 
Considering geometrical relationship within the spool valve (Fig. 
6.10), the flow area against spool displacement will depend on the 
valve lap situation. For an ideal valve, the area opened is zero 
at negative spool displacement and proportionally increases at 
positive spool displacement. The effects of underlap and overlap 
are shifting the ideal line to the left or right respectively. 
Andersen [6.26) pointed out the due to manufacturing 
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tolerances, leakage due to rounded seat, fit clearance and 
underlaps is always present in the actual valve. The effects of 
these tolerances on hydraulic servo-valve had been simulated by 
Shearer [6.27]. On the study of pneumatic valve configuration, 
Araki [6.28] reported that valve laps affected the pneumatic 
responses seriously. Similarly, Bowns and Ballard [6.29] reported 
the simulated response of the pneumatic actuator due to valve 
changes. Unfortunately, there is no standardised way of 
determining the area function in terms of spool displacement. 
Individual valve requires independent area function derived 
directly from the valve design specification. 
Assuming that the valve spool is made slightly smaller than 
the valve sleeve in order that the spool can "float" in the sleeve 
core, the area between the corner of the spool and the sleeve will 
be a truncated cone of area Ao (Appendix 
(Dv-Ds) 2 
IV) 
and A = 0 
Fig. 
'ff (Dv+Ds) 
----.J[Z2 + 
2 
'ff (Dv 2_Ds 2) 
4-
6.11 shows the 
] 
4-
plot of spool area 
if z :?: 0 
if z < 0 (6.38) 
opened (in m2) of the 
actual valve used against spool displacement (in mm). Underlaps 
are shown as negative values whereas positive underlap means 
overlap. The non-zero valve opening when the spool is at negative 
displacement indicates leakage area. 
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6.5.2 Single restriction model 
The original research by Shearer on the valve-actuator air 
volume relationship assumes that the valve opening due to spool 
displacement constitutes an orifice restriction to the flow from 
supply to the control volume, or from the control volume to 
exhaust [6.30J. The one-dimensional adiabatic compressible flow 
equation has been applied to analyse the thermodynamics of the air 
in the two cylinder chambers. The method has formed the 
theortical basis for many analyses such as Burrows [6.31J and 
Bowns et al [6.29J both on the response of an on-off pneumatic 
servomechanism, Nazarczuk [6.32] on the modelling of a rectilinear 
moving pneumatic actuator, Eun et al [6.33] on the stability and 
positioning accuracy and Araki [6.34J on the effect of valve 
underlap on the frequency response. 
The following derivation is made based on the traditional 
approach with slight modification in the convention of reverse 
flow to produce the equations in more generalised form. The 
formulae are incoporated as one of the 5 valve models and can be 
selected by a valve model flag. Referring to Fig. 6.12, assuming 
a symmetrical valve, and adopting the nozzle flow formula [6.35) 
the mass flow rates through the spool openings are given by: 
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Fig. 6.12 - single restriction valve model 
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1 n-1 
Av1Ps 1 n n 2 n 
ms1 = Cds (--) .J[ (-). (-). (1-rs1 ) 1 if r s1>rcrit 
JTs r s 1 R n-1 
n+l 
Av1Ps n 2 2(n-l) 
= Cds J(-). (-) if r s 1:::.r crit 
JTS R n+1 
(6.39) 
1 n-l 
Av2 P1 1 n n 2 n 
me 1 =-Cde (-) .J[ (-). (-). (1-r1e ) ) if r1e>rcrit 
JT1 r 1e R n-1 
n+1 
Av2 P1 n 2 2 (n-1) 
=-Cde .J(-). (-) if r 1e:::.rcrit 
JT1 R n+1 
(6.40) 
m1 = ms 1 + me1 (6.41) 
1 n-1 
Av2 Ps 1 n n 2 n 
ms2 = Cds (-) J[ (-). (-). (1-rs 2 ) 1 if r s 2>rcrit 
JTs r s2 R n-1 
n+1 
Av2 Ps n 2 2 (n-1) 
= Cds J(-). (-) if r s2:::.rcrit 
JTS R n+1 
(6.42) 
1 n-1 
Av1P2 1 n n 2 n 
me2 =-Cde (-) .J[ (-). (-). (1-r2e ) 1 if r 2e>rcrit 
JT2 r2e R n-1 
n+1 
Av1P2 n 2 2(n-1) 
=-Cde .J(-). (-) if r 2e:::.rcrit 
JT2 R n+1 
(6.43) 
m2 = ms2 + me 2 (6.44) 
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where the areas AvI and Av2 are determined in Egn (6.38). 
.2L. 
2 n-I 
rcrit = (-) 
n+l 
rsl = 
PI (-) 
Ps 
rIe = 
Pe (-) 
PI 
P2 Pe 
r s 2 = (-) r 2e = (-) 
Ps P2 
and assuming Ps > PI > Pe' Ps > P2 > Pe· 
In the operation cycle of the pneumatic actuator, it is 
possible to have circumstances in which the control volume is 
compressed seriously such that PI or P2 is higher than Ps' the 
mass flow rates are modified: 
I n-l 
AvIPI I n n 2 n 
msl =-Cde . (-) .j[ (-). (-). (l-rIs ) 1 jTI rIs R n-l 
n+1 
AvIPI n 2 2 (n-I) 
=-Cde .j(-). (-) jTI R n+1 
(6.45) 
I n-l 
Av2 P2 I n n 2 n 
ms 2 =-Cde . (-) .j[ (-). (-). (l-r2s ) 1 jT2 r 2s R n-I 
n+l 
Av2 P2 n 2 2 (n-I) 
=-Cde .j(-). (-) jT2 R n+1 
(6.46) 
where rsl = and r s 2 = 
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The negative sign indicates that the flow direction is opposite to 
that indicated on Fig. 6.12. 
Similarly, hypothetical reverse flow equations for me1 and 
me2 for circumstances of Pe > P1 and Pe > P2 can be formulated to 
provide numerical return during simulation runs. The inputs to 
the valve module are spool displacement which affects Av1 and Av2' 
whereas the air conditions (pressures and temperatures) are passed 
through state variable common block. Fig. 6.13 illustrates a mass 
flow rate plot against spool displacement. From flow measurement 
tests (Section 7.1.1): 
(a) The upstream kinetic energy of the air stream expressed in 
terms of Mach number was significant for large spool openings. 
At high flow rate, a level of 0.035kg/s which corresponded to 
Mach number equal to 0.35 had been recorded. The subsonic 
upsteam condition pushed the mass flow rate function nearer 
to the critical point. 
(b) There was saturation effect at high flow rate. However, the 
flow rate functions in Eqn (6.39) - (6.46) do not describe 
such flow saturation phenomenon. 
These observations suggest that a new formula is required to 
derive the mass flow rate function more accurately. 
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Fig. 6.13 - Mass flow rate vs. spool displacements (single restriction model) 
As discussed in Section 3.1.1, it is possible to obtain an 
empirical model by fitting the data to some polynomials. 
Unfortunately, the limitation to such approach is inherent in 
itself that the valve is basically unknown. Any new valve of 
slightly modified configuration will require another set of 
experiments to ascertain the flow gain. In other words, there is 
no fundamental law built within the model which can generally be 
applied to predict the flow gain if the valve is to be designed 
from scratch. 
6.5.3 Flow function r 
In all pneumatic valve derivations, the one-dimensional 
adiabatic flow equation is used. variations to this fundamental 
form were made due to various reasons. For instance, Sanville 
[6.36] simplified the function for analytical use based on the 
approximation around the critical pressure ratio. Zalmanzon et al 
[6.37] proposed that an incompressible version of the flow 
function can be used if there is no significant pressure drop 
across the restriction. An independent study on the performance 
of conical diffuser due to variations of inlet Mach number 
indicated that deterioration of pressure recovery would exist at 
Mach numbers higher than 0.8 [6.38]. The compressible flow was 
mostly influenced by the growth of the turbulent boundary layer 
[6.39]. Unfortunately, there is no literature found to extend the 
function to deal with the mass flow rate influenced by upstream 
subsonic Mach numbers. 
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In order to obtain an adequate model of the pneumatics, the 
one-dimensional adiabatic flow function with up-stream flow (non-
zero up-stream Mach number) different from the conventional 
function has been derived to calculate the mass flow rate through 
the valve. It is perceived that the flow head is significant when 
the valve opens sufficiently within a short time (say 0.1 sec), 
the sudden pressure drop between the two sides of the restriction 
will give rise to a high mass flow rate. 
Derivation of the mass flow rate with kinetic upstream flow 
has been presented in Appendix V. The flow function r is 
introduced to simplify the notation of mass flow rate Eqn (V.13). 
The direction of the flow depends on the pressures at both 
sides of the restriction. Air always flows from high pressure to 
low pressure. One of the two Mach number independent variables in 
the routine will become the influencing upstream kinetic head 
value. The flow function used in the simulation therefore looks 
at the pressure ratio as well as the Mach numbers of the two sides 
of the restriction. Two separate sequence of codes are provided 
to deal with normal and reverse flow situations. The function is 
plotted in Fig. 6.14. 
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6.5.4 Flow node model 
Examination of the geometry of the air flow path through the 
valve showed that a buffer volume could exist in the valve cavity 
and generated the effect of saturation in the flow gain 
characteristics. Huber [6.40] in an analysis of a rotary 
actuator, included the buffer volume as the inlet port of the 
actuator. The analysis highlighted some of the problems of the 
pneumatic servo-system but did not show how the buffer volume 
might affect the performance. 
The effect of the buffer volume on the compressed air flow 
has been investigated in this research. The flow node model has 
been postulated by Mo [6.41] and can be illustrated in Fig. 6.15. 
The two chambers of the cylinder are each leading to one of the 
valve ports which in turn has access to the corresponding valve 
land through some port restrictions. If the valve land is 
regarded as being a small air volume functioning as a buffer or 
reservoir, the pressure and temperature of air inside the valve 
land volume should be different from those at the inlets of the 
valve. A set of valve land pressure and temperature values must 
be determined in order to calculate the mass flow rate between the 
valve and the cylinder chamber. In other words, a flow node is 
anticipated at the valve land to re-arrange the flow. calculation 
of a pair of unknowns (Pn1' Tn1 ) for flow node 1 is required such 
that (Appendix V) : 
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Fig. 6.15 - Flow node model 
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n 
msl = Cd·Avl·r(Psv,Tsv,Msv,Pnl,Tnl,Mnl)·j(---) 
R 
(6.47) 
n 
• 
mel = Cd·Av2·r(Pe,Te,Me,Pnl,Tnl,Mnl)·j(---) (6.48) 
R 
n 
• 
ml = Cd·Ap.r(Pnl,Tnl,Mnl,Plv,Tlv,MlV)·j(---) (6.50) 
R 
and ml = msl + mel (6.51) 
The additional equation required is determined by assuming 
that the valve land volume is relatively small compared with the 
other volumes and the net energy gained by in-flow and out-flow of 
air will not be kept by the volume. In terms of enthalpy, 
Furthermore, to expand Eqn (6.52), it is assumed that the air 
in the flow node is turbulent and any dynamic head in the air will 
not be able to affect the flow through the small restrictions. 
The enthalpy equation is transformed to Eqn (6.53) in 8 
combinations of Hsl , Hel and Hl to solve for the flow node 
temperature in Appendix VI : 
. . . 
Tnl = o(mSl,mel,mlV,Msl,Mel,Mlv,Tsl,Te,Tlv) (6.53) 
The Mach numbers at the input points (Msl ' Mel , Ml ) are calculated 
according to the mass flow rate and stream conditions: 
m R T 
M = --.j(-- (6.54) 
A P n 
A default check is built in to restrict that only sub-sonic flow 
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should exist at these points because: 
(a) If it was supersonic ( M > 1), it would change to sub-sonic 
immediately by shock within the tubing before going to the 
restriction; 
(b) If it was sub-sonic, it would remain sUbsonic up to the 
restriction. 
The Mach number information is fed to the supplementary valve flow 
subroutine "VFLOW" which determines the flow node parameters 
according to Eqn (6.47)-(6.51). This calculation is repeated for 
cylinder chamber 2. 
6.5.5 Multiple flow node model 
It was found that the pressure drop in tubing is significant 
and affects the input pressure to the valve and cylinder chambers. 
The multiple flow node model is postulated as an extension of the 
flow node model to include adiabatic fluid flow in tubing. 
Additional restrictions are imposed between the valve ports and 
the tubings, and between the tubings and the cylinder inlet points 
(Fig. 6.16). 
ms1 '" 
me1 '" 
mn1 '" 
m1 '" 
The equations of flow dynamics become: 
n 
Cd·Ay1·r(Psv,Tsv,Msv,Pn1,Tn1,Mn1)·j(---) 
R 
n 
Cd·Ae·r(Pe,Te,Me1,Pn1,Tn1,Mn1)·j(---) 
R 
n 
Cd·Ap.r(Pn1,Tn1,Mn1,P1v,T1V,M1V) .j(---) 
R 
n 
Cd·Apc·r(P1V,T1V,M1V,P1,T1,M1)·j(---) 
R 
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Fig. 6.16 - Multiple flow node model 
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Spool 
and 
(6.59) 
mnl = ml (6.60) 
The values of Pnl , Tn1 , Plv and T1V are found by the same 
principle as in Section 6.5.4. Since the model lumps the tubing 
flow effect into Eqn (6.57) and (5.58), the tubing module 
described in section 6.6 is not used with this model. The output 
from this valve model is fed directly to the actuator and valve 
operator. 
Due to the increased complexity of Eqn (6.55) to (6.60), the 
number of iterations in the routine to solve the algebraic 
equations for Tnl and Tl substantially increased. The time 
required to solve the solution is normally 3 times as much time as 
that in Section 6.5.4. Therefore, no sUbstantial investigation 
has been done with this model. It is anticipated that it will 
require a super-computer with array processing capability in order 
to achieve reasonable result. 
6.5.6 The IMSL routines 
Part of the model requires the calculation of a set of valve 
land pressures and temperatures which are determined as result of 
the flow and energy between the supply, exhaust and port 
conditions. This balance is formulated as a set of two algebraic 
equations with the two unknowns of valve land pressure and 
temperature. 
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Initial attempt to use the C05NAF routine in the Numerical 
Algorithm GroUp (NAG) Library [6.42] was unsuccessful. The 
difficulties were understood to be associated with: 
(a) Some of the parameters before entering the numerical 
routine were not properly initialised. 
(b) The call procedure was difficult to follow and involved 
significant user interaction during in the intermediate 
returns from the NAG routine. The trial programme was unable 
to handle the procedure returns well. 
In city Polytechnic, the International Mathematical and 
Science Library (IMSL) routines are available. The routine 
"ZSPOW" [6.43] which solves a set of non-linear equations was used 
to perform the root determination process. Application of the 
routine was simpler than the NAG routine in that there was no need 
for user interaction between intermediate steps. The user needed 
only to supply a subroutine (must be named FCN) which evaluated 
the set of equations. The user equations were formulated to find 
an error vector whose norm was minimised to zero. The routine is 
based on Powell's hybrid method [6.44] for non-linear algebraic 
equations. 
6.6 Tubing module 
During the measurement of mass flow rate delivered through 
the valve, it was found that there was significant pressure drop 
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in the tubing. Experiments showed that the pressure drop varied 
according to the mass flow rate. There are many factors 
contributing to the effect. The major contribution to the 
pressure drop is the isentropic expansion of fluid in the tubing. 
The pressure drop will vary according to a span ratio LID (6.45J 
where L is the length of tubing and D is the diameter of tUbing. 
The maximum pressure drop possible in the tubing is governed 
by the choked flow condition (6.46J. For flow from stagnation 
point, the maximum pressure drop is 0.528 which corresponds to a 
Mach number of 1 at the downstream point. Further pressure drop 
is not possible as shock will occur beyond the critical point and 
pressure is resumed as an energy recovery in shock wave. This 
perception of the pressure drop phenomenon led to a modification 
of the model description of the pressure drop function in the 
simulation. 
Two models are postulated. The empirical model demands less 
computing power but has to depend on the experimental data to 
provide a regression line relationship. The analytical approach 
is independent of any test data but is more complicated to be 
computed. 
6.6.1 Empirical approach 
The empirical approach to model the pressure drop effect is 
by determining the regression line to the experimental points. 
During the flow gain test, a straight line relationship was found. 
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It is tentatively designed that the tubing leading to and from the 
pneumatic cylinder is kept constant so that the same empirical 
formula can be applied throughout the pneumatic system. 
The formula is of the form: 
. . 
= (6.61) 
where Pdrop is the pressure drop ratio from inlet to outlet. 
If the flow is negative, the value of Pdrop is reciprocated 
so that Poutlet is greater than Pinlet. 
6.6.2 Analytical approach 
The analytical approach is based on the normal shock model of 
compressible fluid flow through ducts [6.47). Due to the 
isentropic expansion of the fluid, the flow resolves to shock in 
the flow passage when it reaches supersonic condition. A detail 
mathematical treatment covering flows of all Reynolds number is 
given by Ward Smith [6.48). An expanded version of the 
theoretical representation with particular reference to one-
dimensional turbulent flow through ducts of constant cross-section 
is found with Anderson [6.49). Starting from the standard 
relationships which relate the pressure at any point in the tube 
to Mach number, the downstream pressure can be determined by the 
equation derived in Appendix VIII: 
Assuming all flow rates defined in Section 6.5.4 are 
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positive, for flow from valve port 1 to actuator chamber 1, the 
down stream pressure P1V is formed by: 
M1 2 + (n-1)M12 
P1v = P1 -.j( 2) Mlv 2 + (n-1)M1V 
(6.62) 
where the downstream Mach number M1V is found by solving 
4fLlv * 4fL1V 4fL 
= + (6.63 ) 
0 D D 
Similarly, for flow from valve port 2 to actuator chamber 2, 
M2 2 + (n-l)M2 2 
-.j( 2) 
M2v 2 + (n-l)M2v 
(6.64) 
and for flow from supply to valve, 
MsV 2 + (n-l)Msv2 
-.j[------) 
Ms 2 + (n-l)Ms 2 
(6.65) 
If the flow is negative, i.e. reverse flow, the alternative 
equations in Appendix VIII apply. 
6.7 Component modules assembly 
The assembly of the components to a total system is straight 
forward in the software side. The initialisation must be done 
before the simulation takes place. The appropriate component 
module flags are set and the rest relies on the information 
collected for that particular test rig to be simulated. 
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The flexibility of the generic model allows that the test rig 
models can be mathematical formulated by enabling the component 
modules. Tab. 6.3 illustrates the sequence of component modules 
necessary for the assembly of the specific hardware alternatives 
A, Band C as described in Chapter 5. 
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Tab. 6.3 - Assembly of specific test rig models 
Flag Mechanism 
value Choice of models 
A B C 
CONTROLLER: Flag L(22) 
1 continous controller, LUT algorithm 
2 Continous controller, Burrow's test 
11 Discrete controller for solenoid * * 
operated valve 
12 Discrete controller for stepper motor * 
operated valve 
13 Discrete controller, solenoid operated 
valve, Moore's proportional 
algorithm 
VALVE OPERATOR: Flag L(2) 
0 Empirical valve 
1 Analytical valve * * 2 stepper motor valve operator * 3 On-off valve 
VALVE: Flag L(16) 
1 Flow node model 
* * * 2 Single restriction model 
3 Multiple flow node model 
4 Flow node model with experimental 
flow forces 
5 Flow node model with analytical 
flow forces 
TUBING: Flag L(11) 
0 Empirical model 
* * * 1 Analytical model 
ACTUATOR: Flag L(18) 
0 Asymmetric cylinder with laminar 
* * leakage function 
0 Symmetric cylinder (special case of * 
asymmetric above) 
1 Asymmetric cylinder with adiabatic 
leakage function 
LOAD: Flag L(21) 
0 Spring-mass, viscous friction model 
* * * 
Note: An asterisk indicates the module choice 
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6.8 Summary for models of test rigs for validation 
In general, the components can be modelled with empirical or 
simplified approach which gives an approximate solution. Often 
the approach requires some form of initialisation from 
experimental data and hence restricts itself to the generalisation 
to other variety of the component. On the contrary, the 
analytical approach is postulated to cater for new designs and 
substantial component variations. The analytical models are 
normally more complex and computational intensive. 
Both the empirical and analytical models are written under 
the same set of linking criteria. They are mutually exclusive if 
they are modelling the same component and selectable by the 
appropriate module flag. 
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CHAPTER 7 
VALIDATION OF SPECIFIC MODELS 
The specific models formulated in Chapter 6 for the 
evaluation test rigs required a number of parameters to be 
measured. These parameters were represented as numerical 
constants or coefficients of algebraic expressions in the 
components models and were most vital to the accurate 
interpretation of the simulation result. Apart from the 
dimensional parameters, which could be measured by the vernier or 
micrometer, separate measurements were performed in experiments 
speciallY designed to ascertain the parameters of the component 
models. 
The data collected in the measurement tests were substituted 
into the "C" (for real numbers) and "L" (for integers) array of 
the simulation package. The initial conditions of the test rigs 
were determined from the corresponding transient file. By 
inserting the same initial conditions and operating parameters 
into the simulation model, the results could be compared directly 
by magnitudes. In addition to visual comparison on the same 
graph, by using the enhanced feature of the simulation software, 
the standard deviations between corresponding experimental and 
simulated responses could be calculated thereby providing 
additional indicators on the closeness of the model to reality. 
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7.1 Component tests 
The measurements on components mainly concentrated on the 
valve, cylinder, load and tUbing. These concerned the mechanical 
and pneumatic parameters which were normally highly uncertain. 
The controller was the most predictable component but one 
calibration test on timing was still required. 
7.1.1 Valve characteristics 
There were two sets of valve tests: 
(a) The flow gain test was carried out to determine the volume 
flow rates (and hence the mass flow rates) through the valve 
at all possible spool displacements. 
(b) The pressure gain test was carried out to determine the 
change of pressures at the service ports at blocked port 
situation in the vicinity of the valve null position. 
The results were analysed to determine relevant parameters 
which were later entered into the "c" array elements concerning 
the valve dimensions and coefficients. 
7.1.1.1 The flow gain test 
The valve was connected to an air cylinder which moved in 
either direction. During the moving of the cylinder, air was fed 
to the cylinder chamber in one port from the supply, but the air 
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in the other chamber was compressed so that air passed back to the 
valve in the other port. The experimental arrangement (Fig. 7.1) 
was made to simulate the bi-directional flow situation. 
The flow from the supply at pressure Pss passed through the 
tubing connection to the supply port of the valve. The pressure 
at the supply port was measured by the gauge "Ps". similarly, the 
pressure gauge "PI" measured the air pressure immediately at port 
1 and the gauge "Pf1 " measured the air pressure after the tubing 
connection at port 1. A separate source was connected at port 2 
to provide an inflow of air back to the valve. 
While the micrometer pushed the spool into the valve, the 
dial indicator recorded the spool location. The indicator 
provided both spring force on the spool against the micrometer as 
well as maintaining a clear indication of where the spool was. 
The flow restrictor at port 1 in the experimental was installed to 
produce a back pressure which resembled the back pressure of air 
inside a cylinder chamber. 
7.1.1.2 The blocked port test 
The primary aim of the blocked port test was to locate the 
null position of the valve with reference to the micrometer 
readings (Fig. 7.2). Due to manufacturing tolerance, air leakage 
was inevitable even if the spool was located at the position where 
the valve was expected to be totally closed. Leakage flow also 
existed between the valve lands and the exhaust ports. 
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It was logical to define that the valve null point should be 
at the point where there was no pressure difference between the 
two ports. The null point then implied a spool reference location 
where the valve openings to both ports were equal. When the 
leakage flow from the supply to the respective valve lands was 
equal to that from the valve lands to exhaust, that is, 
mS1 + me1 = 0 
ms2 + me2 = 0 
• 
and mS1 = ms 2 
The intermediate pressures in the two valve lands should be equal. 
This condition then reflected that the spool was at the null 
position. 
7.1.1.3 The theoretical characteristics 
There were two theoretical characteristics: pressure gain 
and flow gain characteristics. The pressure gain characteristics 
is defined as a series of pressure gain curves, at different 
supply pressures, being put together to present a full picture of 
pressure variations due to spool displacements. Likewise, the 
flow gain characteristics is defined as a series of flow gain 
curves, at different supply pressures, being put together to 
present a full picture of flow rate variations due to spool 
displacements. 
The pressure gain characteristics were plotted in Fig. 7.3. 
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The theoretical curves were determined based on the flow node 
valve model described in section 6.5.4. A general discussion of 
the nature of area factor in pneumatic flow capacities can be 
found with Tsai et al [7.1] and it was specifically referred as 
coefficient of discharge in the case of orifice meter or nozzle 
flows. Experimental values of the coefficient of discharge could 
be found in the work of Perry [7.2], Stenning [7.3] and Logan et 
al [7.4]. Although the data were organised in varying fashions, 
the values presented in these experiments were quite similar. 
Perry's values were more precisely presented in tabular form and 
was adopted in this calculation. 
The null point of the pressure gain characteristics was 
determined by a trial and error process. An initial guess 
micrometer value was made to start calculation. A sum square 
error was then calculated by which the computer program adjusted 
the guess point in both directions until a minimum error was 
reached. The same iteration process was repeated for all 5 
pressure gain curves. The null points were summarised in Tab. 
7.1. 
The pressure gain characteristics were determined using the 
mode reading (i.e. 9.572 mm) as the zero micrometer setting for 
all 5 curves. The fitting errors for the curves 4 and 5 were 
slightly higher but the whole characteristic plot was made 
consistent at a unique null point. 
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Tab. 7.1 - Null positions determined in pressure gain test 
Curve Supply Pressure Null position as indicated 
No. MNm-2 on micrometer (mm) 
1 0.5065 9.572 
2 0.4052 9.572 
3 0.3039 9.572 
4 0.2026 9.573 
5 0.1013 9.570 
Based on the null point value determined from the pressure 
gain characteristics, the flow gain characteristics could be 
calculated with the spool displacement adjusted about the 
micrometer reading 9.572. The flow gain characteristics curves in 
Fig. 7.4 were determined using the same set of physical parameters 
as in the pressure gain characteristics. The density of air was 
-3 taken as 1.2 kg m [7.5]. 
The flow gain characteristics showed a saturation effect of 
the flow when the spool was displaced significantly. The 
saturation effect could not be derived from the conventional 
single restriction model. A comparison of the flow gain 
characteristics of the two theoretical models was made in Fig. 
7.5. The flow saturation was attributable to the presence of an 
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intermediate volume in the valve land where the dynamic flow head 
to the associated channels was absorbed by the turbulence. The 
pressure difference to the other ports was subsequently reduced so 
that a relatively smaller total flow than that expected was 
generated. 
The effect of upstream dynamic flow head was investigated by 
putting all the upstream Mach numbers in Eqn (6.51) to zero. The 
results are also depicted on Fig. 7.5. No substantial variations 
were found at small flow rates. However, at large flow rates 
(Mach Number> 0.5), the traditional adiabatic flow function falls 
short of the modified function r. This calculation showed that 
the upstream flow head was significant when the valve was more 
than half-open. 
From Eqn (6.47) - (6.51), the reverse flow is given by the 
conditions at point 2 of the valve where the flow rate is 
independent of PI and T1 . This was confirmed by the phenomenon 
that the reverse flow curves, which were plotted at the fourth 
quadrant of Fig. 7.4, coincided for all values of PI. Both 
experimental and theoretical results arrived at the same 
conclusion. This sUbstantiated the validity of the flow function 
Eqn (V.13) and the flow node model for all flow situations through 
the 5-port valve. 
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7.1.1.4 The intermediate pressures 
It was not possible to obtain any intermediate pressure 
values from the conventional approach in which the whole flow 
stream was lumped together in the formula. There was no way to 
segregate from Eqn (6.39) - (6.44) the type of pressure values 
pertinent to the description of pressure gain characteristics. 
On the other hand, the proposed valve model suggested that an 
intermediate region existed between the supply, exhaust and output 
port. The pressure gain characteristics were the variations of 
the intermediate pressures due to spool displacements and could be 
deduced from the physical mensuration as well as the support data 
from other researchers. The theoretical intermediate pressures 
were obtained as the roots of the set of non-linear equations. 
The close agreement between the theoretical intermediate pressure 
curves and the experimental pressure gain curves therfore proved 
that the proposed flow node model is a good representation of the 
flow of compressed air through the valve. 
7.1.2 Solenoid operated spool responses 
It was difficult to measure the response of spool due to 
input signals because of the much smaller dimensions and forces 
involved in the valve. Some tests were carried out to assess the 
influencing factors but uncertainty of the actual values was 
large. The parameters which were put into the simulation model 
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were estimated to the most logical values from experimental as 
well as independent data sources. 
7.1.2.1 Hysteresis 
The hysteresis of the solenoid was checked by the short 
stroke displacement transducer. Fig. 7.6 shows a plot of the 
spool displacement against input current signal. since the input 
current to the coil was proportional to the voltage which in turn 
was proportional to the DAC value, total hysteresis of the 
solenoid valve operator component could be estimated. In the 
absence of air flow and dynamic variations, Eqn (6.33) could be 
reduced to: 
(7.1) 
Taking away the portion of input signal which would produce the 
proportional spool displacement Xs and initial compression Pi' Eqn 
(7.1) could be transformed as: 
Ih = Isf + Icoil (7.2) 
where Isf = signal attributed to friction force 
= input current (excluding portion for producing Pi 
and proportional force KspXs) 
Icoil = current signal utilised by the coil for overcoming 
magnetic hysteresis 
That is, the total hysteresis measured in this test consisted of 
two parts, viz, magnetic hysteresis of solenoid and mechanical 
hysteresis due to stiction in valve. 
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From Fig. 7.6, the total hysteresis was 0.21A. The magnetic 
hysteresis was estimated to be 3.8% from consideration of the 
polarisation of the magnetic material of the core [7.6). This 
corresponds to a current value of 0.038A. The stiction on spool 
could be estimated as: 
= 
= 
Solenoid constant x (0.21/2 - 0.0375) 
50 NA-1 x 0.067 
3.35N 
This stiction value was entered as the static friction constant 
Fsf in the analytical solenoid valve operator model Eqn (6.33). 
7.1.2.2 Effect of dither 
It is impossible to measure the spool location statically 
when the dither signal is switched on. However, the effect was 
determined indirectly by a test similar to the block port test 
(Fig. 7.7). The pressure at port 1 (P1) was taken as the 
indicator of the hysteresis effect. 
A series of tests up to 60 Hz input dither signal (all 
signals at 4 V peak-to-peak) were taken. The results are plotted 
on Fig. 7.8. The hysteresis was found to be minimum around dither 
frequencies 40 - 50 Hz. 
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7.1.2.3 Inertia and viscous damping 
The inertia and viscous damping information was required by 
the analytical solenoid valve operator component module to 
determine the acceleration and velocity of the spool. 
There were two moving parts in the solenoid valve: the spool 
and the solenoid core. The mass of the spool was 23 gm whereas 
the solenoid core was estimated to be 2 gm. 
The viscous damping coefficient was estimated from the 
published viscosity data of the oil [6.12] used to lubricate the 
pneumatic circuit. 
The frequency response of the spool-valve operator mechanism 
was investigated by a frequency spectrum analysis package "ils" 
[7.7]. The data file of spool location transients was transferred 
from the Sun workstation via an ASCII file containing bi-polar 
integer data to IBM PC. By the same facility, the simulated 
response of the analytical valve operator was transferred 
similarly. Both responses were analysed by the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) techniques [7.8]. The result was depicted in Fig. 
7.9. Both the actual and simulated frequency spectra showed that 
similar resonance frequency around 8 Hz and several harmonics in 
the 50 Hz spectrum. The component model of the solenoid valve 
operator is therefore regarded as a good representation of the 
real solenoid-spool mechanism. 
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7.1.3 Actuator parameters 
Two types of actuator parameters were identified: 
(a) The dimensional parameters including the stroke length, bore 
diameter, piston rod and so on were measured directly on the 
actuator. The dimensions and their appropriate "C" 
parameters are depicted in Appendix VII. 
(b) The estimated parameters which could not be measured 
directly. These include frictions, residual volume leakage, 
etc. The parameters were determined from various tests and 
related dimensions. 
7.1.3.1 static and coulomb frictions 
The frictional forces in the test rig were determined by 
operating in open loop mode and measuring the pressures in the 
cylinder chambers. Two sets of tests were done - extending and 
retracting circumstances. 
The air pressure to the test rig was initially adjusted to 
nearly zero. using the open loop mode, the valve was opened to 
about 1/4 of the full opening. The transient recording feature 
was then enabled. 
The air pressure was increased slowly until the test rig 
started to move. The movement continued for a while to ascertain 
that it extended (or retracted) at constant speed. Transients 
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were recorded until the buffer was exhausted. The data were 
subsequently transferred to DG machine and analysed. 
Fig. 7.10 and 7.11 depicts the transient plots when the test 
rig was retracting and extending. static friction was effective 
immediately before the piston started to move and was calculated 
at points where the velocity changed to non-zero. The actuator 
force was determined by Eqn (6.25). In the same way, the 
frictional force calculated at points where the velocity was 
constant was dynamic (coulomb) friction. 
It was found that the frictional forces at extend and retract 
circumstances were different. The values estimated from the above 
test on the asymmetric actuator were: 
Tab. 7.2 - static and coulomb frictions 
Circumstances static Coulomb 
Extending cylinder 74.3N 40.6N 
Retracting cylinder 40.4N 12.2N 
This directional difference has been modelled by a separate 
routine and the relevant friction values were entered into the 
corresponding "C" parameters of the load module. 
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7.1.3.2 viscous friction 
The pneumatic test rigs have been designed to eliminate, as 
much as possible, any contact type friction. It was inevitable 
that dry friction existed between the seal and piston as well as 
at the slideway. A significant reduction has been achieved by 
mounting the slideway on ball bearings for the asymmetric 
actuator. Some viscous friction still existed at various 
locations such as the bearing and the cylinder where traces of oil 
were left as a result of droplets in the air stream or maintenance 
lubrication. The viscous friction coefficient was estimated from 
the technical data of the lubrication oil [6.12). 
7.1.3.3 Residual volume 
The residual volume was defined as the air volume at the end 
of the cylinder when the piston stayed at that end. The volume 
could not be measured due to the irregularity in shape. It was 
estimated by considering that the gap could be lumped to an 
annular ring at the end-blocks. 
For the sake of simplicity, the residual volumes of the 
asymmetric actuator and the symmetric actuator were assumed to be 
similar (Tab. 7.3). 
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Tab. 7.3 - Estimation of residual volume 
Actuator 
Thickness gap (mm) 
Diameter of piston (mm) 
Residual volume (m3 ) 
Asymmetric 
10 
50 
0.00002 
7.1.4 Calibration of pressure drop in tubing 
symmetric 
10 
25 
0.000005 
The pressure drop through tubing was investigated in an 
experiment in conjunction with the measurement of mass flow rates 
through the 5-port valve. The experimental data were plotted in 
Fig. 7.12. The trend of the data showed that the pressure drop 
ratio varies linearly with the mass flow rates. A regression line 
was drawn on the data points according to Eqn (6.61). The values 
. 
of Kdr and the reference mass flow rate mref were determined to be 
0.4 and 0.00465 respectively. 
7.1.5 Timer calibration of the microprocessor controller 
Due to the uncertainty of the overhead in the time keeping 
interrupt routine, a calibration facility was built into the 
control software. The facility directed execution to go through 
the normal route but the control function was disabled. A loop 
counter was kept and reported periodically to the console. The 
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timer could then be calibrated by a stop watch and the time per 
interrupt cycle was calculated with the reported count number. 
The intention was to determine, in real time, the interrupt 
interval time generated by the on board timer. 
Fig. 7.13 shows the timer calibration chart. It was clear 
that due to the execution overheads in the interrupt service 
routine, a minimum interval time of 0.28 msec was found at very 
low timer values. 
The proportional portion of the chart was also calibrated as 
a regression line which was used as the function for calculating 
the time base of the transient responses in the response 
evaluation program "EVAL.PR". 
7.1. 6 constants 
The physical constants such as the adiabatic constant (n), 
the gas constant (R), supply and exhaust conditions (Ps' Ts' Pe' 
Te ), mechanical dimensions of test rig and pneumatic components 
were extracted from the relevant literature [7.5). The meaning of 
the "c" and "L" parameters are tabulated in Appendix VII. 
Parameters marked "Not used" were reserved for future use. 
Parameters marked "Working constant" were used by the model to 
store data for communication between integration passes. 
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since there were 3 servo-drives assembled for validation, the 
default values only indicated typical values to be used for 
preliminary test runs. changes to suit the particular component 
of the real system would be made to refine the parameters in the 
module during simulation initialisation stage. 
7.2 simulation of specific test rig models 
The specific models of the servo-drives A, Band C outlined 
in Section 6.7 were simulated to obtain the time responses. In 
order to secure exact comparison of the responses, the initial 
parameters of the tests such as starting position, pressures and 
temperatures were entered into the package during the 
initialisation phase. The experimental responses were merged to 
the corresponding simulation data by the response merging program 
"EVALCMS 2 " • 
7.2.1 Servo-drive A - stepper motor operated valve system 
The open loop responses of servo-drive A are shown on Fig. 
7.14. The theoretical and experimental position curves agreed 
fairly well. Due to the effect of physical-stop at the end of 
stroke, both the experimental and simulated curves stopped exactly 
at the two ends of the cylinder. When the rig was moving, the 
rate of change of the two position curves (speed) differ slightly 
and this resulted in time lag at the later part of the simulated 
position response. 
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The spool command transients showed that the timing and value 
for the open loop commands have been simulated exactly by the 
controller module. This reflected the fact that the controller 
was the best known component in the system. 
The pressure responses did not agree satisfactorily in value. 
However, agreement of the trend could be seen from both responses. 
The large difference between the responses could be due to : 
(a) There is leakage flow between the two cylinder chambers. The 
actuator module generating the graph on Fig. 7.14 did not have 
leakage function enabled. In a trial run with the leakage 
function and intuitive guess of the necessary parameters, a 
closer agreement was obtained especially during the retracting 
motion. However, more thorough tests are required to 
ascertain the validity of the parameters. As explained in 
section 8.3.3, there are instrumentation problems involved in 
the measurements. Therefore, the trial run results are not 
presented here as a confirmed record of finding. 
(b) The theoretical model assumes that the pressures in the 
control volumes of the actuator are homogeneous. The 
simulated values were in fact the pressures inside the 
cylinder chamber whereas the experimental transmitters 
connected to the inlet which was outside the cylinder chamber. 
This would induce deviations due to non-homogeneity of the 
volume. It could exist eventhough the cylinder was at rest 
because of the leakage problem discussed in (a) above. 
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;,' (c) An attempt was made to use the instantaneous pressures P1v and 
.~, 
\ 
1 
I 
i 
., , 
j 
P2v which were simulated pressure values at the valve outlet, 
where the transmitters were connected, to compare to the 
experimental responses. Fig. 7.15 shows the comparison graph 
using P1v and the experimental pressure. It can be seen that 
the instantaneous values are far too oscillatory. 
After careful investigation in the whole integration process, 
it was found that the high frequency oscillation is a 
numerical instability due to the immediate backward reference 
of the mass flow rate in the computational procedure. The 
fact that the tubing model has been established from steady 
state flow characteristics effectively implies that the mass 
flow rate flowing in is exactly the mass flow rate flowing out 
of the tUbing. The tubing model is therefore a stiff model as 
far as the numerical integration routine is concerned. 
In reality, air pressure takes time to build up. A 
preliminary investigation in the problem has been carried out 
by introducing a first order time lag for the propagation of 
the calculated pressure drop values. Trial runs of the 
simulation showed that oscillations are notably reduced when 
the time constant is 1 ms and totally removed when the delay 
is increased to 10 ms. 
This is, however, not a formal formulation of the underlying 
phenomenon. More work is required to determine, from first 
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principles, the propagation of the pressure wave in tubing so 
that the proper tubing model can be established without 
relying much on empirical data or intuitive guesses. Further 
research in this direction is required to refine the tubing 
model on the damping effect of the air column on the pressure 
values at both ends of the tUbing. 
In the current implementation of the pneumatic system model, 
there are at least 5 passes required by the integration 
algorithm before it concludes at an integration step. 
Therefore, as the integration routine progresses, the effect 
will be averaged out in time. This trend can be determined 
from Fig. 7.15 if a smoothing operation is done on the 
vibrating P1v• In other words, there is a significant bearing 
on the intermediate numerical values of the variables in the 
system between consecutive passes of the model, but the effect 
will be cancelling one another by the integration process. It 
is for this reason that the Plv and P2v values are not used as 
the basis for model validation whereas PI and P2 are still 
valid in the light of the proper theoretical tubing model with 
time delay is not available. 
The closed loop responses of the servo-drive are shown in 
Fig. 7.16. In general, the theoretical and experimental position 
curves agreed well. A larger amount of damping was found with the 
simulated responses and this reflected the indication of the 
difference in velocity responses in open loop test. 
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Fig. 7.17 - Spool location responses of open loop and closed loop tests 
For the stepper motor valve operator, the spool location 
responses were readily obtainable from the track-keeping of 
command output. Fig. 7.17 shows the spool location responses of 
the open loop and closed loop tests. It is understandable that 
the discrete nature of the controller and the valve operator 
allows an accurate modelling of the components. 
The model was successful in simulating the stable performance 
of the servo-drive. Although there were deviations in values of 
the steady state errors, the prediction was acceptable in terms of 
dynamic behaviour and timing of moves. 
7.2.2 Servo-drive B - Solenoid operated valve system 
The closed loop responses of servo-drive B were the result of 
a step test with the variable positional gain profile control 
strategy (Fig. 7.18). Detail description of the control algorithm 
is depicted in Appendix IX. A close agreement was obtained with 
the position responses with slight deviations in stability, 
frequency and amplitude of vibration. The pressure responses, 
however, deviated significantly in magnitude, although there were 
signs for the simulated responses to agree to the trend of 
pressure variations during step changes. The large deviation was 
attributed to the difficulties in predicting the performance of 
the valve operator/spool mechanism, especially the influence of 
dither and hysteresis. The error introduced by these parameters 
affected both actuator chambers and hence only had minor effect on 
position responses. It is noted that the chamber pressures were 
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reduced slightly. 
comparing with the servo-drive A, the simulation model for 
servo-drive B had better agreement with respect to the position 
responses. This further supported the view that the solenoid 
valve operator was less accurately modelled than the stepper motor 
valve operator. The averaging effect of the errors in spool 
location, pneumatic conditions and load force calculations had 
outweighted the tolerance of the spool mechanism. 
7.2.3 Servo-drive C - Symmetric actuator system 
The closed loop responses of the servo-drive C is shown in 
Fig. 7.19. The reverse motion part agreed well with the 
experimental data showing that the model basically represented the 
symmetric actuator system. However, the forward moves did not 
match closely enough especially on the prediction of damping on 
the test rig. This deviation was due to the fact that the 
friction values in Tab. 7.2 was used. The friction test was not 
performed on the symmetric test rig because of changes in the 
laboratory environment during later part of the project and the 
connection to Data General host machine was no longer available. 
The transfer of test data was difficult though not impossible. It 
is anticipated that if the correct friction values could be 
measured, the accuracy of the simulation results would be 
improved. 
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Fig. 7.18 - Step responses with solenoid operated valve system 
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Fig. 7.19 - Step responses with symmetric actuator system 
Nevertheless, the test showed that the component oriented 
approach provide a preliminary picture of the system quickly. 
Further refinement can be made if the first off results are 
promising thereby saving the effort to investigate non-viable 
systems. 
7.2.4 System accuracy 
By using an enhanced option in the simulation package, the 
simulated and experimental responses were compared by computing 
the standard deviations between corresponding responses. The 
results were shown in Tab. 7.4. 
Tab. 7.4 - Tabulated standard deviation of responses 
Servo- Responses Standard Unit 
drive deviation 
A Open loop : 
position 3,161 Encoder pulse 
Pressure 1 59,071 Njsq m 
Pressure 2 90,245 Njsq m 
P1v and P1 212,716 Njsq m 
A Closed loop : 
position 1,837 Encoder pulse 
Pressure 1 56,813 Njsq m 
Pressure 2 65,736 Njsq m 
B position 1,523 Encoder pulse 
Pressure 1 173,470 Njsq m 
Pressure 2 204,023 Njsq m 
C position 2,637 Encoder pulse 
Pressure 1 186,863 Njsq m 
Pressure 2 225,410 Njsq m 
Spool location 0.0138 mm 
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It is difficult to assess the results in absolute terms but 
the values do indicate the relative accuracy of the models for the 
three servo-drives being simulated. In terms of position 
responses, the responses with servo-drive B was the best among the 
three. The length corresponded approximately to 0.8% of the total 
stroke. 
In contrast, the pressure responses were unsatisfactory. The 
deviations from the actual results were all having a higher value. 
This requires further investigation into the factors affecting the 
pressure levels in cylinder chambers, apart from the actuator 
dynamics described in the actuator dynamics (Section 6.1.1). 
7.3 Verification based on published data 
In order to check the validity and flexibility of the 
component modules, data from other selected sources are applied to 
formulate new components and linked to the package. Due to the 
lack of detail information of the hardware, certain amount of 
assumptions were made to the system parameters. High conformity 
to the transient responses of the published data should not be 
expected, but a general agreement to the trend of the performance 
was obtained. 
7.3.1 LUT data with stepper motor operated valve 
Earlier tests in LUT on control strategies and configuration 
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of pneumatic servomechanisms were useful to provide additional 
verification database for the generic model. One of the tests 
performed on a vertical mounted asymmetric cylinder had been 
documented by Moore [1.8]. The test rig was heavily loaded and 
the friction force in the slideway was high. These parameters 
were estimated and entered into the relevant "c" and "L" arrays in 
the package. The test run was made with a modified proportional 
control algorithm. A separate control algorithm routine was 
written to cater for the modification. The routine was used to 
compute the appropriate spool command for the controller module. 
Detail information of the test is reproduced in Fig. 7.20 for 
reference. 
since the data were not recorded in numerical form, it was 
only possible to make visual comparison of the corresponding 
responses. Since the reported responses were shown in different 
units, the simulated responses were rescaled and labelled to make 
the two comparable. From Fig. 7.21, the pattern of variations 
shows remarkable agreement both in the differential pressure and 
velocity responses. The numerical values of the velocity matched 
with the range of magnitude. In the case of the differential 
pressure responses, since the actuator was asymmetric, there 
should be a pressure difference when the actuator was not moving. 
The zero pressure difference line was therefore taken as the datum 
in the simulated response graph where the actuator was stationary. 
Having made the adjustment, the differential pressure values 
agreed in magnitude. 
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7.3.2 LUT data with solenoid operated valve 
Later tests in LUT using the same pneumatic actuator and load 
system but controlled by a solenoid operated valve showed that the 
system had better response to input signal in terms of start-up 
delay and stability. The graphs of the test is depicted in Fig. 
7.22. The test run was made with positional gain profile, 
velocity and acceleration feedback. 
only one step's move was recorded and was simulated, as far 
as possible, with the reported test parameters initialised. The 
move represented a retraction from 4000 (hex.) back to 2000 (hex.) 
encoder pulses. The gain profile during the test was used exactly 
as it was in the actual experiment. 
Fig 7.23 shows the simulated responses of the system. Due to 
the lack of fine detail information of the test, the simulated 
responses were regarded as sufficiently close to the reported 
responses. The model therefore provides a fair representation of 
the LUT system without much modification. 
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7.3.3 On-off controlled drives 
There are very few published research papers with sufficient 
experimental data accompanied with the publication to provide 
information to be put into the model for cross-validation 
purposes. One of the more complete reported experiments is found 
with Burrows et al [7.9] in an analysis of on-off pneumatic 
servomechanism. A separate valve operator module was written to 
simUlate the action of the on-off flapper valve which could 
function in three states: 
(a) Totally closed off 
(b) Fully open to chamber 1 only 
(c) Fully open to chamber 2 only 
The physical dimensions and the amplifier gains of the control 
circuit were determined from the data furnished in the paper. 
The simulated position error responses are shown on Fig. 
7.24. Fig. 7.25 shows the corresponding responses reported by 
Burrows. Due to definition difference, the sign for the position 
error responses had been inverted to positive. The results 
generally agreed in the variation fashion but there was not enough 
data to transform the voltage values in Fig. 7.25 to match with 
the position error values in the simUlation. Since some of the 
simUlation parameters such as friction, mechanical linkage and the 
controller gains were not totally clear from the paper, they were 
initialised by intuitive guesses. Consequently, the results are 
not expected to match exactly numerically but the validity of the 
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specific mathematical model as an application of the generic model 
has been illustrated. 
7.7 summary of model validation 
The generic model established in Chapter 4 has been applied 
to derive specific mathematical models of the experimental 
pneumatic servomechanisms described in Chapter 5. The tests can 
be classified in two categories. Tests in spool hysteresis, 
static and coulomb friction, timer and pressure calibration were 
able to provide information relating to the physical 
characteristics of the test rig. other tests including flow gain, 
blocked port, tubing pressure drop, effect of dither provided 
supplementary information to validate the model. 
The tests on complete system were performed on the three 
servo-drives. Two modes of operations were examined. The open 
loop tests were needed to determine the validity of the pneumatic 
and mechanical parts of the system model. The electronic 
controller was programmed to hold a fixed input signal throughout 
the run. The closed loop tests were aimed at simulating the 
performance of the test rigs at normal working conditions. 
Close agreement between the experimental and simulated 
position responses was obtained in most cases showing that the 
models represented the real systems well. Deviations in the 
pressure responses were attributed to the fact that the 
measurement points of the pressure transmitters were not exactly 
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the same as the simulated pressures which were the instantaneous 
values in the course of integration. The over-simplified 
assumption that pressure in the control volumes was homogeneous 
also contributed to the difference. 
In summary, the specific models have been verified 
satisfactorily. More refinements can be made with additional 
tests on the parameters and characteristics of the component 
models, but in view of the shortage of time, these tests were left 
in this research and can be picked up again if the need for more 
accurate modelling arises. 
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CHAPTER 8 
APPLICATIONS TO PNEUMATIC MODELLING 
The application of the component oriented approach to 
modelling of specific pneumatic servomechanisms has been 
successfully demonstrated using the three experimental test rigs 
and data from published documentation. The versatility of the 
generic model has been illustrated by the capability of simple 
replacement of components to form new systems which can be 
simulated to produce performance data. 
The generalised nature of the approach is not limited to the 
aforementioned applications. In the interest of formation of a 
computer-a id-configuration tool for pneumatic servo-drives, it is 
necessary to extend the scope of applications to check the 
functionality of the generic model as a framework for servo-drive 
modelling. The following sections describe the investigations by 
injecting variations in the component models. In most cases, the 
investigations were coupled with actual tests which provided 
validation to the generality of the model. However, difficulties 
existed in a few occasions where the variation could not be 
controlled on the test rig. The investigations were then limited 
to theoretical comparison of simulation results of similar runs. 
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8.1 New design configuration evaluation 
The primary objective for a computer-aided-design tool is to 
predict the variation of performance if the design is changed. 
The ability of the generic model to cater for changes in component 
combinations have been verified by the assembly of the component 
models in section 6.7. 
The changes in design do not restrict to trial at component 
level. The evaluation study can also be made for changes in part 
of the component. A study was made on servo-drive B in which the 
spring in the solenoid operated valve was replaced by a softer 
spring. The situation was simulated with the same set of 
parameters as in section 7.2.2 except that the spring constant Ksp 
was reduced to 60% of that of the original spring. Fig. 8.1 shows 
the result of the experimental and simulated responses. 
Compared with the responses shown in Fig. 7.18, persistent 
vibration was recorded both on the hardware and the model. There 
were slight deviations in frequency and amplitude, but the 
unsteadiness of the system could be predicted readily. 
8.2 variations in operation conditions 
One of the methods to illustrate the generic nature of the 
model is to determine from the model the performance of the 
mechanism under different operating conditions. 
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Fig. 8.1 - step responses of servo-drive B with soft valve spring 
The changes in this category may not affect the fundamental 
design, but the simulation result may highlight associated 
problems after the design is implemented. 
The type of operating condition variations can be simple 
alteration of resistor setting or more complex re-organisation of 
control strategies. The following sections examine the issue in 
five aspects showing the methodology of tackling the problem. In 
the case of complicated changes, the component oriented approach 
allows that a separate component module to be established instead 
of varying the parameters of previously existed modules. The new 
module can be linked to the simulation software easily by the UNIX 
make facility. 
8.2.1 Impulse test 
Instead of the step input signals normally used to 
investigate the performance of servomechanism, an impulse, which 
was a strong signal at short duration, was injected into the 
servo-drive B. Fig. 8.2 shows the responses in the test rig and 
from the simulation. 
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It can be seen from the experimental position transients that 
the system was unstable. Although the simulated responses became 
stable after 5 ripples, it reverted to vibration after 1.5 sec. 
The amplitude and frequency of vibration were not matching too 
closely due to various inaccuracies in the model parameter 
settings. A time lag was recorded on the simulation result. 
Apart from these, the model was able to predict the inherent 
instability in the system. 
8.2.2 Effects of gain adjustment 
It was found that if the amplifier current gain was reduced 
by varying the 22K gain adjust in Fig. 5.8, the system became 
stable at steady state. The spool was in fact displaced slightly 
from the normal valve null position as indicated by the spool 
location responses (Fig. 8.3). There was a steady state deviation 
between the experimental and simulated responses which were 
attributed to the lack of experimental means of determining the 
model parameters of the valve operator component module. 
The simulated responses were generated by reducing the gain 
coefficient Gs and keeping the other parameters of the system in 
section 8.2.1 unchanged. 
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8.2.3 Tests on control strategies 
The time to implement a control strategy on a microprocessor 
controller varies with the complication of the algorithm. For 
simple proportional control, the programming task is straight 
forward. However, if the algorithm requires a lot of data 
manipulation and hardware interrupts (sometimes nested), it can 
easily occupy a few weeks before the debugged version of the 
software is ready. 
By using the generic model, programming the algorithm into 
the controller module is made simple. since the module is written 
in FORTRAN, the mathematics and logistics of the algorithm can be 
programmed easily in high level language representation. The time 
required to examine the difference in control strategies is 
reduced. 
As an example, Pu [8.1] has devised a learning strategy which 
dynamically adjusts the null offset of the valve. Implementation 
of the learning strategy required programming at the assembly 
language level on suitable target hardware. In fact, the 
formulation and trial of the algorithm had constituted a major 
portion of PU'S work. 
On the generic model, a separate routine to simulate the 
strategy with the following codes in FORTRAN can be used: 
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C 
{ 
{In dead band exit control 
{ 
) 
routine) 
) 
subroutine dbexit(poserr,old_offset,new_offset,new_despos) 
C Dead band exit control subroutine 
C 
C 
{ 
{other 
{ 
) 
codes in the routine) 
) 
C Set valve null offset by dead band value 
C 
C 
{ 
if (poserr.lt.dead_band) then 
new offset = old_offset + poserr 
new_despos = pos array(stepno + 1) 
else 
return 
endif 
{In controller gain calculation 
{ 
} 
routine} 
) 
subroutine ctrlgain 
C Controller gain calculation subroutine 
C 
C 
{ } 
(other codes in the routine) 
{ } 
call dbexit (poserr, old_offset, new_offset, new_despos) 
C Add valve offset to spool command 
C 
adj_splcom = 
splsig = 
{ 
splcom + new_offset/scale 
adj_splcom/dac_range * max_spldis 
{other codes in the 
( 
) 
routine} 
} 
since there is not enough quantifiable response data 
reported (the results were consolidated as null offsets in the run 
rather than time series data), it is not possible to proceed with 
meaningfull comparison. Nevetheless, the foregoing discussion 
serves as an illustrative example of how the model can be used to 
tackle control strategy problems. 
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8.2.4 step time reduction check 
It is common practice that during position programming, the 
dwell time or the duration of each step is changed frequently. A 
check on the performance of the test rig with changes in step 
length is always useful to ascertain acceptable stability and 
response of the system before the design is produced. 
Fig. 8.4 shows a reduced step length run on servo-drive B. 
The graphs should be compared with those on Fig. 8.1. The system 
behaved exactly in the way as that would exist in a reduced step 
time situation. Deviations still existed but they were in the 
same pattern as in Fig. 8.1. As far as the prediction of 
performance is concerned, the model showed conformance in terms of 
relative changes. In other words, the model was robust enough to 
represent proportional variations. 
8.2.5 control software bug 
During evaluation stage, it was found that some of the tests 
could not be simulated satisfactorily. Both the experimental and 
simulated results were checked. A control software bug was found 
such that the gain calculation routine could only give positive 
gains. The spool command responses on the test rig showed jerks 
whereas those from the simulated responses did not show the 
phenomenon (Fig. 8.5). Consequently, the relevant part of the 
control software was examined and the bug was fixed. 
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8.3 Choice of models of varying complexity 
The main reason for supplying simpler models is to reduce the 
simulation time if the accuracy of the system model is not 
crucial. The alternative approach is to use empirical model or 
continuous system mode which avoids the time consuming interrupts 
for discrete system. The resultant model is then unable to show 
the digitising effect of the discrete controller. If the 
controller is fast sampling, the effect is not significant. 
However, if the sampling time is long, the effect can be 
detrimental to the gains calculation in simulation. 
8.3.1 step responses with continuous system 
The servo-drive B was also simulated as a continuous system 
as shown in Fig. 8.6. The rather large deviations between the 
actual and simulated responses especially in the case of position 
response indicates that the continuous controller model is not 
appropriate to represent the digital controller. The simulated 
system generally shows more vibration due to the continuous update 
of the position feedback rather the sampled position data actually 
happening on the test rig. 
The main advantage for the continuous model is the speed of 
simulation involved. The simulation time for the continuous 
system is about half an hour whereas the digital controller models 
takes at least 5 times longer. 
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8.3.2 Empirical valve operator model 
The empirical solenoid valve operator model described in 
section 6.4.2 is simulated based on the discussion in Section 
7.1.2.3. It is noted that due to the difficulties of estimating 
the values of Ks and Kd' deviation in the frequency of vibration 
was found with the position responses (Fig. 8.7). The simulation 
time is only an hour. The values of Ks and Kd were 36000 
(corresponding to 30 Hz) and 500 respectively. 
Remarkable agreement was recorded with the pressure 
transients. This could be due to the reasonable estimation of Ks 
and Kd from experience on the component. In addition, the 
oscillation about the set point would facilitate a neutralisation 
effect of the positive and negative errors. However, since this 
model relies heavily on the experimental determination of its 
parameters, there is no guarantee that the same fitness can be 
obtained if another valve operator is used. 
8.3.3 Effect of internal leakage 
The effect of leakage across cylinder chambers and its 
mathematical implication has been discussed in section 6.1.2. 
Leakage is inevitable whenever there are moving parts. However, 
there is no straight forward way to control or measure the exact 
amount of leakage across the actuator so as to derive an empirical 
function or to determine the coefficients in some known leakage 
functions. 
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A test was made with the set-up as shown in Fig. 8.8. 
The inlets to the cylinder was re-connected in order to direct the 
compressed air through the cylinder seal. The result was 
unsatisfactory because the amount of air was too small to be 
measurable by the available instrument. 
One possible interpretation of the leakage problem is as an 
indication of the performance of the servo-drive after wearing 
out. This is not a design problem. However, it does show the 
problem if the design deteriorates quickly. For the purpose of 
illustrating the application of the generic model in ascertaining 
the effect of leakage in pneumatic servo-drive, a simulation was 
carried out based on the adiabatic flow model (Section 6.1.2.2) on 
servo-drive B. 
The amount of leakage in this simulation was obtained by an 
estimation of the leakage gap and the appropriate coefficients on 
the test reported by Egli [6.11]. The position responses (Fig. 
8.9) showed that the system was slightly less stable than one 
without leakage (compared with Fig. 7.18). This finding shows 
that while leakage allows energy to escape from the high pressure 
chamber to low pressure chamber, it disturbs the balance of 
compressed air forces in the asymmetric cylinder. In more precise 
terms, for the asymmetric cylinder, the actuator stops when 
P1Al = P2A2 + PeAR2 
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The term PeAR2 is normally small compared with the other terms in 
the equation. This implies PI < P2 because Al > A2 . Leakage 
therefore reduced P2 and hence the cylinder moved slower as 
indicated by the larger deviations during extend or retract of the 
actuator. 
8.4 summary of applications 
with proper information of the physical system, the generic 
model can provide insight into the performance of the pneumatic 
servo-drive, existing or non-existing, for various objectives of 
investigation. Tab. 8.1 summaries the functionality of the 
generic model as described in the previous sections. 
Tab. 8.1 Summary of application studies 
Function Relevant section 
Choice of component 
Design of part of component 
On line adjustment effects 
Design of control strategies 
Bug detection and fixing 
Investigations on wear out 
Choice of model complexity 
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7.2 
8.1 
8.2.1, 8.2.2, 8.2.4 
8.2.3 
8.2.5 
8.3.3 
8.3.1, 8.3.2 
The scope of applications, however, is not limited to those 
described in this chapter. There are certainly other topics of 
interest. For instance, drift was reported to be a disastrous 
phenonmenon on the control electronics and the pneumatic 
components affecting the consistency of the performance of the 
servo-drive [8.2). Due to the time limit for completion of this 
research project, the drift problem was not attempted. However, 
with the generic model, it is possible that a time-dependent 
offset function can be programmed into the controller as well as 
the actuator modules to describe the changes. Obviously, the 
mathematical representation of this function requires tests on 
some existing test rigs and this is worth as a separate research 
project in its own right. 
This chapter serves as a guideline for using the generic 
model as a starting tool for design evaluation. The studies 
showed that it is simple to use and flexible to adapt to any real 
life configuration. If the component has been created before or 
the variations are minor, the evaluation simulations can be done 
by simple change of parameters. In some cases like the change of 
controller which is more fundamental in nature, a new component 
module can be written and linked to the software. In either 
cases, the adaptation process is straight forward. 
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CHAPTER 9 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The results of this study reveal that the research is 
worthwhile to be pursued further in several directions. The 
extensions of the ideas are discussed as a natural development to 
the thinking involved in the project. Possible directions of 
research include component generalisation, multi-axes control, CAD 
and real-time performance predictive control. 
9.1 component library 
There is no fixed procedure or coding method to generate new 
components from scratch. Modelling of component therefore depends 
solely on the understanding of the characteristics of the part 
itself. Perhaps a prospective method is by describing the 
pneumatic circuit as a number of volume nodes as in the modelling 
of a valve gain module, and interconnect the volume to other 
components by restrictions and tubing. This conception requires 
further investigation of the pneumatic system and mathematical 
feasibility. 
The current concept on generalisation of components is to 
classify the components into groups. A general component model 
for each group is established as a reference model which defines 
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the essential system linking features. Variations of the 
components within a group, which are local to the component 
module, are allowed to generate new components. 
9.1.1 Actuators 
For the purpose of servo-control, double acting cylinders are 
always used because of the simplest pneumatic manipulation. 
However, it is also possible that bang-bang actuators are required 
to work together so that the generalisation of including such 
components is necessary. 
Rotary components such as air motor.sand rotary chambers are 
often used in conjunction with linear components to provide a 
cylindrical working envelope. The component generalisation 
requires a describing model which can deal with more than two 
controlled volumes. 
9.1.2 Valve configurations 
Valves can vary from the spool valve used in the research to 
poppet or flapper valves. Several model templates are required 
for developing the wide variety of valve configurations. 
Two valve operators were used in the research and modelled 
according to their respective characteristics. It has been 
concluded that due to the slower response of the stepper motor, 
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the performance of the servo-axis is not satisfactory with the 
stepper motor actuated valve [1.8]. 
The generalisation of the valve operator component module 
should then be concentrated on the modelling of the solenoid 
operators. It is also noted that pressure feedback has been used 
by some researchers as a means of imposing damping into the system 
[9.1]. Flexibility is required in the template model that 
variations in design are easily incorporated. 
9.1.3 controller 
The high flexibility of the microprocessor controller 
nowadays has presented problems to create a general controller 
module. It would be relatively easy to describe the hardware 
portion of the controller in terms of resolution and sampling 
time, but it is impossible to have one universal gain 
determination routine to describe all software control algorithms 
on the physical system. 
The current implementation of the controller has included 
algorithms like gain scheduling, proportional control, and minor 
loop compensation [9.2]. New algorithms are catered for in 
separate subroutines which must be compiled and linked together 
with the whole package. The research work for generalisation of 
the controller component is anticipated to be the development of a 
descriptive format which will eliminate the rather technical and 
clumsy re-compilation procedure. 
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The model, as it stands now, carries a lot of computing 
redundant elements which lengthen the simulation time 
significantly. The computation overhead can be eliminated if the 
integration program is re-written to avoid excess routine 
management. There are two possible ways to achieve efficiency: 
(a) The management routine for print time data could be re-
written to allow interpolation rather than the existing stop 
and record arrangement; 
(b) A faster and perhaps smaller mathematical procedure could be 
adopted to calculate the nodal conditions in the valve. 
9.2 Computer-aided-design package 
One of the objectives of this research was to establish a set 
of procedures to generate a usable model for pneumatic systems 
quickly. The model can then be evaluated in terms of static and 
dynamic behaviour. Such an evaluation exercise may occur at the 
design stage which suggests that the software could function as a 
computer-aided-design tool for new pneumatic servo-mechanisms. 
9.2.1 User Interface 
One of the drawbacks of the existing CMS2 package is the 
universal user interface which is designed for the model builder 
or very experienced researchers. In order to configure the 
software for general users, the user interface must be re-written 
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such that "X", "Y", "C" and "L" variables are replaced by 
meaningful system parameters. On-line help facilities to explain 
the system parameters and possible implications are essential for 
meaningful CAD applications. Before it goes for simulation, a 
check for all the possible errors in the parameters values is 
required. This is necessary because when a new component is 
selected from the module library, the corresponding values of the 
component should be initialized to the new part, otherwise, 
computational failure such as division by zero may result. 
since the simulation is a time consuming process, it is 
worthwhile to put the simulation process to background (batch 
processing) whilst leaving the front end (user screen) for 
transient display or data entry. 
9.2.2 Modelling of multiple axes constructs 
Work is still required to extend the simulation to mUlti-axes 
servomechanisms. This extension would include the calculation of 
tool path, inter-axes co-ordination and the action of the 
supervisory controller. The amount of work required in this part 
would probably be worth of a separate research project. 
9.3 Real time predictive control 
One of the ultimate objectives of closed loop control is the 
ability to design a self-tuning controller which would adjust 
itself in response to external changes. In particular, the study 
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of predictive control theory by Clarke [9.3] shows that the method 
relies on a good model which predicts changes in the output in 
terms of known changes in the current input. The current control 
is subsequently chosen on the basis of its effect on the predicted 
variable. Alternatively, the set-point can be modified with 
reference to the prescribed model to achieve ultimate speed in 
closed loop. The latter scheme has been investigated partially as 
"front-end control scheme" [1. 6] based on the theoretical 
derivation by Astrom [9.4]. 
There are problems of implemention of predictive control with 
the simulation model in the current form due to the prediction 
speed and data structure. Some suggestions are made in the 
following sections to simplify the model design to achieve real-
time model reference. 
It is impossible to incorporate the simulation package on the 
rather simple and cheap single axis controller. Neither is it 
possible to predict, with sufficient generality, the performance 
of the axis for all moving conditions and save it in the memory of 
the axis controller. 
A viable solution to the real time predictive control is to 
develop a learning strategy which will adjust the system parameter 
according to the current system information and some quickly 
retrieved simulation data. A preliminary investigation of such ad 
hoc artificial intelligence has been tried with a strategy on the 
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dynamic adjustment of the null point [9.5]. The learning 
methodology was formulated with the aim of achieving velocity 
control for applications in contour positioning [9.6]. 
Due to the implication of the enormous computing power 
requirement, the real time model reference adaptive control 
approach on the axis controller will be a challenging problem to 
be solved if funding for further enhancement of the microprocessor 
controller is available. 
with the recent advent of local area network technology 
[9.7], it is now more realistic to investigate the possibility of 
having a remote mainframe computer which possesses the facilities 
for real-time computation (such as array processing) of the model 
reference. The resultant action can be communicated back to the 
individual axis controller via the high speed network. The 
possible restriction on this approach is the need of the remote 
processor to respond in real time with the consequent implication 
for reduced availability of an expensive computer. 
Alternatively, a similar, but rather localised approach is to 
adopt the concept of parallel processing whereby the prediction 
can be performed on a separate processor and the resultant action 
is transmitted to the controlling processor through the local data 
bus. The disadvantage of this approach is mainly due to the less 
powerful computing engine normally associated with the parallel-
processor environment. Additionally, the processor communication 
can be more complicated. 
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CHAPTER 10 
CONCLUSION 
This chapter summaries the findings in the project and the 
developments as a consequence of the study of the pneumatic servo-
controlled linear drives. 
The general conclusion can be drawn with reference to the 
objectives of the research in section 1.2. with the successful 
implementation of the concept of component oriented approach and 
the agreement achieved between the experimental and simulated 
results outlined in section 7.2, there is no doubt to conclude 
that the requirements set forth at the start of the project have 
been fulfilled and that the formulation of the mathematical model 
and its component modules has provided a valuable foundation for 
further refinement to become a configuration tool for pneumatic 
servomechanism design. 
10.1 The generic model and the component oriented approach 
The technique of the component oriented approach has been 
successfully extended to adapt to the non-linear pneumatic system. 
A number of component modules were established under the criteria 
of the approach. The components were defined clearly with the 
linking variables associated with the traceable physical entities 
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in the pneumatic linear servo-drive. Some of the uncoupled system 
components were measured in simulated experimental conditions and 
the theoretical background for the component module was 
ascertained. 
The pneumatic component modules were linked together via the 
input and output component variables to form a complete 
mathematical model which was integrated numerically with the 
corresponding actual test initial conditions. The simulated 
results showed satisfactory coherence in respect to the 
performance of the servo-drive in the actual test. 
Several components were manufactured and assembled to form a 
working alternatives for validation of the component oriented 
approach. The components were designed not only in the variation 
of dimensions, but also in the actual methods of operation. The 
large difference in the nature of the components required that new 
component modules were programmed as mutually exclusive modules 
and easily selectable by the respective component flags during 
simUlation time. 
Apart from the servo-drives A, Band C in Section 7.2, a 
number of alternative systems were studied. Wherever possible, 
the studies were supported with associated tests to show the 
validity of the generic model. It is certain that given more 
time, a considerable number of components can be accumulated to 
form a library of components which can be chosen by the pneumatic 
servomechanism designer at a re-designed CAD interface. 
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10.2 Pneumatic Modelling 
The study of the pneumatic system with reference to specific 
tests led to enhancement in the understanding of the phenomena of 
the compressibility of air and the geometrical relationship of the 
flow path. The theoretical background of the pneumatic properties 
investigated in the research: 
(a) The one-dimensional adiabatic flow equation has been extended 
to include the dynamic flow head which was found to influence 
the mass flow rate significantly in high valve opening cases. 
The extension leads to the definition of a flow function r 
to denote a set of formulae to relate two locations in the 
flow stream. 
(b) The flow node model has been established to describe the 
existance of a small buffer volume in the valve land where 
the conditions of the compressed air are different from the 
connected channels. The flow node model was proved to be 
able to deduce the pressure gain characteristics and flow 
saturation phenomena in the compressed air flow through the 
5-port pneumatic spool valve. 
(c) The analytical model of the solenoid actuator has been 
established to separate it from the valve gain module so that 
the mechanical effects of the valve and spool components can 
be investigated. In particular, the effect of change of 
spring and reduction of amplifier gain were simulated and the 
ensuring prediction agreed with the experimental findings. 
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(d) Two models were proposed to describe the pressure drop 
phenomena through the tubing connections in the pneumatic 
system. The study provided the theoretical background for 
further investigation in the adiabatic flow of air in the 
flow path. 
10.3 Software development 
The software development work in the research can be related 
to two main parts: work on the test rig control program and 
enhancement of the simulation package. 
The control software was written in Motorola 68000 family 
assembly language and contained the necessary features for 
controlling the test rig in either open loop or closed loop mode. 
The software also has the capability to acquire transient data 
which can be transferred back to the host for analysis. 
The simulation package was a modified version of the discrete 
simulation package from UMIST on Sun, VAX and DG. Improvements 
were made on: 
(a) Adding more optional features in interactive mode for easy 
operation, better file management and data transfer; 
(b) Inclusion of a self-contained graphics driver file for 
porting on different graphics platform; 
(c) Elimination of bugs in the display and integration module; 
(d) Minor changes for more efficient use of computing resources. 
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The current primary version of the software runs on Sun graphics 
workstations. 
10.4 Summary 
The generalised approach adopted in this research has 
successfully formulated a generic model for pneumatic drives. The 
model has been applied to specific cases to simulate test hardware 
units as well as published data. The flexibility offered by the 
approach has been shown to include many other possible usages. It 
is therefore concluded that the research objectives wereiachieved 
and the modelling software can be extended to become a computer-
aided-design tool for pneumatic servomechanisms. 
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APPENDIX I 
ENHANCEMENTS ON THE SIMULATION PACKAGE 
1.1 The interactive routine (TALK) 
The subroutine "TALK" in the package functions as the user 
interface to allow variables and parameters to be initialised in 
interactive mode. System variables are referred as state variables 
"X", which are going to be integrated, and algebraic variables 
"Y", which records any intermediate values during a simUlation 
run. In addition, there are 3 types of parameter constants: 
(a) system parameters such as simUlation run time, accuracy, 
step length and print time interval; 
(b) "C" parameters for real constants in the model; 
(c) "L" parameters for integer constants in the model. 
All parameters must be set before simUlation starts. 
Enhancements were made in the following areas: 
(a) Run number was originally set by the package and incremented 
by one every time the whole simUlation is initialised. This 
created problem of unnecessary initialisation when high run-
numbers are desired. An extra command "rnum" was inserted in 
the command processor to allow the user to set to any new 
run-number in one step. 
(b) When hard copy of check data was recorded to disk, the date 
and time of the creation of the check data file was recorded 
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simultaneously. The date and time are used for documentation 
produced by the package, including graph plots, so that 
reference to the same simulation run could be ascertained. 
This enhancement required change of the binary initialisation 
file structure. 
(c) The transient data file was originally fixed to be 
"TRANS.DAT" which was overwritten whenever a new run started. 
It was then impossible to display the transients of any 
previous runs again. The package was enhanced by creating a 
set of binary files AABBX.bin and AABB6.TRS such that 
the status of the simulation run when the package is 
exited will be automatically saved, where: 
AA = two letter identification of the run (entered by 
user) 
BB = two digit run number (incremented by package or set 
for binary steady state data) 
x.bin = extension for current state file 
6.TRS = extension for transient file (replacing TRANS.DAT) 
This enhancement marked a coherent set of files for each 
simulation run and allowed retrieving of graphics data any 
time after the run. 
(d) since UNIX is case-sensitive, the command input processor of 
the Sun version has been enhanced to include lower case 
characters. 
(e) An additional "stat" option was added to allow mean sum 
square values of the difference between 2 responses to be 
computed. This provided a measure of the accuracy of the 
simulated responses compared with the experimental responses. 
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(f) An additional "ils" option was added to create an ASCII file 
to be transferred to the frequency spectrum analysis program 
"ILS". The ASCII file would contain integer data of 12-bit 
bi-polar form, i.e., in the range of -2048 to +2048. 
1.2 The graphic primitive routines 
Since there was no GINO-F (Fortran version of GINO) library 
or similar graphics software available in the City Polytechnic, 
part of the display subroutine was modified to cope with a custom-
made graphics routine file which emulated the same GINO named 
routines. The subroutines are listed in Appendix 11. 
The graphics primitive routines were essentially device 
drivers for different kinds of graphic devices. They were written 
bearing in mind the strategy of maintaining minimum modification 
to the CMS-2 package. The file was later linked to the "EVAL.F77" 
program on Data General machine (DG MVj10000) for producing 
transient plots on Hewlett Packard plotters. 
1.3 The display routine "DISP" 
The enhancements made in the "DISP" routine were: 
(a) Adaptation of the display routine to the environment was 
required to adjust the graphics output sized to the optimum 
screen display. The initialisation of the database was 
modified to suit the graphic devices in City polytechnic of 
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Hong Kong. 
(b) It was found that if the transient file grew to a large size, 
the time to enter the display routine was terribly long (for 
5M byte transient file, it took 20 min.). This was because 
the display routine had to scan all the transients on the 
disk to find the maxima and minima which were necessary for 
graph range generation. The modification was made in the 
"DYNAM" routine such that the information of the maxima and 
minima could be passed back to "TALK" routine and 
subsequently saved on disk. Upon entry to "DISP" routine, 
the information could then be ready for us'e. 
(c) The original codes only allowed plotting to start from time 
zero to any user-defined time. Therefore, if a time range of 
say 1.0 to 2.0 seconds was requested, the package would still 
start to plot from time zero up to 2.0 seconds. The whole 
graph was distorted by a time scale of 1 second. In the 
modified version, it was possible to plot any time range 
starting and ending at any point without distortion of graph 
data. 
1.4 output to Hewlett Packard (HP) plotters 
Modification necessary to give either on-line or off-line 
output on a HP plotter was added to the code. In the case of an 
on-line plot, the plotter should be set to EAVESDROP mode and 
connected as shown in Fig. 1.1. The ASCII terminal was used as a 
control console. The plotter started in transparent state so that 
the user could run the programme as usual. When graphics was 
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required, an escape sequence would be transmitted to start graph 
plotting. 
In the case of an off-line plot, a plot file subfixed ".plt" 
is created on disk. The user could then use the "type" command to 
send the plot file to the plotter. The plot files were normally 
created in a numbered sequence automatically in the package. 
1.5 Output to Sun Workstations 
The simulation package was ported onto Sun workstations with 
the support of Suntools - the graphics windowing system. Two 
windows were opened during display time: 
(a) A text window was required to accept commands from the 
keyboard; 
(b) A display window was opened to allow plotting of graphic 
data. 
If hard copy from Sun was required, a third window under C-shell 
was required to accept "screendump" command which dumped the Sun 
screen to Hewlett Packard Laser Jet printer. When the windows 
were on the screen, they can be manipulated freely, including 
icon, hide, resize, expose and quit operations. 
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H P 7585B PLOTTER 
To Computer 
RS232 
DG or Sun 
HOST COMPUTER 
To Terminal 
RS232 ASCII 
Terminal 
CONTROL CONSOLE 
Fig. 1.1 - Eavesdrop connection of Hewlett Packard plotter 
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1.6 The dynamic routine "DYNAM" 
The "DYNAM" subroutine controlled the sequence of calling the 
integration routine and manipulating parameters during the 
integration phase. It was the master routine handling the 
checking of step length, interrupt generation and, if on-line 
graphics was enabled, setting the device to accept graphics data. 
There were two minor modifications to "DYNAM": 
(a) Some DO loops manipulating state variables "X" were 
simplified by replacing the number of looping from 200, which 
was the maximum allowable number of state variables, to NEQN, 
which is the number of active state variables set by the 
user-supplied model equations. The pre-requisite for this 
looping reduction was that all state variables should be 
grouped together at the lowest elements (from Xl to Xneqn). 
The reduction saved time in the simulation run. 
(b) A major bug which could set the integration step length to 
zero was found. A step length check was added to ensure that 
no zero step length could exist. 
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APPENDIX II 
GRAPHIC SUBROUTINES EMULATING GINO SUBROUTINES 
II.1 The graphics device driver routines 
(a) dummy - an imaginary device without actual graphics output 
(b) suncor - the Sun console under Sun's Core graphics library 
(c) hp7585 - HP7585 AO size plotter at the terminal line (on-line 
plotting) or to a plot file (off-line plotting) 
(d) hp7475 - HP7475 A3 size plotte<r to a plot file. Only off-line 
plot was allowed. 
(e) S6140 - Sigmex S6140 colour terminal 
II.2 Graphic primitives 
(a) MOVT02 - emulated GINO MOVT02 function 
(b) LINT02 - emulated GINO LINT02 function 
(c) MOVBY2 - emulated GINO MOVBY2 function 
(d) LINBY2 - emulated GINO LINBY2 function 
(e) DRWT02 - special routine for plotters to function as LINT02 
but without lifting the pen after the line drawn. 
This reduced the wear of the plotter mechanism due to 
frequent pen up and down motions. 
(f) PICCLE - emulated GINO PICCLE function 
(g) DEVEND - emulated GINO DEVEND function 
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(h) CHAARR - emulated partially GINO CHAARR function. The 
character array was passed to the routine as a 
CHARACTER * 255 data instead of the original integer 
array in GINO. 
(i) CHASIZ - emulated GINO CHASIZ function 
(j) CHAMOD - emulated GINO CHAMOD function 
(k) PENSEL - emulated GINO PENS EL function 
(1) PENUP - a complementary routine to DRWT02 to lift plotter pen 
when the draw completed 
(m) SYMBOL - emulated GINO SYMBOL function. For the HP plotters, 
the symbols were drawn as alternative character set 
5, i. e. 8 characters 'A r, lB', • C' I 'F', r G I, 1 D' , 
'K', 'L' are sent to the plotter which writes the 
letters in a different form. For the Sun and sigmex 
workstations, no alternative character sets were 
available. The symbols were drawn by programming 
lines and circles using LINT02, LINBY2, MOVT02, 
MOVBY2 primitives. 
(n) AXISET - emulated partially GINO AXIPLO function. The routine 
was written in a general way but some of the 
functions of AXIPLO had not been included. 
(0) GRAPOL - emulated GINO GRAPOL function 
(p) CHAFIX - emulated GINO CHAFIX function 
(q) CHAHOL - emulated GINO CHAHOL function 
(r) CHAINT - emulated GINO CHAINT function 
(s) CHAPOS - emulated GINO CHAPOS function 
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(t) DEVRSM - an internal routine to resume the device to graphics 
if it has been previously set to character mode by 
CHAMOD. A device state variable is always maintained 
for detection by this routine. 
(u) INTCON - an internal routine to convert integers to ASCII 
strings suitable for Sigmex S6140 terminal 
(v) ENCODE - an internal routine to encode computer data into 
ASCII code. This function is available on PRIME and 
DEC FORTRAN but is not found on DG and Sun. 
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APPENDIX III 
Derivation for the Flow-induced Force in Spool Type Valve 
The following analysis extends from the original analysis by 
Lee and Blackburn [6.23] to compressible fluid. Consider a 
control volume of fluid "V" and assume that flow outwards across 
the boundary of "V" is positive, 
M = 
where q = instantaneous velocity vector 
o = density of air 
or M = x JVOUdV My = JVOVdV Mz = JVOWdV 
Consider the surface integral 
JSOXq.dS = JSOx(ucosa + vcos{3 + WCOSQ)dS 
= Js(oxucosa + oxvcos{3 + OXcoSO)dS 
Iv a(OU) o( ov) 'O(ow) + IVOUdV = ( + + )xdV 
ox oy oz 
where a, (3, 0 are angles between q and dS. 
By continuity, 
ao a(ou) d(ov) c(ow) 
--+ + + = 0 
at oX ay oz 
IsOXq.dS Iv 00 + IVOUdV = -(--)xdV 
at 
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ISOXq.dS + Iv co so that Mx = 'xdV ~t 
co 
Assuming that is constant over v, 
at 
= ISOXq.dS + 
do 
at 
IVXdV 
ISOXq.dS + 
dO 
"dt 
= Vx 
-where x = centroid of volume V 
Approximating the surface integral by flow through K holes, 
N do 
= ~ xkmk + Vx 
k=l -at 
and the flow induced force 
F x = 
2IMx 
-(-) = 
o t. 
For 3 holes only, as in the case of the spool valve, the flow 
induced force in the fixed container 
But for the control volume, the change of fluid mass 
";l2 I 
-- odV = 
ot2 V 
.. 
so that = 
v 
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Therefore, 
= 
- .. . . 
+ x s1ms 1 + xe 1 ffie1 - x 1m1 - x(ms1+me 1-ffi1) 
= 
. . . . 
+ mS1(xS1-x) + me 1(xe1-x) - m1 (x1-x) (111.1) 
The spatial relationships are shown in Fig. 111.1. If the 
spool displacement is small compared to the axial dimension of the 
spool, and the service port of the valve is half way between the 
supply and exhaust ports, then 
xs 1 - x '" 1/2 
xe1 - x '" 1/2 
xl - x '" 0 
where 1 is the length of the controlled volume along the spool 
axis. Subsequently, 
1 
(III.2) 
2 
It is noted that Fx is always opposing the opening of spool. 
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y 
-
x" x, x x., 
x 
Spool 
displacement 
md m., 
Spool 
Fx 
1 '// Valve sleeve F = Flow induced x ~ force rn, 
Fig. 111.1 - spatial relationship for flow induced force 
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APPENDIX IV 
THE AREA FUNCTION 
The area opened when the spool is displaced by a distance z 
from its normally closed position is determined by considering the 
conical area in Fig. 6.10, 
tan '" = (IV. 1) 
(IV. 2) 
2 tan '" 
Dv 
Zv = ----
2 tan '" 
(IV. 3) 
The surface area of the cone with height Zs and base Ds is, 
A = s 
similarly, 
1TD 2 
s .J(l + tan2",) 
4 tan '" 
1TD 2 
Av = v .J(l + tan2",) 
4 tan '" 
The truncated conical flow area opened for air 
A = o 
1T 
---. (Dv2-Ds2) .J(l + tan2",) 
4 tan '" 
Expressing in terms of z 
4 
If Dv = Ds ' i.e. no manufacturing tolerance, 
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(IV. 4) 
(IV.S) 
(VI. 6) 
(IV. 7) 
AO = ~.DS'z (IV.S) 
which is the ideal valve formula. If the spool goes in the 
negative direction, the passage for air will be restricted to the 
gap of the clearance. In other words, when z < 0, the area is 
A = o 
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(IV. 9) 
APPENDIX V 
ADIABATIC FLOW OF COMPRESSIBLE FLUID BETWEEN TWO 
STATIONS WITH NON-STAGNATION UPSTREAM CONDITION 
Consider two stations (1) and (2) in the flow stream, and 
neglecting static potentials, 
u 2 2 
2 
together with the adiabatic gas equations, 
and the perfect gas law, 
P = oRT 
The three equations can be combined to form, 
u 2 2 u 2 + 1 
2n PI 
(-). (--
n-l 01 
where n = ratio of specific heats 
(V.l) 
(V. 2) 
(V. 3) 
(V. 4) 
Dividing by nRT 2 and noting the relationships of T1 , T2 , PI' P2 , 
n-l 
Ml 2 2 1 n 
M2 2 = + -.( ) • (l-r ) 
n-l n-l n-l 
(V. 5) 
n n 
r r 
where r = 
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The mass flow rate 
m = A1 ·o1 ·u1 = A2 .o2 .u2 
Expressing in terms of conditions at (2), 
• nP2 
m = A2 .u2.-- = 
nRT2 
n 
A2 ·M2 ·P2j(-) 
RT2 
substituting (V.S) and (V.2) into (V.7), 
2 n+l At P1 n Ml (n-l)+2 2(n-l) 
m = .j(-) .M2 · ( ) jT1 2 R M2 (n-l)+2 
In terms of r, 
1 n-l 
At P1 n n 2 2 n 
m = --.r .j(-) .j[M1 + -(1 - r jT1 R n-1 
where At = A2 = throat area 
(V. 6) 
(V. 7) 
(V. 8) 
) 1 (V.9) 
Differentiating Eqn (V.9) with respect to r and equating to zero, 
the critical pressure ratio 
M1
2 (n-l)+2 
( 
n+1 
n 
n-1 
) (V. 10) 
which corresponds to the value at M2 = 1. Since the flow will 
resolve to shock waves when it reaches sonic condition beyond the 
throat, the maximum flow rate is 
n+1 
AtP1 n M1
2 (n-1)+2 
~ -.j(-).( ) 
2 (n-1) 
(V. 11) 
jT1 R n+l 
If P2 > P1 , the flow is reversed. The mass flow rate equation 
becomes: 
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1 
where At = Al = throat area 
PI 
r = 
P2 
M/(n-1)+2 
rcrit = ( ) 
n+1 
n 
n-1 
2 
+ -(1 
n-1 
n-1 
n 
- r ) 1 
n+1 
2 (n-1) 
if r<rcrit 
(V. 12) 
Combining Eqn (V.9) - (V.12), a flow function r can be defined: 
m R 
'" -.J(-) (V. 13) 
At n 
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APPENDIX VI 
Derivation of Flow Node Temperature 
Consider energy flow into the valve land volume in Fig. VI.I, 
(a) Case: ms 1 ~ 0, m1 ~ 0 and me 1 ~ 0 
Us 2 u 2 Uv 
2 
. . e . 
cpTsms1 + ms 1 + CpTeme1 + -- me1 = CpTvm1 + m1 2 2 2 
u 2 nR 
Solving for Tv and noting that M2 = , Cp = 
nRT n-1 
TV = --------------------------------------
. 
n-1 
m1(1 + My2) 
2 
n-1 n-1 
Ts mS1 (1 + -- Ms2) + me 1Te(1 + Me 2) 2 2 
= (VI. 1) 
m1 
If Ms = Me = 0, Egn (VI.1) can be further simplified to 
(VI. 2) 
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(b) Case 
· msl ~ 0, ml ~ 0, mel < 0 
· 
. 
u 2 
. . 
u 2 
. s v • 
cpTsmsl + msl = CpTv(-mel + ml) + -(-mel + ml) 
2 2 
. n-l 
mslTS(l + -- Ms 2) 
2 
Tv = 
ml - mel 
n-l 
Ms2) = Ts(l + (VI. 3) 
2 
(c) Case: msl ~ 0, ml < 0, mel ~ 0 
All restrictions are provided for inward flows. This is 
physically impossible but in mathematical formulation of the 
model, this is also determined to deal with occasional 
anomalies in the process of model evaluation or simulation of 
pneumatic responses. The complete mathematical model is also 
necessary to produce hypothetical results for extreme case 
validations. 
n-l • 
Ms2) + melTe(l + 
2 
· . 
= Tv(msl + mel - ml) 
Therefore, 
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(VI. 4) 
(d) Case: ms1 ~ 0, m1 < 0, me1 < 0 
The service port is at high pressure such that air flows from 
both supply and service ports to exhaust. 
u 2 u 2 Uv 
2 
. . s 1 . 
CpTSmS1 - m1T1Cp + ms1 - -- m1 = me1CpTV + me1 2 2 2 
n-1 n-1 
Ms2) - m1T1 (1 + -- M12) 2 2 
(VI. 5) 
(e) Case 
This is also physically impossible. Exhaust pressure is 
always less than supply pressure so that flow always goes from 
supply or service port to exhaust. 
u 2 u 2 uv 
2 
• e • v . 
CpTeme1 + me 1 = CpTVm1 + m1 - CpTvmS1 - -- ms1 2 2 2 
. 
n-1 
me1Te (1 + Me 2) 
2 
Tv = 
me1 
n-1 
= Te(l + 
2 
Me 2) (VI. 6) 
(f) Case: ms1 < 0, me1 < 0, m1 ~ 0 
All flows go from valve land volume outwards. This is another 
physically impossible case. The value of Tv is independent of 
any of Ts ' Te , or T1 or any combination. The temperatures of 
the linking volumes are averaged to produce a reasonable value 
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for mathematical processing 
Tv = Taverage = (VI. 7) 
3 
(g) Case: msl < 0, ml < 0, mel ~ 0 
The service port is supplying air back to the valve. 
u 2 ue 
2 u 2 
. v . . 1 
CpTvmSl + -- msl + CpTemel + -- mel = CpTlml + -- ml 
2 2 2 
. n-l • n-l 
mlTl(l + M12) - melTe(l + Me 2) 
2 2 
(VI. 8) 
(h) Case · msl < 0, ml < 0, mel < 0 
· 
The service port pressure is so high that air flows from 
service port to both supply and exhaust. 
u 2 u 2 u 2 
. v . v . 1 
CpTvmSl + msl + CpTvIDel + mel = CpTlml + IDl 
2 2 2 
. n-l 
M/) IDITl (1 + 
2 
Tv = 
IDsl + mel 
n-l 
= Tl(l + -- M12) (VI. 9) 
2 
Combining the above 8 cases, the resultant temperature can be 
defined as: 
· . . 
= n(msl,mel,IDlv,Msl,Mel,Mlv,Tsl,Te,Tlv) (VI. 10) 
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Array 
C( 1) 
C( 2) 
C( 3) 
C( 4) 
C( 5) 
C ( 6) 
C( 7) 
C( 8) 
C( 9) 
C( 10) 
C( 11) 
C ( 12) 
C( 13) 
C( 14) 
C ( 15) 
C( 16) 
C( 17) 
C( 18) 
C ( 19) 
C ( 20) 
C( 21) 
APPENDIX VII 
CONSTANTS 
C Parameters (constants) 
1-D adiabatic flow constant 
universal gas constant (J/kg/K) 
Max physical spool displacement (mm) 
Underlap (mm) 
Supply pressure (N/m2) 
Supply temperature (K) 
Exhaust pressure (N/m2) 
Exhaust temperature (K) 
Valve sleeve diameter (mm) 
Valve spool diameter (mm) 
Coefficient of discharge (supply) 
Coefficient of discharge (exhaust) 
Plastic tube diameter 
Cylinder length (m) 
Piston diameter (m) 
Piston rod diameter (m) 
Mass of load (kg) 
Coeff of viscous friction (Ns/m) 
Default values 
= 1.4 
= 286.76 
= 1.0 
= 0.0 
= 589000.0 
= 294.0 
= 101300.0 
= 294.0 
= 10 .. 0 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
9.98 
0.8 
0.8 
4.0 
0.3 
0.05 
0.025 
1.6 
Load in direction of piston action (N) = 
30.0 
0.0 
Not used 
Proportional gain (profile not used) = 1.0 
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Array C Parameters (constants) Default values 
C( 22 to 23) Not used 
C( 24) Threshold velocity (m/s) = 0.00001 
C( 25) Spool rod diameter (mm) = 6.0 
C( 26) Controller delay (s) = 0.0005 
C( 27) position dead band (m) = 0.0 
C( 28) Slope of pressure drop in tubing = 0.4 
C( 29) Threshold percent of hysteresis = 5.0 
C( 30) Reference flow for pressure drop = 0.00465 
C( 31) Forced closed loop exit time = 1. 42 
C( 32) Dither frequency (HZ) = 50.0 
C( 33) Dither amplitude (mm of spool disp) = 0.2 
C( 34) Dither phase lag (in degrees) = 0.0 
C( 35) Residual volume in chamber 1 (m3 ) = 0.00002 
C( 36) Residual volume in chamber 2 (m3 ) = 0.00002 
C( 37) Spool signal amplifying factor = 1.0 
C( 38) Software saturation limit (mm) = 1.0 
C( 39) Valve port diameter (mm) = 3.3 
C( 40 ) Start time of controller function (s) = 0.0 
C( 41) Sampling time (s) = 0.0013 
C( 42) Encoder pulse (mm of stroke/pulse) = 0.01205 
C( 43) Proportional gain on derived velocity = 1.0 
C( 44) Proportional gain on derived acc = 1.0 
C( 45) Velocity dead band = 0.0 
C( 46) static friction (extending) (N) = 70.0 
C( 47) Coulomb friction (extending) (N) = 40.0 
C( 48) static friction (retracting) (N) = 40.0 
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Array 
C( 49) 
C( 50) 
C( 51) 
C( 52) 
C( 53) 
C( 54) 
C( 55) 
C( 56) 
C( 57) 
C( 58) 
C( 59) 
C( 62) 
C( 63) 
C( 64) 
C( 65) 
C( 66 ) 
C( 67) 
C( 68) 
C( 69) 
C( 70) 
C( 71) 
C( 72) 
C( 73) 
C Parameters (constants) Default values 
Coulomb friction (retracting) (N) 
Spool coefficient Ks (s-2) 
Spool damping coefficient Kd (s-l) 
Blind width reduction factor 
Turbulence coeff. for Mach Number 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
11.0 
36000.0 
100.0 
0.5 
Not used 
1.0 
Leakage coeff. bet. chamber (empirical)= 0.0 
Passage resistance (Egli's rho) = 20.0 
Leakage passage thickness (m) = 0.0001 
Reverse flow coeff. of discharge = 1.0 
Temperature difference limit in FLS = 200.0 
Working constant 
Diameter of connector (mm) = 5.0 
working constant 
Not used 
stepper pul~ gain (mm spl disp/pulse) = 0.0125 
Not used 
Burrows' k5 (pressure feedback) = 12.4 
Not used 
Length of valve land (flow ind. forces)= 0.01 
Working constant 
Not used 
Working constant 
C( 74 to 80) Not used 
C( 81) 
C( 82) 
Solenoid force gain coefficient (N/mm) = 
Valve spring stiffness (N/mm) = 
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25.0 
25.0 
Array C Parameters (constants) Default values 
C( 83) Initial valve spring compression (N) = 25.0 
C( 84) static friction of spool (N) = 3.0 
C( 85) Coulomb friction of spool (N) = 2.0 
C( 86) Mass of spool (kg) = 0.023 
C( 87) Spool velocity threshold (mm/s) = 0.00001 
C( 88) Not used 
C( 89) Region of infinite stiffness (m) = 0.001 
C( 90) Infinite stiffness at end stops (N/m) = 1000000.0 
C( 91) Infinite stiffness for spool stop (N/m) = 100000.0 
C( 92 to 300) Not used 
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Array 
L( 1) 
L( 2) 
L( 3) 
L( 4) 
L( 5) 
L( 6) 
L( 7) 
L( 8) 
L( 9) 
L( 10) 
L( 11) 
L( 12) 
L( 13) 
L( 14) 
L( 15) 
L( 16) 
L( 17) 
L( 18) 
L( 19) 
L( 20) 
L( 21) 
L( 22) 
L Flags (integer indicators) 
Controller start working flag 
Spool operator indicator (solenoid) 
Loop flag (closed) 
system identification 
Feedback mode 
Number of moves required 
(discrete) 
(position) 
Step counts for moves (Working integer) 
Gain profile requirement flag (used) 
Diagnostic flag (off) 
Default values 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
1 
Working integer 
= 
Dead band exit condition flag (disabled) = 
o 
1 
Velocity calculation mode flag (vary) 
Model type 
Coeff. of discharge flag 
(flow node) 
(Perry's) 
Working integer 
Working integer 
= 1 
working integer 
= 
= 
Actuator leakage model indicator (Egli's) = 
Flag for control software kp(-ve) bug = 
1 
1 
1 
o 
Max stepper motor actuator steps 
Load model flag 
controller model flag (Discrete) 
= 
= 
= 
40 
o 
1 
L( 23 to 50) Not used 
L( 51) Velocity calculation time = 0 
L( 52) Counting integer for velocity calculation = 5 
L( 53 to 63) Not used 
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Array L Flags (integer indicators) Default values 
L( 64) Working integer 
L( 65) Not used 
L( 66) Not used 
L( 67) Span of application of each Kp data = 4 
L( 68) Scale factor for quantised spool command = 65536 
L( 69) Not used 
L( 70 to 76) Working integer 
L( 77) Acceleration calculation time = 3 
L( 78 to 80) Working integer 
L( 81 to 98) = Not used 
L( 99) Reserved by package = 0 
L(100) Reserved by package = 0 
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APPENDIX VIII 
DERIVATION OF ANALYTICAL TUBING PRESSURE DROP 
The pressure at any point of compressible fluid in pipe flow 
with friction is given by [6.48] 
P 1 
= -.)[ 
p* M 
n + 1 
] 
2 + (n-l)M2 
where P = Pressure 
M = Mach number 
* = Condition at critical position 
and the frictional effects 
n+l (n+l)M2 
+ - In[ ] 
2n 2+(n-l)M2 
= 
D 
(VIII .1) 
(VIII.2) 
Considering the tubing connecting the two sections 1 and 2, and 
assuming the condition at position 1 is known, 
m RT 
Ml = )(_1) (VII!. 3) 
AIPl n 
4fL * l-Ml
2 n+l (n+1)Ml 2 1 
= + -- In[ 1 (VII!. 4) 
D nM 2 2n 2+(n-l)M1 2 1 
4fL * l-M2
2 n+l (n+l)M/ 2 
= + -- In[ 21 (VIII. 5) 
D nM 2 2n 2+(n-l)M2 2 
where L * * length of tubing. The values 1 - L2 = L, of fare 
tabulated in Appendix V of reference [6.49]. 
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substituting, 
4fL2 * 4fLI * 4fL 
= (VIII. 6) 
D D D 
into Eqn (VIII.5), M2 can be found. 
If m is negative, the flow is reversed. Eqn (VIII.6) becomes 
4fL * 4fL * 4fL 
__ :::.2_ = I + (VIII. 7) 
D D D 
substituting pipe sections I and 2 into (VIII. I) , 
PI I n + I 
= -.j[ 1 
p* MI 2 + (n-l) Ml2 
(VIII. 8) 
P2 I n + I 
= -.j[ 1 
p* 2 M2 2 + (n-I)M2 
(VIII.9) 
so that, 
MI 2 + (n-I)MI 2 
P2 = PI -.j[ (n-I)M/ 1 M2 2 + 
(VIII.IO) 
where MI and M2 are of the same sign. 
It is noted that the flow is choked when the flow Mach number is 
unity. In this case, the flow conditions will be altered such 
that the inlet conditions at section I will just produce a sonic 
condition 
M2 = 
P2 = 
where p* = 
at 
I 
p* 
J[ 
section 2. That 
PIMI 
n + 1 
-----2 1 
2 + (n-I)MI 
is, 
(VIII. 11) 
(VIII.12) 
(VIII. 13) 
On the contrary, if the downstream condition at position 2 is 
known, then 
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4fL * 2 
D 
Therefore, 
4fL * 1 
D 
m RT2 
--J(-) 
A2P2 n 
I-M2
2 
= + 
nM 2 2 
4fL 
= + 
D 
I-MI
2 
n+l 
In[ 
2n 
4fL * 2 
D 
n+l 
= + -- In[ 
nM 2 1 2n 
(n+l)M2 2 
2+(n-l)M2 2 
(n+l)MI 2 
2+(n-l)MI 2 
from which Ml is solved. 
Combining Eqn (VIII. 7) and (VIII.S) , 
(VIII. 14) 
1 (VIII. 15) 
(VIII. 16) 
1 (VIII. 17 ) 
(VIII .1S) 
Similar to the previous case, the downstream Mach number M2 must 
not exceed unity, otherwise, Eqn (VIII.15) is not valid. 
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APPENDIX IX 
CONTROL ALGORITHM FOR SOLENOID OPERATED VALVE SYSTEM 
The gain determination algorithm was designed based on the 
findings of Moore [1.8]. The parameter ~rof which determined the 
span of applicability of each gain profile element was set to 4 in 
the source code (to simplify data entry user interface). Only 256 
elements existed in the gain profile conforming to that in the 
simulation programme. The default gain profile was set as 
follows: 
Kp(O) 
Kp(l) 
~(2) 
~(3) 
Kp(4) 
Kp(5) 
Kp(6) 
Kp(7) 
Kp(8) 
~(9) 
= $2000 = 8192 
= $1800 = 6144 
= $1000 = 4096 
= $0800 = 2048 
= $0500 = 1280 
= $0300 = 768 
= $0200 = 512 
= $0180 = 384 
= $0140 = 320 
= $0120 = 288 
Kp (10) - ~(255) = $0100 = 256 
The decimal values were entered into the simulation model 
from an ASCII file during model initialisation. 
Assuming the timer on the target system has been enabled, all 
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the position, velocity and acceleration values were determined 
within the timer interrupt service routine "PTM". These 
information were stored in specific memory locations which could 
be referenced throughout the software. The steps involved in the 
DAC output calculation routine "GAIN" were: 
(a) The position gain profile element applicable to the current 
position error np was determined. 
Let i prof = element number of the gain profile array 
np = position error in hexadecimal value 
nv = velocity in hexadecimal value 
na = acceleration in hexadecimal value 
Rv = velocity gain 
Ka = acceleration gain 
then i prof = min (np/4, 255) 
(b) An intermediate OAC value was calculated: 
= 
where nv ' na = velocity and acceleration values calculated by 
the differential values of the position data 
All values were in 32-bit binary format. 
(c) Due to the limitation of 12-bit OAC, the OAC value was 
further reduced by 
nOAC2 = n OAC1/LDAC 
where LDAC = 256 for solenoid valve operator, or 
65536 for stepper motor valve operator 
(d) Additional saturation limits were also imposed to restrict 
the output value to within the range appropriate to the valve 
operator: 
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For the solenoid valve operator, the final DAC output value 
was 
nSPLCOM = sign(nDAC2) * min(lnDAC21 ,2048) 
where sign(nDAC2 ) = +1 
-1 
if nDAC2 > 0 
if nDAC2 < 0 
For the stepper motor operated valve, the DAC output was 
nSPLCOM = sign(nDAC2 ) * min(lnDAC21 ,40) 
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